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GENERAL PROCEDURE 

Power clean the printer with the covers removed. C lean the feed rolls, platen/ and 
deflector. Unless otherwise stated/ all parts of the printer should be inspected and 
I ubricated once every three months. NOTE: Lubrication must be appl ied judiciously 
to eliminate excessive quantities and prevent migration or spin-off into electrical con
tacts. 

LUBRICATION 

Figures 1 through 7 show the points that require lubrication. The number references 
require IBM #10. The letter references require IBM #23. Points that do not require 
lubrication every three months are identified with the required frequency in the ref
erence list. A rule of thumb should be "AII bearing areas having a sliding motion 
use IBM #23 and all bearing areas having rotational motion use IBM #10 unlessother
wise specified ll

• 

Machines with power on 24 hours daily require more frequent lubrication than ma
chines used for single-shift operation. The following areas are primari Iy affected 
by idl ing time I since only the operational shaft is driven: 

1. Motor and motor pulley 
2. Cycle-clutch spring and arbor 
3. Driven-pulley hub and bearing 
4. Operational cam bearings 
5. Right-hand operational shaft and shift cam bearing 
6. Shift-clutch spring and arbor. 

Since these machines are hot 24 hours dai Iy, some lubricant evaporation can be ex
pected in areas not driven during idling, however, they are not nearly so affected as 
items 1 through 6. Where power is on 24 hours dai Iy I we recommend lubricating these 
items every six weeks. 



FI GURE 1. Bottom View Of The Printer 

IBM #10 

11. Cycle-clutch trip pivots 
1. Cycle-clutch pawl 12. Switch or contact latch pivots 
2. Selector bai I roller pivots 13. Cycle-clutch trip-bail pivot points 
3. Negative-five bail roller pivot 14. Selector-latch bai I pivots 
4. Actuating-arm pivots 15. Pusher bail pivots 
5. Operational pull I inks 
6. Pusher bail-arm pivots 
7. Carrier-return actuating-arm pivot IBM #23 
8. Rotate-I ink pivots 
9. Pusher-arm pivots A. Operational-arm pivots 

10. Negative-five I ink bearing B. Selector-latch surfaces 
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II 

IBM #10 

1. Platen-release pivot 
2. Paper-release-lever pivots 
3. Rotate and tilt pulley bearings 
4 . Tab-rack support beari ng 
5. Copy-control eccentric pivot 
6. Pulley-assembly pivots 
7. Right-hand cord-pulley bearing 
8. Escapement torque-bar pivot 

FIGURE 2. 

9. Carrier-return unlatching-bellcrank pivot 
10. Carrier-return unlatching-l ink pivot 
11. Bellringer bail pivot 
12. Filter-shaft bearing 
13. Operational-shaft bearing 
14. Carrier-return latch-keeper pivot 

4 
2 

Right Side Of The Printer 

15. Index-I ink pivot 
16. Carrier-return-I ink pivots 
17. Operational-contact I ink-rod pivots 
18. Contact-bail pivots 
19. RH print shaft bearing 
20. Shift arm 

IBM #23 

A. Guide-bracket sliding surface 
B. Copy-contro I e ccentri c surface 
C. Carrier-return latch keeper 
D. Shift clutch spring and arbor 
E. Paper release lever 
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IBM #10 

1. Platen-release pivot 
2. Copy-control eccentric pivot 
3. Tab-rack support bushing 
4. Rotate and tilt pulley bearings 
5. Print-shaft bearing 
6. Left-hand margin-rack bushing 
7. Tilt-arm pivot 
8. Idler-gear bearings (I ightly) 
9. Filter-shaft bearing 

10. Rulule link 
11. Tab set/clear link pivots 

C B 
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FIGURE 3. Left Side Of The Printer 
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12. Wear-compensator pivots 
13. Cycle-shaft bearing 
14. Tilt link 

A. Copy-control eccentri c surface 
B. Guide-bracket sliding surface 
C . Tab set/clear be" crank 
D. Idler gear teeth 
E. C 1 and C2 cam surfaces 

D 



FIGURE 4. Back Of The Printer 

1. Index-control lever (old style) 
2. Motor bearings 

All pivots and bearings in operational unit 
3. Motor pulley and clutch assembly 
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2 x A 

(Fig. 5. Differential Mechanism) 

IBM #10 

1. Cycle-clutch latch pivot 
2. Center bearing - #9 
3. Carrier-return pulleys 
4. Cycle-clutch check-latch pivot 
5. Check-selector latch pivot 
6. Tab-torque-bar pivot 
7. Feed roll beari ngs 
8. Escapement-torque-bar pivot 
9. Latch pusher roller and pivot studs 

B 12 B o c E 
3 

10 F 

FIGURE 5. Differential Mechanism 

10. Surface of the escapement rack 

11. All selector latch and differential mechanism pivots 
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12. Restore roller pivot 

IBM #23 

A. Cycle-clutch sleeve surface 

B. Cycle-clutch restoring cam and roller 
C. Negative-five cam surface 
D. Selector-cam surface and roller 
E. Pusher bail cam surface and arm rollers 
F. Torque bars (I ight ti I m) 
X. Cycle clutch (inside) 
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FIGURE 6. Carrier Mechanism 

(Fig. 6. Carrier Mechanism) 
9. Interposer-!ever sl iding surface 

* Keep cartridge and sp"indles free of all lubricants 10. Detent-lever bearings 
11. Ti It bellcrank pivot 

1 . Tab-lever pivot 
2. Tab-lever latch pivot 
3. Rocker pivots A. Tilt ring and ball joint 
4. Detent pivots B. Ribbon-lift cam surface 
5. Tilt-ring pivots C. Ribbon-feed and detent cam surface 
6. Lower ball socket D. Print-cam surface 
7. Print-cam roller bearing E. Ribbon-feed pawl 
8. Print-shaft wipers F. Ve locity control plate pin 
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FIGURE 7. Operational Mechanism 

1. Escapement-com-follower roller 
2. Print-shaft bearing 
3. Escapement clevis 
4. Spring-clutch arbor. Oil carriage return spring clutch 

only when reassembly is necessary 
5. Index pawl 
6. Tab-torque-bar pivot 
7. Power-tab bellcrank-I ink ends and pivots 
8. Feed-roll bearings 
9. Escapement -shaft bearing 

10. Operational shaft bearing 
11. Operational cam pivot (ratchet) (Use #23 when parts 

are removed or replaced.) 

FIGURE 8. Bottom View Showing Contact Location 
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Carrier-Return 
Interlock Contact 

FIGURE 9A. Right View Showing Contact Location 

IBM #23 

A. Operational-cam surfaces, rollers, and drive ratchets 
B. Actuating arm and check-pawl contact surface 
C. Torque-limiter spring clutch* 

*Every 6 months / 1 Shift Operation 
Every 3 months / 2 Shi ft Operation 
Every 6 weeks / 3 Shift Operation 

PRINTER CONTACT LOCATIONS 

Figures 8 to 12 show the locations of the printer contacts. 

FIGURE 9B. Right View Showing Contact Location 



PR! NT FEEDBACK 
CONTACTS (CI,C2) 

TAB INTERLOCK 
CONTACT 

FIGURE 10. Left View Showing Contact Location FIGURE 12. Upper Left Rear Corner Showing Contact Location 

RRIER RETURN 
NTERLOCK 

FIGURE 11. Rear View Showing Contact Location 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE 

Inspection 
Period 

2 

3 

4 

FIRST INSPECTION PERIOD 

CYCLE CLUTCH 

Inspection Area 

Cycle Clutch 
Tilt Mechanism 
Ribbon Feed Mechanism 

Impression and AI ignment 
Rotate Mechanism 
Detenting 

Selection Magnet Units 
Cycle Clutch Ilnlatching 
Operational Magnet Units 
Pusher Unit 
Contact Cleaning 

Escapement 
Motor Drive and Carrier Return 
Indexing and Paper Feed 
Shift (Enter Mechanism) 

1. Latch height: Measure with #3 scribe line on Hoover
ometer. 

2. Cycle shaft collar: The cycle clutch should begin to 
slip approximately 15° before the check pawl detents. 
Hand cycle the machine, using a -5 rotate, O-tilt char
acter. 

3. Nylon stop: Adjust for four degrees rotation or over-
throw when the cycle shaft is latched home. 

4. Shaft "end play: .001" - .003 11
• 

5. All gears: Minimum play, no binds, screws tight. 
6. Print-shaft timing: The keyway should be toward the 

dowel pin on the carrier. 

TILT MECHANISM 

1. Check the tilt motion: Use TO and T3. 
2. Check the tilt detenting: Use a T3 character and half

cycle the machine. Place a sl ight pressure on the rear 
of the tilt ring. Remove the detent, and allow it to re
turn slowl y. The ring should move no more than .005". 

RIBBON FEED MECHANISM 

1. A -5 rotate, l-ti It character should strike the ribbon 
1/16 11 from the bottom in the high lift position. 

2. Check for enough tension of the ribbon-feed mechanism
ratchet-brake springs to hold the ribbon ratchets in a 
rotated position, to overcome positively the action of 
the centering spring. 

3. The ribbon-feed pawl should hold the reversing inter
poser within .005 11 

- .010" of its total travel with the 
ribbon-feed cam on its high point and the ribbon mech
anism spt for a reversing operation. Positive two-tooth 
feed plus. 01 011 overthrow should result. 
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SECOND INSPECTION PERIOD 

DYNAMIC CHEC K 

1. a. Move the roller to the top of the compensator. 
b. Repetitively type minus-five selections. The roller 

should return to rhe compensated position. If wear 
has caused the compensator roller to drop almost to 
the bottom of the slot, hal f-cycle a -5 character. 
Ti It the machine up on its back. Raise the nylon 
wedge manually, and tighten the rotate link until 
there is 1/16" travel left in the nylon wedge. 
Tighten the nuts on the rotate link. Note: The 
compensator nylon wedge must be clean and free of 
oi I. If it does not drop easily, or appears to be 
oily or dirty, flush the wedge with cleaning fluid 
and wi pe dry. 

2. The general condition of all selection and outout-motion 
adjustments can be checked by making a complete strike
up of the keyboard. Type back over it several times, 
watching for signs of misalignment with the previously 
typed characters. If alignment is not satisfactory, the 
need for closer inspection can be met by observing the 
dynamic detenting action of the typehead. 

Manually hal f-cycle the following selections one at a 
time, and observe the latches: 
O-rotate, 1-tilt character 
-5 rotate, 1-tilt character 
+ 1 rotate, O-ti I t character 
+2 rotate, O-tilt character 
+3 rotate, O-ti It character 

These characters allow each latch to be checked in
dividually. Observe that the selected latches clear 
the bail fully, and do not snap off. Observe that the 
nonselected, or operated, latch seats fully on the bail, 
does not jump off, and makes the correct selection. 

IMPRESSION AND ALIGNMENT 

1 • The rotate and tilt tapes must be free from kinks and 
nicks. 

2. Check for binds or excessive play in the tilt and rotate 
detents with respect to their guides. Check the tilt ring 
in relation to its pivots, and the upper ball socket with 
respect to the ti It-ring spacer. 

3. Check for smooth compensator action. 
Static check: 
a. Half cycle a -5 selection with the typehead removed. 
b. Pull the rotate arm out unti I it is compl etel y removed 

from the compensator leaf spring. 
c. Release the rotate arm. This should cause the leaf 

spring to collapse against the power frame. 

ROTATE MECHANISM 

1. Half-cycle a O-rotate, 3-tilt character and observe the 
detenting. Follovy the same procedure for a +5 rotate, 
3-tilt character, a -3 rotate, 3-ti It character, and a -5 
rotate, 3-tilt character. 

Thp. variance in bandwidth of these characters should not 
exceed .030". 



Note: Check as follows. Hal f-cycle the character and 
remove detent from the head . Take the play out of th-e 
head in a clockwise direction. Allow the detent to re
turn slowly, and observe the point the detent strikes or 
enters the skirt. Bandwidth equals the difference between 
the best and worst character. 

DETENTING 

1. Print-shaft timing: The detent must enter and leave the 
head without hitting the skirt. Check by manually half
cycling. Use a -5, home, and a +5 character .. 

2. The skirt clearance should be .02Y - .035" in a 2-tilt 
position. When both dPotents are engaged fully in their 
respective notches, there should be .001" minimum mo
tion of the detent-cam follower with respect to the detent 
lever. 

THIRD INSPECTION PERIOD 

SELECTION MAGNET UNITS -- SCOPE PROCEDURE 

1. Check the pick times of all magnets by observing (on an 
osci II oscope) the vol tage ri se across a 1 O-ohm, 1/2 watt 
resistor (part 321271) in series with the individual magnet 
coi Is, when a 48-volt pulse is appl ied to the coi I. All 
pick times must be ten milliseconds Qr less, with the ex
ception of U.C. shift magnet, red ribbon shift magnet 
and the keyboard-lock solenoid. The U.C. shift magnet 
and red ribbon shi ft magnet armatures must seal within 12 
mill iseconds maximum and the keyboard lock solenoid 
must pick in a maximum of 55 milliseconds. See Figure 
13 for wave form of magnet pi ck time. 

Pick-time readings are the best indicator of magnet per
formance. High pick times foretell adjustment discrepan
cies, wear, or sluggishness. They are often evidenced 
by noticeable machine slowness when repeat operations 
are performed. Note the following items when high pick 
times are encountered: 
a. With the armature manually attracted, an armature

to-yoke clearance of .001" - .006" is necessary to 
prevent an armature from rocking on the yoke. Care
fully check the pivot points for wear (pivot plate ad
justment) • 

b. Except in the case of the operational magnets, the 
armature stops are to be ad justed for a .004" - .008" 
armature-to-yoke clearance. This clearance must be 
maintained to prevent permanent residual effects in 
the armature. 

c. In no case should an armature rock on the core. 

I PICK or SEAL I-
~ TIME 

FIGURE 13. Waveform of Magnet Pick Time 
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CYCLE CLUTCH UNLATCHING 

1. Positive unlatching of the cycle clutch must occur when 
each armature is operated by hand, with the latch over
throw .00211 - .007" (old style trip mechanism). On the 
spring-loaded {new style} trip mechanism, overthrow 
(with an armature operated) should measure .005" - .02011 

between the trip lever and the latch lever. Check to in
sure that the K.O. eccentrics do not choke off the arma
ture travel (K.O. eccentrics should clear trip bail exten
sions by .003" - .008" with armatures manuall y attracted) • 

2. Check for .00511 
- .010 11 vertical clearance between the 

selection-armature latching surface and the pushers, and 
for.001 11 

- .01011 horizontal between the tip of the push
ers and the armatures. 

3. The trip bail pivot eccentrics must allow equal motion to 
be transmitted from the T2 and R5 armatures to the trip 
I ink. The eccentrics must be in the upper sphere of their 
adjustment to prevent binding. 

OPERATIONAL MAGNET UNITS 

1. When an armature is operated, the armature pull-link ad
justment should allow for positive interposer tripping with 
.002" - .010" overthrow clearance between the interposer 
and the pawl guide plate at the point of unlatching. 

PUSHER UNIT 

1 . Both latch-pusher cam-follower rollers must contact the 
cams on the selector cam shaft throughout a cycle. 

2.· Check the individual pusher-to-Iatch extension clear
ances. Clean all operational circuit-breaker contacts, 
and check for pitting. 

CONTACTS 

1. The operational transmitting contact latches should be 
flush with the end of the contact-strap stop (interposers 
latched), and should have .005" - .015" clearance be
tween the contact-strap stop and the latch (interposers 
unlatched) . 

2. There should be .002 11 
- .010" clearance between the 

print-feedback O/SIS and the low point of the feedback 
cams. 

3. The tab interlock microswitch should move at least. 031 11 

after the switch has transferred when the tab torque bar 
is moving toward its rest position. The switch must re
main transferred during tabulation and must transfer before 
the backspace cam reaches its high point. 

4. The carrier-return-interlock (normally-open) strap should 
rise a minimum of .010" off its support terminal with the 
carrier-return-clutch latch latched. 

5. Check the timing and air-gap adjustments on all contacts. 
All transmitting and checking contacts should have: 
a. .020" air gap except the shift which is .040 11

• 

b. All circuit-breaker contacts and interlocks should 
have a .04011 air gap. 

CONTACT CLEANING 

Caution: Under no condition should contact files, burnishing 
blades or similar tools be used to clean contacts in this machine. 

To clean the contacts, use IBM Contact C leaner and clean bond 
paper. 



FOURTH INSPECTION PERIOD 

ESCAPEMENT 

1. The carrier should escape smoothly and positively through
out the full length of the writing line and through the right
hand margin under letter escapement, spacebar operation, 
and tabulation. 

2. C he ck for frayed or loose transport cords. 
3. Tension should be maintained on the right-hand transport 

pulley to maintain its mounting parallel to the power 
frame. Its outside flanges should be 1-7/32" from the 
right-hand outside surface of the power frame. 

4. The I ine-gage holder must clear the platen at all points, 
and not impede carrier motion. 

5. A minimum of .010" clearance should exist between the 
carrier-return shoe and the spring-clutch. Note, however, 
that excessive clearance can result in erratic carrier
return motion. 

6. Check for 1/2-3/4 pounds of mainspring tension measured 
at the carrier as it escapes through the I inelock load at 
the extreme right-hand margin. 

7. Check for. 002" - .004" backlash of the tab governor and 
carrier-return pinion gears with the escapement gear. 

8. Letter escapement should occur as soon after print as pos
sible. 

9. The trigger guide should disengage the trigger from the 
escapement-torque-bar arm when the escapement pawl 
has cleared the rack by .010" - .015". Both the letter
escapement and the spacebar operation should allow 
.005 11 

- .010 11 excess motion after the trigger has dis
engaged the tri gger from the torque -bar arm. 

10. When operated, the tab lever should overthrow the tab
lever latch by .005" - .010 11 without being choked off 
by the tab torque-bar lockout lug or backup eccentric, 
and without overthrowing into the tab rack. Observe the 
operation at both ends and the middle of the torque bar. 
Dynamically check for tab failures using five irregularly 
set tab stops for at least five columns. 

11. Check to make sure that the carrier-return operation un
latches the tab when both operations occur simultaneous
ly. 

12. With the backspace operated manually, the escapement 
pawl should just fail to get a new tooth on the escape
ment rack. 

13. There should be a clearance of .005 11 
- .015 11 between 

the front of the backspace pawl and a tooth of the back
space rack (with the carrier at rest). 

14. Overthrow clearance of .010" - .020 11 is required be
tween the interposer pawls and the operational-latch 
bracket when the operational cams are on their high 
point. 

MOTOR DRIVE AND CARRIER RETURN 

1. Check for adequate tension of the motor-pulley belt, or 
for a frayed or no i sy be I t. 

2. The selector and operational cam shafts, and the print 
and filter shafts, must have .002" end play. 

3. There must be freedom from binds in the idler gear train 
with minimum backlash. 

4. With the carrier-return cam on its high point, the carrier-
return arm should overthrow its keeper by .020 11 

- .030". 
5. The carrier-return brake shoe should cause the carrier

return spring clutch to drive the carrier no later than 
when the escapement pawl clears the last one-third of 
the escapement rack tooth. The clutch shoe should 
overlap the last three coils of the spring clutch. 

6. The carrier-return unlatching link must positively un
latch the carrier-return latch at the left-hand margin 
with .005 11 

- .010" overtravel when the margin-rack 
overbank is set. 

7. The escapement pawl must not drag the escapement rack 
during carrier-return operations. 

8. Measure one-half to one pound tension of the shock un
loader at the left-hand margin while unlatching the 
carrier-return keeper-latch arm. 

INDEXING AND PAPER FEED 

1. Check for. 015 11 
- .030 11 clearance between the platen 

ratchet and the index pawl, at rest. 
2. Index operation should result in one full-tooth motion of 

the index pawl with respect to the platen ratchet (in 
single-linespace position) and two full-teeth motion 
with no evidence of hesitation or drag (in the double-
I inespace position). 

SHIFT 

Check the cam and spring for rust. Turn power on, and hold 
the shift ratchet (grey section). Release the ratchet by press
ing the magnet. Allow the ratchet to rotate slowly while 
holding down on the magnet. The shift cam should stop at a 
fully detented position for each 180 0 operation. The white 
nylon roller should seat fully in cam notch. 
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ADJUSTMENT THEORY 

MOTOR AND DRIVE 

1. Drive Belt - Adjust the motor mounting brackets forward 
or back to obtain a minimum amount of belt noise. 

Both ends of the motor must be adjusted the same in order 
to maintain the rotor shaft perpendicular to the drive belt. 

The belt must never be so loose that jumping cogs on the 
motor pulley is a possibi lity. Check by operating the 
shift mechanism while holding the carrier with the car
rier return in operation. This loads the motor to a point 
where fai lure wi \I be most probable. 

2. Motor Pulley - Adjust the motor pulley left or right so 
that the drive belt rides fully on the teeth of both pul
leys without rubbing the flange of either. Position the 
retaining clip for .005 11 to .015 11 end play. 

3. Motor Clutch Pawl Stops (Fig. 1) - Form for a ctearance 
of .010 11 to .020" between the clutch pawl tip and pul
ley ratchet when the pu Iley is manua lIy rotated. 

Form This Tip 

FIGURE 1. Motor Clutch Pawls 

4. Idler Gears - Adjust the idler gear studs so that minimum 
backlash is present between mating gears. The mechan
ism must be free of binds throughout 360 0 rotation of the 
gears. 

Minimum backlash is necessary to prevent erratic opera
tion of the drive train and to insure minimum overthrow 
of the driven shafts. 

The lower idler gear must be adjusted first because the 
upper idler gear is adjusted to the final position of the 
lower gear. 

CAUTION: After any removal and replacement of the 
left hand cycle shaft bearing, the mesh of the lower id
ler gear must be checked. The lower idler gear stud is 
mounted to the bearing plate; therefore any slight rota
tion of the plate wi II affect the gear mesh. 

Selection Mechanism 

5. Latch Bai I Shaft - Adjust the plate that supports the right 
end of the bail shaft so that the bail shaft is paraiiei to 
the cycle shaft. 
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This adjustment is extremeiy important because the rollers 
on the latch bail MUST contact their respective selector 
cams at the same point and with the same pressure in ord
er to insure that both cams operate the bai I together. 

The bai I shaft is set at the factory and shou Id not requi re 
a readjustment unless the piate becomes ioosened or 
parts replacement is necessary. This is a difficult ad
justment to make and should not be loosened unless ab
solutely necessary. 

The bail shaft plate must be adjusted both vertically and 
horizontally in order to make the rollers of the latch bai I 
ride their respective cams equally. Changing either the 
vertical or horizontal position will affect the other; 
therefore both adjustments must be consi dered together 
and adjusted alternately unti I both are correct. If a re
adjustment is necessary, the following procedure may be 
used. 

a. The correct vertical position is obtained by raising 
or lowering the bai I shaft mounting plate until both 
bail rollers have equal pressure against their re
spective cams. Check by testing the drag on strips 
of paper inserted between the rollers and the cams. 

b. The front to rear positi on of the bai I shaft plate can 
be set relative to the cycle shaft. Set the Hoover
ometer to span the distance between the cycle shaft 
and the left end of the bai I shaft as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. Move the Hooverometer to the right and 
adjust the bai I shaft plate forward or back to the 
same clearance as at the left side. With the bail 
shaft parallel to the cycle shaft, the bail rollers 
should be contacting their respective cams at the 
same point. 

NOTE: As a final check for the adjustment of the latch 
bail plate, hand cycle the machine using a zero rotate, 
zero tilt character (all latches removed from the bail). 
Both latch bail rollers should maintain contact with their 
respective cams throughout the cycle. 

CAUTION: On early level machines the cycle bail stop 
and the character interrupter must be readjusted after any 
change in the position of the bail shaft plate, because 
both of these parts are mounted on the plate. 

/ '" \ 
~\ / 

[(T:::::::::--J---4~ I / 

\ ;--

FIGURE 2, latch Bai I Shaft Plate Adjustment 



6. Differential Gui des 

a. The rotate and tilt differential guides should be ad
justed left or right so that the vertical links of the 
two systems hang in a true vertical position (Fig. 

3) • 

The guide for the rotate differential is attached to 
the top of the differential mounting bracket by two 
screws just behind the balance lever. The screws 
are accessible from the rear with the motor removed. 

The tilt differential guide is attached to the bottom 
of the differential mounting bracket and is easily 
accessible from beneath the machine. 

Rotate Differential Links _--"'I~J'v. 
Must be Vertical 

Tilt Differential Links 
Must be Vertical 

b. The latch bai I guide should be adjusted left or right 
so that all positive rotate and ti It selector latches 
hang vertically in the latch bail. The guide is at
tached to the lower left corner of the differential 
mounti ng bracket (Fig. 4). 

lu~j· -~/ 
I lj "'-._/ 

Adjust Guide Left or Right latches must be vertical 
So All Latches are Verticai 

FIGURE 4. Latch Bai I Gui de 
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7. Latch Bail Stop - The latch bail stop (Fig. 5), located 
just beneath the ba ii, prevents the ba i I from getti ng be
neath the se lector latches. Ad just the stop to clear the 
latch bail by .005 11 to .015 11 when the bail is at the high 
point of the cycle shaft cams. 

latch Bail 

/ 
-~ ? 

.....---lJverthrow Stop 

FIGURE 5. latch Bai I Overthrow Stop 

NOTE: Excessive clearance wi II allow the bai I to 
overthrow at the high point of the cams. During the 
overthrow it is possible for the latches to get on top of 
and hi nd off the bai I • 

8. Selector Latch Link - With the machine at rest adjust 
the negative 5 latch link so that the negative 5 latch 
wi II overlap the stop screw head by .050" to .060" (Fig. 
6). 

Adjust Link To Obtain 
Desired Negative Latch 

Cam Shaft 

To Stop Pad Screw Overlap 

FIGURE 6. Negative Latch Link 

Adjusting the link too short can result in erroneous selec
tion because the latch wi II not have a secure bite on the 
negative-five stop screw. The force of operati on cou Id 
cause the latch to s lip off part of the way throug h a cy
cle and cause a noisy operation as well as erroneous se
lection. 

LA. TCH PUSHER ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: 
a. Do not remove pusher plate unless replacement of 

the plate is required. 

b. The selector latch link adjustment (Fig. 6) must be 
correct before making the pusher to latch extension 
ad justment • 

c. When removal of the Latch Pusher Assembly is re
qui red , scribe (for reinstallation reference) the 
pusher p late to powerframe re lati onshi p. If the 
original relationship can be maintained, the adjust
ments wi II not have been destroyed by remova I. In 
case of loss of relationship, position the pusher 



plate as neariy as possible for the prescribed latch to 
pusher clearances (Fig. 8). 

1. Pusher Bail Eccentri cs (Fig. 7) - Adjust so that the top 
edge of the follower arms are flush with the pusher bail. 

These Surfaces Flush 

Eccentric 
Follower Arm 

FIGURE 7. Pusher Bai I 

• 030 11 to .040 11 
- R2A r-- .025 11 to 0035 11 
- T2, T1, R2, Rl, R5 

I 

~~Pusher 
~-~ NOTE: This adjustment should 

Extension 
'\i~ 
0,,-

be made with all parts at rest 
(cycle clutch latched). 

Form Within Circled Area 

FIGURE 8. Latch Pushers 

Latch Extensi on 

FiGURE 9. Pusher Clearance 
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2. Latch Pushers T2, Tl, R2, Rl, & R5 (Fig. 8) - Form to 
clear their respective latch extensions by .025 11 to .035 11

• 

3. Latch Pusher, R2A (Fig. 8) - Form to clear latch exten
sion by .030 11 to .040 11

• 

Malselection may be caused by the latch pushers contacting 
thei r latch extensions when an unselected pusher is against its 
armature. There should be a minimum of .002" clearance 
(Fig. 9) between the pusher and the latch extension when the 
pusher is against its armature. To check this adjustment, turn 
machine power off, trip the cycle clutch, and hand cycle a 
few degrees through a cycle. The pusher cam follower should 
be on the low dwe II of the pusher cam. 

PRINT SELECTION MAGNET ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: 
For complete adjustment, tbe magnet unit should be re
moved • To prevent interference from the tri p bai I r turn 
the high points of the pivot eccentrics to the top • 

1. Pivot Plate (Fig. 10) - Adjust for a clearance of .001" 
to .006 11 between the yoke and armatures with the arm
atures manually attracted. Measure clearance of the 
outside armatures (T2 & R5). 

Armature 

"""'r----Pivot Plate 

Yoke ~--Guide Plate 

FIGURE 10. Pivot Plate 

2. Guide Plate (Fig. 10) - Position as follows: 

a. Vertically - to provide equal spring tension on all 
armature springs. 

b. Hori zonta II y - $0 that a II armaTures are centered in 
the guide slots. 



3. Armature Stop - With the armature manually attracted, 
adjust for a clearance of .004" to .008" between the 
armatures and yokes (Fig. i 2 - see Fig. 1 I for assembly 
end view). Measure clearances at the outside arma
tures (T2 & R5) • 

~-~~ 
~---J __ =~-=-

Guide Plate Screw 

Armature Stop Stop Screw 

4. 

FIGURE 11. Armature Stop 

Armature Guide - Position horizontally so that the arm
atures are centered in the guide slots (Fig. 11). 

.004 11 to .008" Armature 

oke 

Armature Stop 

FIGURE 12. Armature Stop 

5. Back Stop (Fig. 13) - Position vertically (with arma
tures at rest) for a clearance of .04111 to .044 11 between 
the armature stop and armatures. Measure clearance at 
the outside armatures (T2 & R5). 

Armature 

Armature Stop 

FIGURE 13. Armature Backstop 

6. Pivot Eccentrics (Fig. 14) - Adjust so that the cycle 
clutch trip bai I is parallel to the armatures. The follow
ing procedure may be used: 

a. Disconnect the trip link (Fig. 18). 

b. Apply slight pressure to the knockoff extension (Fig. 
17) or trip link extension to hold the bai I in contact 
with the armatures. 

c. Apply slight pressure to the T2 and R5 armatures (Fig. 
10). Both armatures should be touching the trip bail. 
It not, adjust the pivot eccentrics to satisfy this con
dition. 
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-Just Touches 

FIGURE 14.. Pivot Eccentri cs 

NOTE: The high point of the pivot eccentrics must be 
toward the top (paper feed area) of the machine -:-IT the 
pivot eccentrics are not positioned to the top, the print 
magnet armatures wi II contact the tri p ba i I too soon, 
causing sluggish operation or failure to trip the cycle 
clutch. 

d. 

NOTE: 

After completing step c, whi Ie holding the trip bai I 
agai nst the armatures, check the center armatures to 
be sure they are touching the trip bailor clear it by 
a maximum of .002". Excessive ciearance can cause 
extra cycles. 

Item 6 is a preliminary adjustment. For final aajustment, 
see note under Item 3 of cycle clutch trip mechanism. 

7. Magnet Unit (Fig. 15) - Position under its two mounting 
screws for .005 11 to .010" clearance between the pusher 
tai Is and armature latching surfaces (armatures at rest). 

Power Frame 

FIGuRE 15. Magnet Unit Position 

8. Mounting Bracket (Fig. 16) - Position under its four 
mounting screws for .00111 to .010 11 clearance between 
the pusher tai Is and armatures. 

NOTE: 
Adjustments 7 & 8 are interacting - both requirements 
must be satisfied. 

Excessive clearance may cause mal-selection since the 
armature may not hold the pusher tai I when the magnet 
is not energ i zed. 



Mtg. Bracket Screws 

FIGURE 16. Mounting Bracket Positions 

No clearance (the pusher holding the armature away from 
rest) can cause mal-selection since the pusher may not 
be released when the armature is attracted by its magnet. 
Also extra cycles may result since the armature at rest 
would be holding the cycle clutch trip bail partially ro
tated. 

9. Knock Off Eccentrics (Fig. 17) - Adjust (T2 and R5 arm
atures manually attracted) to clear the trip bail exten
sions by .003" to .OOS" ~ 

Excessive clearance will cause extra cycles due to the 
armatures not being knocked off. It is necessary to 
knock off the armatures since residual magnetism is 
present. 

No clearance will cause failure to cycle because the 
trip bail will not be able to rotate to trip the cycle 
clutch. 

Knock-Off Eccentric 
Trip Bail 

({(J 
-t 

.003" - .00Sf! 

Extension 

FIGURE 17. Knock Off Eccentrics 

CYCLE CLUTCH TRIP MECHANISM 

1. Latch Sto~ (Fig. 1S) - Position so that the latch lever 
overlaps t e trip lever lug by .040" to .045" 

Insufficient "bite ll could cause extra cycles since the 
tri p lever may sli p off the latch lever. 

Excessive "bite II may cause failure to cycle since there 
is a limited amount of motion available from the arma
tures to pull the latch lever down. 
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Latch Stop 

FIGURE IS. Latch Lever 

2. Mounti ng Bracket (Fig. lS) - Posi ti on front to rear so 
that the cycle clutch latch has a .030" to .035 11 bite on 
the sleeve (Fig. 19). 

Cycle Clutch Latch 

1+--------.030rr to .035 11 Bite 

Trip Lever 

FIGURE 19. Mounting Bracket Positions 

NOTE: 
Be sure the restoring roller is not touching the restoring 
cam. 

Excessive bite may cause sluggish release. Insufficient 
bite may cause extra cycles. 

3. Trip Link Clevis (Fig. lS) - With either the T2 or R5 
armature manually attracted, adjust the clevis so that 
the latch lever clears the trip lever lug by .005 11 to 
.020 II (Fig. 20). 

Trip Lever 

--
.005rr to .020 II 

Latch Lever 

FIGURE 20. Trip Link Adjustment 



NOTE: 
If necessary 1 refine the pivot eccentric adjustment to ob
tain equa I latch lever overthrow from the T2 and R5 arm
atures (Fig. 14). Adjustment No.6, Page 1-4. 

4. Cycle Clutch Latch Restoring (Fig. 21) - Position the re
storing roller so that the trip lever overthrows the latch 
lever by .005/1 to .010/1 at its latching point on the low 
si de of the restori ng cam. 

U.J.~ __ --Adiust Here 
.-.""""""';::c:'V (Up or Down) 

'.~-- Restori ng Cam 

• 005/1 to .010 11 Overthrow 

FIGURE 21. Restoring Roller 

5. Cycle Clutch Latch Inhibitor (New) : 

a. Adjust the inhibitor trip lever (Fig. 22) so that the 
bottom edge of the inhibitor pawl is flush with the 
bottom edge of the cycle clutch latch (Fig. 26) with 
a II parts at rest. 

This adjustment provides an adequate "bite" be
tween the cycle clutch latch and inhibitor pawl to 
prevent extra cycles. 

Adjusting Screw 

FIGURE 22. Inhibitor 

b. Position the inhibitor pawl mounting bracket front 
to rear for .030" to .035" between the front side of 
the cycle clutch latch anJ the inhibitor pawl (Fig. 
23). 

CAUTION: The R5 latch link adjustment should be 
checked after any change in the position of the in
hibitor pawl mounting bracket. 
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~ 
Cycle Clutch 

latch 

FIGURE 23. inhibitor Pawl Mounting Bracket 

PRINT FEEDBACK CONTACT ASSEMBLY 1 C2 

1. Form the N/C support so that the O/P lifts tLe N/C con
tact .002" to .005" from the N/C support (Fig. 24). 

2. Position the contact mounting bracket so that the O/PI S 

clear the cam (at the low point) .002" to .010" (Fig. 
24) . 

Cam 

.----O/P's 

N/C Support 

Mtg. Bracket 

FIGURE 24. Print Feedback Contact C-2 

The following Timing Chart is laid out using a 0° reference 
point. To use 180° as reference add 180° to the make and 
break times. 

C-2 NjC 
MACHINE BREAK MAKE 

1447 20° ± 5 120 ± 5 
1052 20° ± 5 120 ± 5 
1053 20° ± 5 120 ± 5 
1062 20° ± 5 120 ±5 

FIGURE 25. TIMING CHART 

CONTACT N/C DURATION COLOR 
C-2 80° White 
C-2 70° Orange i 

FIGURE 26. CAM CHART 



SHIFT MECHANISM 

1. Shift Cam Back-Up Roller - Adjust the back-up roller 
eccentri c left or right so that .001" to .003" of the cam 
bearing extends beyond the cam (Fig. 27). The eccen
tric should be kept in the bottom half of its orbit. 

The set screw for the back-up roller eccentric is acces
sible through a hole in the cam with the cam in the low
er case position. 

Adjust Back-Up 
Ro Iler Eccentri c 

FIGURE 27. Shift Cam Back-Up Roller Adjustment 

If the bearing did not extend beyond the cam, the shift 
clutch arbor could rub against the cam and create a 
noise as well as a drag on the cam when the cam was 
stati onary • 

Two problems could be created by having too much of the 
bearing extending beyond the cam. A gap would exist 
between the cam and the shift clutch arbor. This could 
allow a coil of the shift clutch spring to wedge into the 
gap and lock the machine. If the back-up roller were 
excessively far to the left, the cam would be forced to 
the left at the rear causing it to cock and bind at the 
pivot. 

The shift clutch mechanism including the arbor should be 
removed in order to best observe the adjustment. Be sure 
that.002" to .004" end play exists in the operational 
shaft when the arbor is replaced. 

CAUTION: Any change in the position of the back-up 
roller directly affects the typehead homing and the shift 

Clutch Spring 
Retaining Plate 

FIGURE 28. Shift Clutch Spring Retaining Plate 

cause failure of the cam to reach the detented position
l 

because the spring would be expanded too soon. Insuf
ficient expansion would allow the clutch spring to drag 
when at rest creating a load on the motor and on the 
shift release mechanism. 

A. REST POSITION 

arm motion adjustments. Be sure to recheck these ad- .028 11 to .059 11 

justments. 

2. Shift Clutch Spring Retaining Plate - Adjust the retain
ing plate attached to the shift cam (Fig. 28) to satisfy 
the following condition. With the machine turned OFF 
and the shift cam detented, the shift clutch ratchet 
should rotate .028 11 to .059" when the shift release arm 
releases the ratchet. The rotation can be observed rela
tive to the shift interlock (Fig. 29B). Half the distance 
from the center of one ratchet tooth to the next is 3/6411 

or .04r. 

The adjustment of the retaining plate determines how 
much the clutch spring will be expanded when the shift 
mechanism is at rest. Expanding the spring too much may 
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FIGURE 29. Shift Clutch Spring Retaining Plate Adjustment 

NOTE: If sufficient adjustment cannot be obtained with 
the retaining plate, the right end of the clutch spring 
may be placed in another hole in the ratchet. The ad
justment can then be refined with the plate. 

3. Shift Cam Stop - Adjust the stop so that the shift clutch 
ratchet has .010 11 to .030" rotary motion between the 
shift cam stop and the shift release arm with the mech
anism at rest (Fig. 30). 

The adjustment insures that the shift cam will not be al
lowed to trove! past the detented position. 



Shift Release Arm __ _ 

Holding Inner Lug 
Of Ratchet 

Maintain 
Clearance Here 
to Clutch Spring 

.010" to .030 rr 

Shift Cam Detented 

FIGURE 30. Shift Cam Stop Adjustment 

NOTE: The stop should not bind against the spring 
clutch when the adjustment is made. 

CAUTION: Be sure the cam is detented at the time the 
stop adjustment is checked. 

4. Shift Cam Brake - The shift cam brake should be ad
justed to have .035 11 to .040 11 bite on the braking rib of 
the cam (Fig. 31). That is approximately 1/2 the thick
ness of the rib. 

.035" to .040" 1/2 Thickness of 
Braking Rib 

FIGURE 31. Shift Cam Brake Adjustment 

Excessive braking action could prevent the cam from 
reaching the detented position in the lower case. Insuf
ficient braking action would result in a noisy shift oper
ati on and expose the mechanism to possible parts break
age. 

FIGURE 32. Shift Interlock 
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5. Shift Interlock 

a. With the shift interlock on the high point of the cam, 
adjust the interlock by its adjusting screw so that the 
tip just bottoms between two teeth on the shift clutch 
ratchet (Fig. 32). 

6. Shift Interlock Cam - With the cycle clutch latched at 
rest and the backlash of the cycle shaft and fi Iter shaft 
removed in the operating direction, advance the cam 
until a clearance of .040 11 to .060" exists between the 
tip of the interlock and the top of a tooth on the shift 
clutch ratchet (Fig. 33). 

Take up backlash 
in direction of 
arrow on cam 

FI GURE 33. Shift Interlock Cam 

SHIFT MAGNET ASSEMBLY 

NOTE: Shift mechani-sm adjustments must be correct be-
fore the following adjustments are attempted. 

1. Hinge Plates (Fig. 34) - Position the hinge piates with 
the armatures manually attracted to obtaiI'") .001 11 to .003" 
clearance between the armatures and hinge plates. 

This clearance insures free operation of the armature. 
With no clearance and oi I on the two surfaces the arma
ture would have a sluggish operation. Excessive clear
ance may cause slow operation due to the relationship 
between the magneti c field and armature. 

Armature 
Energized 

I 
I 

Hinge Plate 

U.C. ! .001" to .003 11 

Iv\agnet 
-""" .. ~ _____ I Clearance 

Yoke : 
Adiusti~g Screw 

"'~iiiiiiiiIi"_IIfI!II~1 

Hinge Plate 

LaC. Magnet 

~ Armature Energized 

Adjusting Screw 

FIGURE 34. Hinge Plates 



2. Armature Stops (Fig. 35) - Position the armature stops/ 
with the armatures manually attracted, to obtain .00311 

to .001" between the armatures and yokes. 

Armoture Stop 

Armature 

L.e. Magnet 

lil"il"~~I":1 nt " "I" oj',j,,1 
W ',II 'I" "i'" i I .003" 
J 1: I: II! . ~ ! I' qi: (I I 

I!:" ,:.. 'I to 

~.007" 
Armature Stop 

YOKE· Adiusting Screws 

FIGURE 350 Armature Stops 

CAUTION: When locking screws are loosened to make 
the U.C. armature stop adjustment, be careful not to dis
turb the armature backstop adjustment. 

3. UC Magnet Assembly - Position so that its mounting 
screws are centered in the elongated holes with the hinge 
plates parallel with the assembly mounting plate. 

4. LC Magnet Assembly - Position as follows: 

a. Front to Rear - LC armature (energized) clears the 
UC armature (at rest) by .01011 (Fig. 36). 

This clearance insures unlatching of the upper case 
armature. 

Armature Energized 

~=--lL.OlO" 

FIGURE 36. LC Magnet Assembly (Front to Rear) 
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b. Up or Down = UC armature (energized) clears the 
LC armature (at rest) by .003" to .006 11 (Fig. 37). 

When the upper case armature is picked the lower 
case armature must be able to snap forward and 
latch the upper case armature. If the clearance is 
excessive the upper case armature may move far e
nough to a Ilow a shi ft to take place. When this hap
pens the printer will be in lower case while the mag
net assembly is latched in upper case. 

Armature Energized 

U.C. Magnet 

Armature at Rest 

L.C. Magnet 

FIGURE 37. LC Magnet Assembly (Up or Down) 

5. Magnet Assembly Mounting Bracket (Fig. 38) - Position 
the magnet assembl y mounting bracket (UC armature ener
gized) so that the re lease arm clears the shi ft ratchet 
lug by .005 11 to .015 11

• 

Shift Release Arm 

FIGURE 38. Magnet Assembly Mounting Bracket 



6. UC Armature Backstop (Fig. 39) - Position (armature at 
rest) so that the UC armature clears the release arm fol

lower by .002" to .008". 

The clearance between the UC armature and shift re
lease arm allows the armature to be in motion prior to 
picking up the load of the release arm. With no clear
ance the armature may fai I to pi ck. 

.002" to , 

FIGURE 39. U.C. Armature Backstop 

7. Shift Contact Assembly C-7 (Fig. 40) -

a. C-7 Contact Rise - Form the NjC contact support 
so that the ajp Ii fts the NjC contact strap .002" to 
.005" (Fig. 40). 

.002" to .005" Rise 

1'-"---- Fo Ilower Stud 

Mounti ng Bracket 

FIGURE 40. C-7 Contact 

b. C-7 Contact Assembly - Adjust by moving its mount
ing bracket so that the cam follower stud will be 
.002" to .0lO" from the low point of the C-7 cam 
at the vertical center li'1e of the cam (all parts at 
rest) • 

CAUTION: Do not overtighten the C-7 cam set 
~crews ns th3)' wi II couse a bind or crack the ratchet. 
Be sure the follower stud does not touch the ratchet 
through 360 0 rotation of the ratchet. 

CYCLE CLUTCH 

1. Cycle Shaft - Shim the cycle shaft to obtain .001" to 
.003/1 end play of the shaft. The shims are placed be
tween the left hand bearing and the check ratchet. The 
shims are available in various thicknesses and are coded 
by shape as described in the Parts Cata log • 

CAUTION: The slight end play of the shaft insures that 
it will rotate freely. Excessive play could allow a coil 
of the cycle clutch spring to wedge between the two hub 
members of the clutch causing a machine lock-up. (End 
play can most easily be measured with the spring clutch 
removed .) 

NOTE: With the end play removed to the right, main
tain .002" clearance between the cycle shaft gear and 
the left hand bearing. 

2. Cycle Clutch Latch Bracket - Adjust the bracket ver
tically so that the steps of the cycle clutch sleeve are 
horizontal when the sleeve is stopped by the latch (Fig. 
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41). 

Hooverometer Hand Ie _--ro:.:.:.:. 

Cycle Clutch 
Latch Bracket 

ilL" Shaped 
Handle Base Centered 

Latch Pivot Pin, 

FIGURE 41. Cycle Clutch latch Bracket Adjustment 

To insure that the latch is parallel to the sleeve, it should 
be adjusted in the following manner. 

a. Loosen the two latch mounting screws and pull the 
latch to the top of its adjustment. 

b. Snug the screws "ligh'IY". 

c. Turn the print or cycle shaft in a print direction. 
(This will force the cycle clutch sleeve down on the 
cycle cl utch latch.) Using the Hooverometer, check 
the latch height until it is correct (#3 scribe line). 

d. Tighten the cycle clutch latch mounting screws. 

Keeping the sleeve surface in contact with the latch sur
face will insure that the latch will remain parallel to the 
sleeve while you are adjusting its height. 



If the bracket were adjusted too low, the steps would be 
at an angle to the line of motion of the cycle clutch 
latch. The latch would have difficulty in moving for
ward to release the clutch sleeve, and a slow, hesitant 
operation would result. 

With the bracket too high, the force of stopping the 
cycle shaft through the cycle clutch sleeve would tend 
to cam the latch forward. A repeat cycle operation 
cou Id resu It. 

When properly adjusted the top of the latch pivot pin is 
1 .546" below the top of the print shaft. This distance 
can be measured with the use of the Hooverometer. With 
the head of the Hooverometer set at the #3 scribe line, 
the head should rest on top of the print shaft with tl-e 
handle touching the latch pivot pin (Fig. 41). Be sure 
the Hooverometer handle is vertical. It will be vertical 
if the base of the handle is centered over the latch pivot 
pin. 

NOTE: Changing the height of the cycle clutch latch 
necessitates a readjustment of the cycle clutch collar, 
cycle clutch stop, and the cycle clutch latch restoring 
mechanism. 

CAUTION: The latch bracket must not become cocked 
so that only a corner of the latch plare is stopping the 
sleeve. Excessive wear could result. The cycle clutch 
sleeve could also be ti Ited by the latch causing it to 
bear against the cycle clutch pulley hub creating a 

. noi sy operati on. 

3. Cycle Clutch Spring and Collar Adjustments 

a.. Latera I position of the spri ng - Loosen the collar 
and position the spring left or right on its hubs so 
that the right hand end of the spring wi II clear the 
face of the cycle clutch pulley by .004" to .012" 
(Fig. 42). 

NOTE: This adjustment insures that a maximum 
number of coils of the spring clutch will grip the 
driving hub during a cycle operation. Any slip
page between the driving hub and the spring clutch 
could decrease the typehead velocity during a 
print operation resulting in intermittent light im~ 
pression. A lack of clearance between the right end 
of the spring clutch and the face of the cycle clutch 

Sleeve 

Collar Adjustment 

Pulley 

Cycle Clutch Spring Sleeve End Play 

FiGURE 42. 
... I r"'Io ••• r.l,.. _ I _ 
LaTeral I"'OSITlOn or rne \..YCle 
Clutch Spring and Collar 

pulley would create a bind causing the spring clutch 
to place a heavy torque on the cycle clutch sleeve. 
This excessive torque on the sleeve results in a 
sluggish operation because the cycle clutch latch 
trip lever has difficulty tripping the latch off the 
sleeve. 

b. Lateral positi on of the collar - positi on the collar 
left or right so that the sleeve will have .010" to 
.015" end play. 

NOTE: This adjustment insures that there wi II be 
no binds between the right end of the sleeve and the 
cycle clutch pu lIey. A bind wi II c.ause a sluggish 
operation just as in the previous adjustment. 

c. Radial position_of the collar - (The position of the 
collar directly controls the radial position of the 
left hand end of the cycle clutch spring with respect 
to the cycle shaft. It determines how much the 
clutch spring wi II be expanded when the cycle 
clutch is latched and the cycle shaft is in its 
rest positi on). Adjust the collar so that when a zero 
ti It, negative-five rotate character is hand cycled 
the cycle clutch spring will begin to slip (expand) 
when the cycle shaft is 1/16" to 3/32" from its rest 
position measured on the surface of check ratchet 
(Fig. 43). 

This adjustment is difficult to observe at the check 
ratchet. A 1/16" to 3/32" rotation of the cycle 
shaft wi II cause the print shaft gear to turn approxi
mate�y one tooth. The adjustment can easily be 
read by one of the following methods. 

Cycle Clutch 
Check Ratchet 

Note: The positive cams are 
almost horizontal when the 

1/16" To 3/32 11 cycle clutch is latched. 

FIGURE 43. Radial Position of Cycle Clutch Collar 

A. Print Shaft Gear Method 

1. Hand cycle a zero ti It, negative-five character 
until the cycle clutch begins to slip. 

2. Penci I mark the print shaft bearing in line with 
a tooth on the gear. 

3. Release the cycle clutch again by depressing 
a selection magnet armature. 
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4. Slowly hand cycle the machine until the check 
pawl just drops into a tooth on the check rat
chet. The print shaft gear should have rotated 
1/2 to one tooth. If the print shaft gear rotat
ed further than one tooth the collar must be 
moved top toward the rear. Less than 1/2 to 
one tooth, move it top toward the front. 

A zero ti It, negative-f ive rotate character is used 
because it offers the greatest resistance to the cycle 
shaft during the restoring portion of a cycle, caus
ing the cycle clutch spring to slip at the earliest 
possible time. 

NOTE: If the collar shou Id become completely 
loose, a good starting point may be ohained by 
positi oning the collar so that its adjusting screw head 
is approximately in line with the high point of the 
negative-five cam. 

CAUTION: The cycle clutch stop attached to the 
collar may prevent the shaft from reaching the 
latched position. Any change in the cycle clutch 
collar adjustment wi II necessitate a readjustment of 
the stoPi the refore it is usually best to loosen the 
stop before attempting to adjust the collar. 

B Degree Wheel Method 

With the machine at zero degrees (cycle clutch 
latched at rest) select a -5 rotate, a ti It character 
and hand cycle the machine slowly. The cycle 
clutch spring should slip and stop driving at 170 to 
175 degrees. 

Cyel e Shaft Must Be Detented 
When Setting The .007" To 
.015" Overthrow 

.007 11 To .015 11 

Pulley 

FIGURE 44. Cycle Clutch Overthrow Stop - Late 
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5. Cycle Clutch Overthrow Stop - With the cycle clutch 
latched and the cycle shaft backed up against the check 
pawl in its rest position, advance or retard the overthrow 
stop on the cycle clutch collar so that it will allow the 
cye Ie shaft to overthrow its latched positi on by .007 11 to 
.015" (Fig. 44-late or Fig. 45-early). 

FIGURE 45. Cycle Clutch Overthrow Stop - Early 

CAUTION: After adjusting the cycle clutch overthrow 
stop check the cycle clutch sleeve end playas the over
throw stop may bind against the sleeve. 

6. Filter Shaft - The filter shaft is set during manufacture at 
approximately 25° (Fig. 46). This adjustment is not crit
ical. When the relalionship (If the filter shaft gear has 
been changed set the filter shaft for proper escapement 
cam timing. Be sure and check the shift interlock cam 
adjustment also. 

NOTE: Be sure to maintain .002" to .004" end playof 
the filter shaft within the left hand filter shaft bearing. 
The mounting of the left hand fi Iter shaft bearing allows 
.011" laterial play of the bearing. Do not confuse this 
lateral play of the bearing with the filter shaft end play. 

Front of Machine .... -----

FIGURE 46. Filter Shaft 

CARRIER AND ROCKER 

Fine Alignment 

1. Ii It Tube End Play - (machines prior to gearless ti It). 
The tilt pulley should be adjusted up or down on the ti It 
tube so that .002" to .004" end play exists in the tilt 
tube (Fig. 47). 

The ti It pu Iley is attached to the ti It tube by a set screw 
and key against a flat surface on the ti It tube. The set 
screw is accessible through a hole in the left side of the 
carrier. Move the carrier to the right and remov:: the 
ti It pulley spring and ti It detent spring. The tilt detent 
spring stud can then be removed through the hole in the 



Yoke 

• 00211 to .004" I I.:J / Ti It Pu lley 
c. :=;:rmr~:=J'-W'r-" 

FIGURE 47. Ti It Tube En d Play Adi ustment 

carrier. The hole in the carrier and rockerwi II make the 
tilt pulley set screw accessible with a fluted wrench. 

NOTE: The height of the ti It sector gear is established 
by shimming between the gear and the top of the yoke. 
The height is set to obtain the proper backlash between 
the ti It sector gear and the tilt ring gear. Be sure to 
re-install the shim if disassembly is necessary. 

2. Rotate Shaft End Play - Adjust the rotate pulley up or 
down on the rotate shaft so that .00211 to .004" end play 
exists in the rotate shaft relative to the ti It tube or yoke 
(Fig. 48). 

Wedging 
Block 

FIGURE 48A. 
Gear Type Ti It 

FIGURE 48B. 
Gearless Ti It 

The rotate pulley is secured to the rotate shaft by a 
wedging block and a set screw. The pulley set screw is 
accessible from below with the carrier centered over the 
cycle shaft and the shift in the upper case. After loos
ening the set screw, the grip of the block on the shaft 

must be broken by rotating the typehead counterclock
wise manually while blocking rotation of the pulley. 
This can be done by inserting the 3 11 screwdriver at the 
rear between the notch in the pulley and the tape guide 
block. Be careful not to damage the tape or pulley with 
the screwdriver. DO NOT rotate the typehead clock
wise against the tension of the tape in an effort to break 
the pulley loose. Tape breakage or other parts damage 
may result. 

NOTE: The height of the lower ball socket is con
trolled by a shim located between the lower ball socket 
and the ti It tube or yoke. The height relative to the 
ti It ring must be controlled in order to insure proper op
eration of the ball joint. If disassembiy of the rocker is 
ever necessary, the shi m must be rei nsta! led. 
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3. Tilt Ring = The upperba!! socket should be centered over 
the lower ball socket within .00211. It is adjusted by 
moving the tilt ring left or right after loosening the tilt 
ring pivot set screws. All side play of the tilt ring 
should be removed by the pivot pins while still allowing 
the ti It ring t<... pivot freely • 

If the ti It ri ng is not properl y centered, the rotate posi
Hon of the head can vary slightly as the head is ti Ited 
to the different tilt positions. This could constitute a 
portion of the band width in the rotate system. 

The ti It ring is centered at the factory and every effort 
should be made to maintain its centered position. If tilt 
ring removal or replacement is necessary, a feeler gauge 
should be inserted between the tilt ring and the yoke to 
determine the clearance before the tilt ring is removed. 
The ti It ring should be replaced to the same clearance. 

The ti It ring can easi Iy be removed if the machine is half 
cycled to a two tilt position. On machines prior to the 
gearless tilt mechanism, care should be taken to insure 
that the tilt sector gears are properly meshed whenever 
the ti It ring is installed. The rear tooth of the tube 
sector gear shou Id enter the second notch of the ti It ring 
sector gear (Fig. 49). 

CAUTION: Side play in the tilt ring can cause poor 
horizontal and vertical alignment. It can also affect 
impression. 

4. Upper Ba II Socket - The upper· ba II socket must rotate 
completely free of binds with little or no up and down 
play. The adjustment is made by raising or lowering the 
tilt ring spacer by installing thicker or thinner shims at 
the front and rear (Fig. 49). 

In order to check the upper ball socket for binds it is 
necessary to remove the ball ioint so that the upper ball 
socket can be rotated by hand. This can be done either 
by removi ng the tilt ring and upper ba II socket together 
and checking them off the machine or by removing the 
upper ball socket and replacing it without the ball joint. 
If the tilt ring is removed, its position relative to the 
yoke must be checked by a thi ckness gauge before re
moval. 

NOTE: If the upper ball socket, tilt ring, or tilt ring 
spacer are ever replaced by new parts, the shimming 
adjustment must be checked. 

Minimum Play in 
Upper Sa II Socket 

Ti It Ri ng Spacer 

Shim 

Tube Gear 

Ti It Ring 

FIGURE 49. Upper Ba II Socket Adjustment 



CAUTION: Vertical play in the upper ball socket will 
affect vertical alignment and impression because the 
type head wi II not maintain a definite position. 

Also, care must be taken to insure that the entire rotat, 
system is free from binds. A bind in the upper ball sock
et can resu I tin poor hori zonta I a I i gnment if the rotate 
detent fai Is to fu II y seat in the detent notch before pri nt 
occurs. An excessive bind can cause unwanted roller 
droppage in the wear compensator during a negative se
lection. Binds in the system (carrier area) can be 
checked by manually operating the shift arm in and out. 

5. Ti It Detent - Adiust the guide and pivot screw so that 
the tilt detent will operate freely with no side play 
(Fig. 50). 

Ti It Detent 

FIGURE 50. Ti It Detent Adjustment 

As Little Clearance AS~ 
Possible, No Binds ~ 

EARLY STYLE 

~. 
As Little Clearance as 
Possible, No Binds 

Adjust Guides to Obtain 
Proper Clearance 

FIGURE 51. Rotate Detent Guides 

Excessive si de play in the ti It detent wi II cause poor 
vertical alignment. A bind in the tilt detent will nffect 
both the vertical and horizontal alignment because jt 

wi II retard or restri ct the seati ng of the ti It detent whi ch, 
in tu rn, wi II retard or restri ct the seati ng of the rotate 
detent. 

6. Rotate Detent - Adjust the front and rear guides so that 
the rotate detent wi II operate freely with no side play 
(Fig. 51). 

Excessive play in the detent will result in poor horizon
ta I a lignment because the detent cannot positive Iy po
sition the typehead. 

7. Rocker Shaft - Adiust the rocker shaft left or right to 
obtain .0.02" to .004" side play in the rocker (Fig. 52). 
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The side play exists between a C-clip around the shaft 
at the right of the rocker and a thrust washer against the 
carri er casti ng at the left of the rocker. The rocker 
shaft is held in place by a set screw at the left end of 
the shaft. 

Excessive play in the rocker could affect horizontal 
alignment by allowing the rocker to shift its position 
left to right. 

I 
FIGURE 52. 

I 

,I 
.002" to .004"-1 

I 

Rocket Shaft Adjustment 

8. Print Sleeve End Play - Adjust the print sleeve end play 
to be .002" to .004". The end play is controlled by the 
print cam on the right hand end of the sleeve. The ad
justment should not be gained with the ribbon lift cam 
because its set screw tightens down into a dimple in the 
print sleeve fixing the position of the cam (Fig. 53). 

End Play Adjust by Print Cam 

I 

~ 
I 

FiGURE 53 e Print Sleeve End Play 



9. Detent Cam Follower Bracket - Position the detent cam 
follower bracket which is mounted to the left side of the 
carrier by two screws to satisfy the following conditions: 

c. Front to rear for a clearance of .015" between the 
print sleeve and the end of the pin on the cam fol
lower (Fig. 54A). 

Cam Follower Pin 

Bracket 

FIGURE 54A. Detent Cam Follower Bracket 

b. Verticaiiy so that the bottom surface of the pin on 
the cam follower lines up with the scribe line #1 on 
the Hooverometer when the Hooverometer is placed 
against the print sleeve as shown in Figure 54B. 

This bracket is set at the factory with a dial indicator and 
should not require readjustment unless it becomes loose. 

Detent Cam Follower Bracket 

FIGURE 54B. Detent Cam Follower Bracket 

NOTE: The position of the bracket directly affects the tim..;. 
ing relationship between the detent cam and the print cam. 
An improperly adjusted bracket may cause the detents to be
gin to wi thdraw before the typehead pri nts T or the typehead 
to print before the detents have fully seated. If this occurs 
it wi i I generally show up as poor vertical alignment because 
the ti it detent aiways seats after and withdraws ahead of the 
rotate detent. 
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10. Detent Mechanism (Machines prior to gearless ti It) -
The detent mechanism must be adjusted to satisfy the 
following conditions: 

a. Position the ribbon feed and detent cam left or 
right on the print sleeve so that the inside ri-b of 
the cam wi I i be in line with the left hand edge of 
the ribbon feed cam follower (Fig. 55). 

Ribbon Feed and Detent Cam 

Edges Even 

FI GURE 55. Ribbon Feed Cam 

b. Adjust the detent actuating lever support front or 
rear (under its locking screw) so that the rotate 
detent wi \I c I ear the teeth on the type head ski rt by 
.025 to .035" when the eycle shaft is at rest (Fig. 
56). This clearance should be observed when the 
typehead is manually tilted to a two tilt position 
since the two tilt position provides the rotate detent 
with the least amount of motion. 

FIGURE 56. Skirt Clearance 

Moving the actuating "ever support to the rear wi II 
increase skirt clearance. 

c. With the detent cam follower on the low dwell of 
the detent cam (detents fu \I y seated) rotate the 
actuating lever support until .00111 clearance is 
felt between the detent actuating lever and the de
tent cam follower roller. Rotating the support 
clockwise wi II increase the clearance. 

NOTE: The adjustments of the detent mechanism directly 
affect each other and must be adjusted alternately to obtain 
the correct clearances. 

The.OOl li clearance ad justed into the system between 
the detent actuati ng lever and the detent cam follower 
insures that the tilt detent will fully seat in the detent 
notch of the tilt ring. Too much clearance would allow 
the detents to enter their notches too early and withdraw 
too late. This could cause an intermittent erroneous 
character to print T parts breakage T or ro~ier droppage in 
wear compensator. 



The .025/1 to .035" skirt clearance allows the rotate de
tent to enter and withdraw from the typehead notch area 
at the proper time with respect to the rotating typehead. 
If this clearance is too small the rotate detent will enter 
the notch area too early and withdraw too late. This 
will also cause an intermittent erroneous character to 
print, parts breakage, or unwanted roller droppage. Too 
much skirt clearance will only cause premature wear on 
the detent mechanism due to the leverage gain. 

Since the detent cam and print cam are both keyed to 
the print shaft, the relationship between the detent tim
ing and the point at whi ch the typehead prints is non
adjustable. The design of the two cams is such that the 
detents will be fully seated in their notches when the 
typehead contacts the platen durinf:j a print operation. 
The only thing that can affect this timing relationship is 
the position of the detent cam follower mounting brack
et. The position of this bracket is fixed at the factory 
and shou Id not be changed. 

11. Detent Mechanism (Gearless Ti It) 

The detent mechanism must be adjusted to satisfy the 
following conditions: 

a. With the cycle shaft at rest and the typehead man
ually held in a ti It two positi on, adjust the ribbon 
feed and detent cam left or right on the print sleeve 

(Fig. 57) so that the rotate detent wi II clear the 
detent teeth on the typehead ski rt by .025" to .035" 
(Fig. 58). 

b. With the detent cam follower on the low dwell of 
the cam (detents fully seated), loosen the locknut 
on the detent actua ting lever support and adjust the 
screw up or down until there is a clearance of .00111 
felt between the detent actuating lever and the de
tent cam follower roller (Fig. 59). 

.001" Minimum 

Loosen Locknut ---..... -=:a::n..J8--" I 

FIGURE 59. Detent Lever Support 

Adjusting the screw upward will increase the clear
ance. 

NOTE: Read the "note" under Adjustment # 10 as it per
tains to the gearless tilt mechanism also. 

Position Left or Right ALIGNMENT 

Feed Cam Follower 

FIGURE 57. Detent Cam Adjustment 

.025 11 To 
A 

.03~i.~ 

-f-~--
~ -

FIGURE 58. Skirt Cfearance 
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1. Preliminary Print Shaft Timing - With the cycle shaft 
latched in its rest position, loosen the print shaft gear 
and rotate the print shaft so that the keyway is approxi
mate�y in line with the end of the ribbon lift cam follow
er pivot screw (Fig. 60). The keyway wi II be about 45° 
to the rear from the top of the shaft. 

FIGURE 60. Preliminary Timing 

Left Side 
of Carrier 

The preliminary setting of the print shaft establishes a 
coarse timing of the two detent entry and withdrawal so 
that the detents will not be engaged in h ,ei r notches vvhen 

the type head and ti It ri ng are in moti on. A more accu r
ate timing adjustment wi II be made later. 



2. Ti It Selector Latches - Form the two stop lugs (Fig. 61) 
above the tilt selector latches so that the latches will 
reset simultaneously (under the latch bail) just as the 
cycle clutch check pawl drops into the notch on the 
check ratchet at the rest position (Fig. 62). 

Form These Lugs 
Up or Down 

FIGURE 61. Se lector Latch Stop Lugs 

Cycle Shaft Cycle Clutch 
Check Ratchet 

FIGURE 62. Latches Reset as Check Pawl Drops In 

The adjustment can easiiy be checked by hand cycling a 
zero-ti It character twice in succession. As the cycle 
shaft begins to pass its rest positi on, place your finger 
lightly against the cycle clutch check pawl whi Ie ob
serving the selector latches. If the adjustment is correct 
you should feel the check pawl drop into the rest position 
notch on the check ratchet simuitaneousiy as the two se
lector latches reset under the latch bai \. 

Form the stop lugs by tapping them up or down with a 
hammer and screwdriver. The stop lugs should be over
formed slightly then brought back to the correct positio, 
otherwise the "memory" of the metal wi II cause them to 
restore toward their original position. 

NOTE: It is very important for each selector latch to 
receive the same amount of motion from the latch bail, 
when operated,. in order to produce the proper amount of 
motion to the tilt arm link for a desired selection. If 
one of the stop lugs is adjusted too low, its respective 
latch wi II reset early under the latch bail producing an 
excessive amount of latch clearance for that latch. This 
means that this latch when operated will not receive as 
much motion from the latch bail as the other latch will 
when it is operated. This condition whi ch is undesirable 
causes the band width of the system to increase. 

3. Tilt Arm Motion - Adju.st the ti It link up or down on the 
ti It arm (Fig. 63} to control the ti It ring motion so that 
the tilt ring will coarse align the same for a 3-tilt char
acter as it does for a zero-ti It character. 

In order to check this adjustment, it is necessary to 
roughly home the tilt ring first. To rough home, half
cyc Ie a zero-ti It character and adjust the right hand tilt 
pulley (Fig. 63) so that the tilt detent will enter slightly 
on the rear side of the V-shaped detent notch in the tilt 

Loosen Nut To 
Make Adjustment 

Ad just R. H. Pu II ey 
Adjusting Screw 

FIGURE 630 Ti It Mechanism 
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ring when the ti It ring play is removed in the restoring 
di recti on (Fig. 64). As the ti It detent is a II owed to seat 
itself, the rear of the tilt ring should rise slightly. This 
is a preliminary adjustment and will require refinement 
after the proper ti It arm motion is obtained. 

,,----- ....... 
". ....... 

/ Rear Tooth " 

Ti It Detent 

Detent Enters SlightIY __ ~r--""'~ 
To The Rear 

FIGURE 64. Rough Homing 

-."",./ 

\ 
\ 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Once the print shaft has been preliminarily timed and 
the ti It ring rough homed, all of the following adjust
ments that require half-cycling should be done under 
power so as to inc lude a II the stresses on the system. 

When the ti It arm motion is adjusted properly, a half
cycled (3-tilt) character will coarse align the same as a 
half-cycled (a-tilt) character. That is, both selections 
will provide the same rising action to the rear of the tilt 
ring as the detent is allowed to seat in the detent notch. 
If the O-ti It and 3-tilt coarse align the same, the l-ti It 
and 2-tilt selections will also coarse align the same be
cause of the leverage designed into the system. 

NOTE: The right hand ti It pulley rock nut may be left 
loose while making the tilt arm motion adjustment, be
cause a slight readjustment of the pulley may be neces
sary during the ti It arm motion adjustment. 

On late level machines the·ti It aOrm link has a horizontal 
elongated mounting hole where it fastens about the 
shouldered screw on the ti It arm and the ti It arm is lightly 
spring loaded away from the side frame by a hairpin 
spri ng. The ti It pu Iley spri ng is far stronger than the 
hai .. pi n spri ng 1 thus holdi ng the ti It arm against the right 
hand end of the elongated mounting hole in the link. 
Although this modification has no definite effect on a 
ti It operation, its function is t.o remove any slack that 
may appear in the tilt tape. An example is when an 
operator changes the typehead she may accidentally tilt 
the head causing the tape to slacken. 

UPPER CASE 

Tilt Home Position T;II Megno', 
I 

I I I I 
I 

I I 

I I ! I I 
I I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I 

~ 
TI T2 LOWERCASE 

III Illll III I 00 
Rotate_-S -4 -3 -2 -I 0 .1 +2 +3 +4 +5 

I I I I I I I I I ': 

~otote 

M.agnets 
R 2A 
R2 
RI 
R-5 

Clock ..... ise t Counterelockwise 
I I 

T=Contoct Tr"onsferred E = flagnet Enerqised 

Note: If possible CE should note what 
characters are I/O home and which are 
latch home 

FI GURE 65. T ypehead Chart 

4. Tilt Ring Homing - With a zero-tilt character half-cycled 
and the tilt ring play removed in the negative or restoring 
direction (Fig. 66) adjust the right hand tilt pulley so that 
the rear of the tilt ring will rise about .005" when the de
tent is manually allowed to seat in the detent notch(Fig. 
67 A). Note: The rear of the ti It ring is nearest the 
platen. 
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LIGHT PRESSURE 
~ 

FIGURE 66. Removing Tilt Ring Play 

Check the other tilt positions and then refine the homing 
adjustment on the tilt selection that provides the least 
amount of rise to the rear of the tilt ring. 

As a further check, remove the ti It ring play in the pos
i ti ve di recti on and observe the detent entry on the for
ward side of the detent notch (Fig. 678). The detent 
shou Id enter far down the forward s lope of the detent 
notch but not so far that it contacts the tip of the tooth. 
By homing the ti It ring off center f favoring the po~itive 
si de of the detent notch I a maxi mum amount of wear 
potential is achieved. 
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A 
Play Removed In 
The Negative Direction 

Play Removed In 
The Positive Direction 

FIGURE 67. Ti It Detent Entry 

5. Rotate Spring Tension - Adjust the rotate spring in the 
rocker so that it will have 1-7/8 to 2 pounds tensi on 
when the machine is half-cycled using a lower case neg
ative 5 character. The least amount of tension is pres
ent in the spring when it is in this position. The typehead 
must be removed when making this adjustment. 

The rotate spring tension is adjusted by turning the spring 
cage from the front (Fig. 68A). The cage can be turned 
clockwise to increase the tension by pulling the cage to
ward the left with a spring hook. The spring drum re
tainer automatically snaps into position to retain the ad
justment. If tension is to be decreased, the retainer 
must be pu lied forward to a II ow the cage to rotate coun
terclockwise. Care must be taken to decrease the tension 
slowly so that the cage does not spin freely. Spring dam
age could otherwise result. 

Retainer Clip 

FIGURE 68A. Rocker Assembly 
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Tension of the spring is critical in that it must be prop
erly ba lanced with the springs of the wear compensator. 
Excessive tension wi II overload the levers system and 
increase wear. Insufficient tension wi II not provide the 
torque necessary for rapi d lower case negative rotate 
operations. It will also affect the wear compensator op
eration if the tension is not sufficient to overcome the 
compensator damper spring in the negative-5 position. 

The rotate spring tension should be measured with a spring 
scale as indicated by Fig. 68B. Using a lower case -5 
character, read the spring scale while slowly allowing the 
shift arm to move in towards its stop screw. The spring 
scale should read 1-7/8 to 2 pounds just as the arm 
reaches its stop screw • To overcome stati c fri cti on I read 
the spring scale whi Ie the arm is moving. 

Shift Arm Moves 
Toward Left 

FIGURE 68B. Spring Scale Measurement For 
Rotate Spring Adjustment 

If a spring scale is not available, the tension may be ob
tained in the following manner (Fig. 69). With the ma
chine half-cycled at a negative five lower case (mach
ines which are locked in upper case use upper case -5 
character) position and the typehead removed, insert a 
large spring hook around the lower compensator arm. 
Pull so that the rotate arm eccentric just clears the damp
er spring and release it. The tension of the rotate spring 
should be enough to completely collapse the damper spring 
against the power frame with the damper spring stop ad
justed at the bottom of the spring. 

Machine Half Cycled To A 
Negative 5 Lower Case 
Character 

FIGURE 69. Rotate Spring Tension 



With the damper spring stop all the way up, the damper 
spring should not be completely collapsed. Check and 
adjust the rotate spring to satisfy both conditi ons. 

NOTE: Lower damper spring stop to bottom before pro
ceed"ing with sequence. 

CAUTION: The damper spring method is only usable 
when it is impossible to obtain a spring scale. 

NOTE: The accuracy given to the next seven coarse 
alignment adjustments determines the "band width" (de
tenting variati on) of the rotate system. Each one of 
these seven adjustments contributes to the band width in 
a different manner. Generally, it takes experience in 
making each adjustment to learn how much accuracy is 
needed to end up with an accumu lated band width whi ch 
is acceptable. The band wi dth of the rotate system 
should never exceed .020" nor should any extra time be 
spent in trying to obtain one any less than .010 11

• 

References wi II be made to 2 different methods of ob
taining a zero rotate character. These methods can 
be defi ned as: 

Latched Home - zero rotate with NO plus or minus 
rotation. I/O Home - zero rotate with BOTH plus 
5 and minus 5 rotation. 

6. Rotate Selector Latches 

a. Form the stop lugs above the positive rotate selector 
latches (Fig. 70) so that the latches wi II reSE:t si-
mu Itaneously (under the latch bai I) just as the cycle 
clutch check pawl drops into the 'notch on the check 
ratchet at the rest position. 

NOTE: The adjustment theory under "tilt selector 
latches" also pertains to the rotate selector latches. 

Form These Lugs 

- - - ----"""7""~ 

FIGURE 70. Rotate Selector Latches 

b. Adjust the negative-5 latch stop screw so that the 
negative-5 latch (Fig. 71) will reset simultaneously 
as the check pawl drops into the notch on the check 
ratchet at the rest position. 
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Cycle Shaft 
Latched At 

/ I 
I 

Adjust Stop Screw-__ --;~~ 

Negative Latch Bai I 

FIGURE 71. Negative 5 latch Stop Screw 

The negative-5 latch controls the position of the 
negative latch bai I during zero and all positive ro
tate selections. Changing the latch adjustment 
causes the coarse alignment of the zero and all posi
tive rotate selections to change equally with respect 
to the negative selections. No change is felt in the 
coarse alignment of the negative rotate selections 
when the negative-5 latch adjustment is altered be
cause the latch is out of the system during all nega
tive se lecti ons (Fig. 72). 

Considering the balance lever to be properly ad
justed, the effects of the negative-5 latch adjust
ment on the system can be explained by the follow-
i ng: From the rest posi ti on the amount of movement 
in the negative direction given to the rotate bell
crank is fixed because the negative latch bai I moves 
from the high point of the negative cam to its low 
point. From the rest positi on the amount of move
ment in the positive direction given to the rotate 
bellcrank can be increased or decreased by changing 
the negative-5 latch adjustment. In other words, 
when the machine is at rest the negative-5 latch 
bai I is resting on the high point of the negative-5 
cam. Whenever a zero rotate or positive selection 
occurs, the negative-5 latch bai lis a \lowed to fol
low its cam towards the low point until it is re
stricted by the negative-5 latch. This small incre
ment of negative motion to the negative-5 latch 
bai I during a zero rotate or positive selection causes 
the positive motion to be reduced by an equal incre
ment. Therefore, the adjustment of the negative 
latch can change the balance of motion between 
positive and negative selections. Even though it is 
possible, it is not permissible to use the negative 
latch adjustment for balancing purposes. The nega
tive latch should always be adjusted for the proper 
reset clearance. This allows the system to operate 
with optimum leverage loads in both positive and 
negative selecti ons. Balancing between positive 
and negative should always be accomplished by ad
justing the balance lever. 

NOTE: Figure 72 jllustrates how the coarse align
ment detenting would change at the typehead if only 
the negative-5 latch adjustment were maladjusted 
on a machine. It is possible for this same detentinq 
pattern to show up on a machi ne that has the correct 
negarive-5 latch adjustment but other adjustments 



FIGURE 72. Excessive Negative 5 Latch Clearance 

maladiusted. For this reason it is best to adjust the 
negative latch as specified in the adjustment rather 
than by adjusting it whi Ie observing the effects that 
the adjustment change wi II produ ce at the typehead. 

7. Rotate Arm Vertical -With the typehead removed andthe 
machine half-cycled to an upper case zero rotate char
acter I atched home I ad just the rotate link so that the 
point at the top of the rotate arm is 15/32" from the ma
chine sideframe. The compensator roller should be 1/16 11 

from the top of the slot when this adjustment is made. 

The adjustment can be measured using the #1 scribe line 
on the Hooverometer handle as illustrated in Figure 73. 
"The scribe line measurement makes allowance for the 
thi ckhess of the compensator damper spring. 

The adjustment sets up a vertical condition for three 
points in the rotate arm, the center of the pulley, the 
rotate arm pivot point, and the rotate link connection. 
With the rotate arm vertical at a half-cycled zero rotate 
position I the leverage within the rotate arm wi II be the 
same for positive and negative movements of the arm. 

NOTE: The eccentric stud at the top of the rotate arm 
should be turned all the way to the left at this point to 
prevent interference with subsequent adjustments. 

FIGURE 73. Rotate Link Adjustment Measurement 

8. Preliminary Typehead Homing - Half-cycle the machine 
using an upper case zero rotate (latched home) char
acter. loosen the set screw in the bottom of the rotate 
pulley and slip the typehead so that the detent will enter 
.010" to .02011 from the center of the detent notch, on the 
negative side of the notch, when the head play is light!y 
removed in the negative direction (Fig. 74). 

FIGURE 74. Type Head Homing 

The main purpose of this preliminary homing adjustment 
is to aid the Customer Engineer in making the rest of the 
coarse alignment adjustments. it places the typehead 
in approximately the correct position so that its rotation, 
for a given selection, may be easi Iy measured and used 
as a tool in making the next four adjustments. After 
completing this sequence of adjustments the preliminary 
homi ng adj ustment may have to be refi ned. 

9. Balance Lever - With the machine in upper case loosen the 
lock nut on the balance lever and move the right hand mem
ber of the balance lever (Fig. 75) left or right until a half
cycled +5/-5 (I/o home) combination detents (coarse aligns) 
the same as a half-cycled zero rotate character. The com
bination can easily be obtained by holding the negative-5 
select magnet armature. 

FIGURE 75. Balance Lever Adjustment 

Begin the adjustment by half-cycling a zero rotate char
acter in the norma I manner. Check the detent entry to 
see exactly how much off-center the detent enters with 
the head play removed clockwise. Next half-cycle us
ing the cancellation method described above and check 
the detent entry. If it is different from the normal zero 
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rotate character, it indicates that the typehead has 
moved because of an unbalanced condition between the 
positive and negative motions. 

With the machine in the half-cycled position using the 
cancellation method, adjust the right hand member of 
the balance lever left or right unti I the detenting is ex
actly as it is when a zero rotate character is half-cycled 
normally. Changing the balance lever adjustment will 
not appreciably affect the detenting of the half-cycled 
zero rotate character (latched home). 

NOTE: The nut on the balance lever screw can be left 
loose unti I the correct adjustment is obtai ned. Be sure 
not to move the adjustment when tightening the nut. 

In (Figure 76) the effects of the wear compensator are dis
regarded and all adjustments are correct except the bal
ance lever. The right hand member of the balance lever 
is maladjusted too far to the left creating too much nega
tive moti on and not enough positive moti on. Looking at 
the positive side of Figure 76 you can see that the mal
adjusted balance lever causes a progressive loss of motion 
to the rotate bellcrank from the zero to a positive five 
rotate position. The greatest loss of motion is felt at the 
positive five position because the left end of the balance 
lever receives the most motion for this selection. When 
the negative side of the balance lever is operated, the 
maladjusted balance lever causes the rotate bellcrank to 
receive an excessive amount of motion as illustrated by 
the detenting of the negative five rotate position. This 
excessive motion is felt equally in all of the negative 
selections because the negative end of the balance lever 
receives the same motion from the cam for all negative 
selections. The progressive loss of motion felt from the 
negative five to the negative one rotate position is caused 
by the positive side of the balance lever. It produces a 
deficiency of motion in the negative selections just as it 
did during the positive selections. 

Notice the detenting of a negative one selection in Fig
ure 76. This selection combines the error of a positive 
four and a negative five causing the negative one to be 
the worst detenting selection with respect to the zero 
rotate selection. Although the cancellation method 
(+5/ -5) combines even a greater error than the negative 
one selection, either one may be used to effectively 
make the balance lever adjustment. Checking the de
tenting of the other positions is not necessary. 
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If the balance lever were out of adjustment in the oppo
site direction so that there was too much positive and not 
enough negative moti on, the error pattern wou Id remai n 
the same except that the detents wou Id move towards the 
opposite side of the detent notches. 

10. Rotate Arm Motion - The adjustable plate on the bottom 
of the rotate arm (Fig. 77) should be adjusted up or down 
so that a half-cycled upper case +5 rotate character de
tents the SQm~ as a half-cycled upper case -3 rotate 
character. When observing the detenting remove the 
head play lightly in the negative direction. 

The rotate arm motion is measured only as far as the neg
ative three position in the negative direction. The neg

ative four and five positions are not used because these 
two positions are affected by the ratio c;:hange operation 
of the wear compensator. 

FIGURE 77. Rotate Arm Movement 

By comparing the detenting of the -3 and +5, it can be 
determined whether or not the rotate arm is multiplying 
the motion, received from the rotate link, enough to ro
tate the typehead to the selected position. Once the -3 
and +5 characters are detenti ng the same I then a II of the 
selections between positive five and negative three will 
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FIGURE 76. Excessive Negative Ba lance 
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FIGURE 78. Insufficient Rotate Arm Motion Ratio Change 

detent well within the acceptable band width provided 
that all of the previous adjustments have been made cor
rectly. If a slight difference in detenting must exist be
tween the -3 and +5 characters it is permissible and some
times desirable provided that the -3 detents more nega
tive then the +5 character. In other words, it is better 
to have too much rotate arm moti on than too Ii tt Ie. The 
reason for this is to place a small amount of wear poten
tial into the system for the areas of the differential mech
anism where wear cannot be compensated for (positive 
latches and latch bai I). Thus 1 as wear occurs in these 
areas causi ng the rotate arm motion to decrease r the de
tenting variation between the +5 and -3 characters wi II 
also reduce. 

Figure 78 Ilustrates the effects on detenting caused by 
i nsuffi ci ent rotate arm moti on. NoH ce that the largest 
detenting variation occurs between the +5 and -3. This 
is because the +5 and -3 operate in opposite directions 
and the error that appears when these two posi tions are 
compared is the combined error of both positive and neg
ative moti on. 

If the rotate arm motion was excessive the detenting pat
tern would remain the same except that each detent 
would be on the opposite side of its detent notch. 

NOTE: The adjustment may be left loose during each 
check until the correct positi on is obtained. 

11. Final Typehead Homing - (Eccentric Stud Adiustment) 
Use the following procedure to adjust the eccentric stud. 

FiGURE 79. Damper I Spring Stop - Prelifflinary 
Adjustment 
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a. Damper spring stop - as a preliminary adjustment, 
slide the damper spring stop down as low as it will 
go behind the damper spring (Fig. 79). 

b. Raise the compensator roller all the way to the top 
of the V-shaped wedging slot. 

c. Half-cycle an upper case -5 character and adjust 
the eccentric stud (Fig. 80) in against the machine 
si deframe unti I the -5 character detents .0 10" to 
.020" in the negative direction from the center of 
the detent notch when the head play is iightiy re
moved in the negative direction (Fig. 81). Make 
sure that the damper spring is fully collapsed against 
the machine si deframe. 

After the eccentric stud has been properly adjusted 
the compensator roller must be reseated by raising 
it to the top of the V -shaped slot an d stri ki ng a ser
i es of -5 characters. The compensator roller shou Id 
seat 1/16" down from the top of the slot. If it drops 
too little or too much the rotate link should be ad-

Eccentri c Stud 
(Make Adjustment Here) 

FIGURE 80. Eccentric Stud 
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FIGURE 81. Final Typehead Homing 

justed and the roller reseated until the 1/16" is ob
tained. Having the roller seat 1/16" from the top 
of the slot sets up a vertical condition between the 
compensating arm and the rotate arm so that the lev
erage within the arm assembly wi II be the same for 
both positive and negative movements of the arm. 

In some cases it may be found that after the eccen
tric stud is adjusted the roller will not drop but re
main trapped at the top of the V-shaped slot. If 
this occurs, lengthen the rotate link and then re
check the eccentric stud adjustment. 

NOTE: The eccentric stud should always be kept 
in the lower half of its orbit so that it will tend to 
turn in the tightening direction as it operates against 
the si deframe. A Iso, if the correct detenti ng of the 
-5 character cannot be easily obtained with the ec
centric stud adjustment the preliminary homing ad
justment (Adj. #8) must be readjusted. 

d. Damper spring stop - with the typehead removed, 
raise the stop so that when a lower case -5 char
acter is half-cycled the damper spring will just col
lapse against the sideframe. Check by pullin,g the 
compensator arm away from the si deframe with a 
spring hook and then allow it to go back in slowly 
(Fig. 82). 
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FIGURE 82. Damper Spring Stop 
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The main purpose of the eccentric stud adjustment is to 
stop the negative motion of the rotate arm as it approach
es the negative five posi ti on so that a II of the pressure 
on the compensator roller wi II be relaxed when the com
pensating arm has reached its full negative position. 
Assuming that no ratio change was felt in the system at 
the time of making the eccentric sTud adjustment, stop
ping the rotate arm early to relax the pressure on the 
roller wi II cause the negative moti on of the rotate arm 
between the negative four and negative five rotate po
sitions to be reduced, or the detenting of the negative 
five to be positive with respect to all the other rotate 
positions. 

Since the ratio change adjustment wi II not affect the 
negative five posi ti on 1 the typehead is then rehomed to 
the negative five position making it detent properly but 
causing all of the other positions (-4 through +5) to de
tent too far negative. The lost motion of the rotate arm 
is still felt between the negative four and negative five 
rotate positions. The rotate arm motion in this area can 
be controlled by the ratio change adjustment which will 
be discussed under the next adjustment. This rehoming 
of the typehead to the negative five position (which is 
usually a slight refinement of the original homing ad
justment) is accomplished by the eccentri c stud adjust
ment rather than by slipping the rotate shaft within the 
rotate pulley. It has been found that the homing adjust
ment can readily be refined to the negative five position 
with the eccentric stud whi Ie at the same time obtaining 
a relaxed condition for the compensator roller (accom
plished by controlling the length of the rotate link and 
reseati ng the compensator roller) . 

12. Ratio Change Adjustment - With the machine half-
cyc led to an upper case -3 character, form the pad-
dle on the rotate eccentric arm unti I the upper case -3 
character detents the same as the upper case -5 character. 
Each time the paddle (Fig. 83) is formed the machine must 
be recycled under power before observing the detenting of 

FIGURE 83. Arm Assembly In -3 ?dsition 



the -3 character. This allows the eccentric shoulder to 
rese,!Jt itself in the compensating arm. 

CAUTION: 

Barrel 

FIGURE 84. Arm Assembly in -5 Position 

Forming the paddle has no effect on the negative five po
sition. This can easi Iy be seen by looking at Figure 84 
whi ch shows the arm assembly in a negative five position. 
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In this position there is a clearance between the pad
dle and the barrel on the rotate armi therefore any 
change in the paddle position just increases or decreases 
this clearance without affecting the negative five posi
ti on of the rotate arm. 

The paddle adjustment dOes affect a!! of the rotate posi
tions from a negative three to a positive five position 
equally because it controls how long the compensating 
arm wi II rotate about the eccentri c shou Ider on the rotate 
eccentric arm as it travels from the negative five position 
towards the negative three position. In other words r the 
more clearance there is between the rotate arm and the 
paddle I the farther the compensating arm can travel und
er a ratio change condition as it moves towards the neg
ative three position. 

Figu re 85 illustrates how the detenti ng pattern of the 
typehead is affected by the ratio change adjustment. 

Noti ce in Figure 85A that all the rotate positions from 
th~ -3 to the +5 detent equa II y but much less negative 
than the -5. Thi s i ndi cates that there is too much rati 0 

change (too much motion) in the system between the -5 
and the -3. The paddle shou Id be formed in until the -3 
detents the same as the -5. 

Figure 8SB iliustrates the detenting pattern of a system 
that lacks a suffi ci ent amount of rati 0 change. All the 
rotate positions from -3 to +5 detent alike but too far 
negative with respect to the -5. The system lacks motion 
between the -5 and the -3i therefore the paddle should be 
formed out to increase the amount of ratio change. Note 
that the negative four position is detenting the same as 
the -3 in Figure 85B. This is because the ratio change is 

":. :< :.: :':.~. ~ 
B. Insufficient ratio change ---------------il .. _ .. ::; ............ ~ 

. '. '. 

C. Correct ratio change -----------) .... ~}··~:;~.~X},.;;:·t:\~{.:~·r~ 

FIGURE 85. Ratio Change Adjustment r~·!;D::,~~.:·;·:::.~:::;:;.:···.? 
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not occurring at the negative four position, thus the arm 
assembly is operating as one solid arm at this position. 

In Figure 85C the correct amount of ratio change is in 
the system. All positions from the -3 to the +5 detent 
the same as the -5. Note that when the -3 detents the 
same as the -5, the detenting of the -4 is slightly dif
ferent. This is caused by the rati 0 change. No attempt 
should be made to control the detenting of the -4 posi
ti on because its position may vary on each machine de
pending on the amount of ratio change required (of each 
machi ne) to make the -3 detent the same as the -5. 

13. Print Shaft Timing (Final) - Advance or retard the print 
shaft relative to its gear to obtain the proper timing of 
the rotate detent. Hand-cycle an upper case -5 char
acter and observe the rotate detent as it operates in the 
typehead notch. The detent must enter the correct de
tent notch and withdraw without restricting the restoring 
of the typehead. There should be .002 11 to .004 11 back
lash felt in the typehead when the detent is near the 

bottom of the s lope of the detent notch (Fig. 86). 

Typehead Restoring ... 

+ 
FIGURE 86. Withdrawal Clearance 

For The -5 Character 

After adjusting the timing of the rotate detent to the up
per case -5 character r check the detent entry and with
drawal of an upper case +5 character. If the detent re
stri cts the typehead from res tori ng on wi thdrawa I when 
the +5 is slowly hand-cycled, advance the print shaft 
slightly until the +5 has a withdrawal backlash of .002" 
to .004". When the withdrawal adjustment has been 
completed check the detent entry on both the +5 and -5. 
The detent must enter the correct notch. 

CAUTION: After hand-cycling the machine the com
pensator roller must be raised to the top of the wedging 
slot and reseated under power by striking a series of 
-5 characters. 

If difficulty is encountered in obtaining the correct de
tent timing, check the following items: 

a. Detent ski rt clearance - favor the high side of the 
tolerance. 

b. Typehead homing - favor the high side of the tol
",rnnrp. 

c. Band wi dth - make sure that it is not excessive. 
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d. Head play - it shGuld be .045" measured at the 
typehead skirt. If excessive head play is suspected 
the ball joint should be replaced and the typehead 
homing adjustment refined. 

CAUTION: Excessively advanced or retarded timing 
can cause parts damage as well as poor horizontal align
ment or improper selection. This could happen if the 
detent entered the wrong notch or remai ned in the notch 
too long. 

NOTE: Be sure to maintain .002" to .004" end play in 
the pri nt shaft. 

14. Shift Motion - The shift arm adjusting screw (Fig. 87) 
should be adjusted in or out to obtain 180 0 rotation of 
the type head during a shift operati on. 

The adjustment can be checked by observing the detent
ing in the lower case compared to the upper case using a 
-5 character. The detent MUST enter the lower case 
notch EXACTLY the same as it does the upper case notch. 
Check by half-cycling the machine and manually with
drawing the detent. Remove the head play clockwise 
and allow the detent to re-enter slowly. A final check 
can be made by comparing the detent withdrawal timing 
of the upper and lower case. They must be exactly alike. 

Shift Arm 
Adjusting Screw 

FiGU,RE 87. Shift Motion Adjustment 

Maladjustment can cause misalignment in the lower case 
while the upper case remains good. 

CAUTION: Be sure that the shift arm is detented at 
each position during the check and that the cycle shaft 
is properly latched at the half-cycle position. 

15. Final Check - After completing the foregoing adjustments, 
a final check should be made to see if any refinements 
are necessary. Compare the coarse alignment of 0 rotate 
compared to +5, -1, -3, -4, -5. The band width of this 
group should not exceed .020" and none of the group 
shou Id detent c loser than .010" to the center of the notch 
when the head play is removed in the negative direction. 

The following table can be used to diagnose the cause of 
excessive band wi dth between a 0 rotate and +5, -], -3, 
-4, -5. These characters are chosen because of their 
rotate selections. If an excessive band width exists, 
it wi II be greatest among these characters. In making 
the diagnosis follow the sequence as listed. 



Excessive Band 
Wi dth Between 

a (zero) and -1 
-3 and +5 
-3, +5 and a (zero) 
-5 and -3 

Cause 

Incorrect balance 
Incorrect rotate arm moti on 
Incorrect latch clearances 
Incorrect paddle adjustment 

Unwanted compensator roiler droppage may result from 
one or more of the fo II owi ng • 

a. Improper detent timing 

b. Malselection (popping latches) 

c. Incorrect rotate spring tension or damper spring ten
sion. 

d. Binds in the typehead, upper ball socket, rotate 
shaft, rotate pulley, or rotate spring. 

e. Binds in the compensator or lever system. 

f. Loose differential mounting bracket. 

g. Excessive band width or head play. 

If the band width appears to be all right but the align= 
ment is not satisfactory, check the following items: 

a. Detent timing 

b. Play or binds in the tilt or rotate detents. Side play 
in the rotate detent can be checked by repeating any 
full size character such as the letter "N" so that it 
repeats for a full line. Move the carrier back man
ually and repeat the operation without indexing. The 
second line should cover the first line exactly. If 
any of the characters are shadowed, side play in the 
rotate detent could be the cause. 

c. Loose fitting upper ball socket 

Copy Control Lever 

Copy Controi 
Ecc. 

d. Excessive play in the carrier or rocker 

e. Bi nds in the rocker parts 

f. If the -5 characters vary horizontally, improper 
damper spring tension cou Id be the cause. 

g. Improper ti It adjustments can cause poor horizonta I 
alignment by delaying the detent seating. 

NOTE: After the machine has been in use for some time 
wear in the tape system wi II a Ilow the typehead to dri ft 
in the negative direction. It is not necessary to slip the 
rotate shaft within the rotate pulley to REFINE the type
head position. The proper position may be gained by re
fining the eccentric stud adjustment. Be sure to RES EAT 
the compensator roller after changing the eccentri c stud 
adjustment. (Maintain the roller position 1/16" from the 
top of the slot by adjustment of the rotate link.) 

PRINT MECHANISM 

1. Copy Control Lever - With the copy control lever de
tented in the forward position r the high points of the 
eccentrics shou Id be verti ca I (Fig. 88). Adjust the copy 
control lever on the shaft to satisfy this condition. 

This adjustment pr?vides the most effective operation of 
the eccentri cs in movi ng the platen forward and back. 

NOTE: The stop.ears on the copy control detent spring 
should be formed to provide positive detenting in the 
extreme front and rear positions of the lever. 

CAUTION: The adjustment of the copy control lever, 
while important as a preliminary setting, should not re
quire adjustment unless it becomes loose or parts replace
ment is necessary. Any change in the adjustment will 
affect the front to rear position of the platen requiring 
that other adiustments be altered to compensate. 

FIGURE 88. Copy Control Mechanism 
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The copy control lever should be all the way forward un
less stated otherwise for the following adjustments. 

2. Eccentri cReta i ni ng Plates - For maxi mum effi ci ency of 
the copy control eccentri cs I adjust the plate on each 
side of the machine so that no front to rear play exists 
between the eccentri cs and the retai ni ng plates (Fig. 
88). Be sure that no binds exist. 

3. Platen Latches - Adjust the platen latch eccentrics with 
the high part down so that the platen is held firmly in 
position verti ca Ily and hori zonta Ily (Fig .88). The latches 
should latch and unlatch freely with the feed rolls released. 

4. Platen Position - To properly adjust the print mechanism, 
the correct position of the platen must be established 
first and then the print adjustments made relative to the 
platen position. This involves both a height adjustment 
and a front to rear position. Because of the method used 
in measuring these positions, it is necessary to consider 
them together and adjust them alternately until both are 
correct. 

a. Platen Height - With the head of the Hooverometer 
set at the #4 scribe line, the platen should just touch 

the base of the handle when the head is resting on 
the escapement rack (Fig. 89). 

Platen Center line 

#4 Scribe 

[-:'::1 

FIGURE 89. Platen Height 

Adjust the platen guide bracket eccentrics to obtain 
this condition (Fig. 88). The high part of the ec
centrics shou Id be kept to the rear. It is necessary 
to remove the deflector and front feed rolls when 
checking the adjustment with the Hooverometer. 

NOTE: The Hooverometer should be inserted at a 
position just to the left of the escapement cord drum 
when checking the right side and directly in line 
with the rotate-two latch when checking the left 
side. The handle of the Hooverometer must be as 
nearly vertical 05 p055ible during the checks. The 
bose of the handle does not reach the center line of 
the platen when the handle is vertical, but the dif
ference in height has been compensated for in the 
location of the scribe line. 
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b. Platen Front to Rear - With the head of the Hoover
ometer set at the #2 scribe line, the tool should just 
span the distance between the platen and the print 
shaft as illustrated in Fig. 90. Adjust the platen ad
justing eccentrics to obtain this condition (Fig. 88). 

FIGURE 90. Front to Rear Platen Adjustment 

Check at both ends of the platen. In order to adj ust 
the platen adjusting eccentrics it is also necessary 
to loosen the front screws in the eccentric retaining 
plates. (Be sure that the Hooverometer does not rest 
on the print shaft keyway.) 

NOTE: After the correct vertical and horizontal 
positions of the platen are obtained with the Hoover
ometer, the vertical position may be refined to pro
vi de even pri nti ng between the tops and bottoms of 
the characters. Check at both ends of the writi ng 
line. 

5. Carrier Shoe Adiustment 

a. Carrier Shoe (early) - Adjust the upper carrier shoe 
eccentric mounting stud to provide .001" to .004" 
vertical motion of the carrier at the rear (Fig. 91). 
Check at several points along the writing line. 

This amount of play insures free lateral movement 
of the carrier yet restricts the vertical movement to 
help prevent variation in the vertical alignment of 
the type. 

NOTE: The eccentric is accessible with the 3" 
screwdriver through the opening in the escapement 
bracket just above the tab torque bar. The side of 
the screwdriver blade should be used if possible. 

CAUTION: 

Carrier Shoe 

Escapement Rack 

FIGURE 91. Carrier Shoe - Old Style 



b. Carrier Shoe (late) - Adiust the upper carrier shoe 
eccentric mounting stud to provide .002" to .00611 

vertical motion of the carrier at the rear (Fig. 92) 
when the spring load on the upper shoe is suppressed. 

FIGURE 92. Carrier Shoe - New Style 

NOTE: The vertical motion may be felt by firmly 
moving the carrier up and down at the rear r so as to 
overcome the effects of the spring load on the upper 
shoe. 

6. Velocity Control Plate - The velocity control plate must 
be adiusted to satisfy the following two conditions: 

a. With the cam follower held lightly against the low 
poi nt of the pri nt cam 1 the center of the home char
acter should clear the platen by .260" to .270". 

b. With the cam follower held lightly against the high 
point of the print cam, the home character should 
clear the platen by .02011 to .030 ". 

The copy control lever should be forward for both ad
justments. These adiustments should be made with the 
carrier at the extreme leff hand position. 

The adjustments can be made easily if the following pro
cedure is used. 

a. Raise the anvi I adiusting eccentri cs and the restor
ing cam follower eccentric to prevent nny inter
ference r and remove the ribbon feed plate for ac
cessibility. (Fig. 96). 

b. If the velocity control plate is loose or completely 
out of adjustment r set the high part of the eccentric 
forward and tighten it in place. Adjust the plate so 
that about 1/32" of the adjusting slot is visible a
bove the binding screw and tighten the screw friction 
tight. These settings provide a good starting point. 
(Fig. 93). 

c. Hand cycle the machine using a zero rotate, zero 
tilt character until the print cam follower is on the 
high point of the cam. Do not hold the typehead 
toward the platen. With the mechanism in this po
sition, adjust the velocity control plate eccentric 
until a slight drag is felt on three tab cards inserted 
between the typehead and the platen (Fig. 93). A 
heavy drag should be felt on four cards. No drag 
should be felt on two cards; You should not be 
able to insert five cards. 

51 ight Drag On Three Tab Cards 

Type Head 
Held 5lightly~ 
Forward 

Approx. 1/32 11 Of Slot 
Visible Above Head Of 
Screw 

FIGURE 93. Velocity Control Plate 
Eccentri c Adj ustment 

This will place the limit of powered travel of the 
typenead .020" to .030" away from the platen 

(providing the typehead with the proper amount of 
free flight). 

d. Hand-cycle the machine until the print cam follow
er is at the low point of the cam. This may not be at 
the rest posi tion. The low point of the cam can' be 
determined by observing the movement of the head 
toward the front of the machine. With the typehead 
at its most fornard point r adjust the velocity con
trol plate pin forward or back in the cam follower 
slot until a clearance of .260 11 to .270 11 exists be
tween the center of a zero rotate, zero ti It char
acter and the platen (Fig. 94). 

FIGURE 94. Velocity Control Plate Adjustment 



Since this .260" to .270" is measured between the 
typehead and the platen it is not a measurement of 
the powered travel of the typehead. The .020!l to 
.030" free flight is included in this .260" to .270" 
and must be subtracted in order to determine the 
amount of powered travel. The powered travel must 
never exceed .265" as this will cause typehead 
breakage. 

The base of the Hooverometer handle can be used 
as a measuring device as illustrated in Fig. 95. The 
handle base is about .250 11 thick; however they do 
not all measure the same. Each handle should be 
measured with a dial indicator or micrometer to de
term i ne its exact si ze. When the si ze of the hand I e 
base is determined, a thickness of tab cards should 
be placed around the platen that wi II tota I .260 II 
to .270" when added to the thickness of the handle 
base. 

e. Both' adjustments must be rechecked and refined un
ti I these conditi ons are obtained. Be sure to tighten 
both screws firmly when the adjustments are com
pleted. 

NOTE: The adjustments should be checked with 
the ribbon removed. 

Print Cam 

Print Cam Follower 

FIGURE 95. Velocity Control Plate Adjustment 

The print cam has a fixed amount of rise from its low 
poi nt to its hi g h poi nt • For thi s reason, the pri nt cam 
follower always receives the same amount of powered 
travel or motion from the print cam. However, the a
mount of powered trave I that the rocker and typehead 
receive from the print cam follower is directly dependent 
upon the position of the velocity control plate pin in the 
forked slot of the follower (Fig. 95). Moving the pin to 
the front of the slot decreases the powered travel of the 
typehead as shown by dimension A (Fig. 95). Moving it 
to the rear increases the powered travel, as shown by 
dimension B. 

Because of the constant operati ona I speed of the pri nt 
cam and follower, the typehead velocity must increase 
or decrease proportional to the increase or decrease in 
powered travel. An accompanying change in typehead 
velocity occurs when the powered travel is changed be
cause the type head must always travel from its rest posi
tion to its active positi on in the same amount of time re-
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gardless of what this distance may be. 

The proper impact velocity of the typehead can be 
achieved by controlling the amount of powered travel of 
the typehead while maintaining at the same time the 
correct amount of free flight. Since the position of the 
platen has been previously fixed and the amount of free 
flight is determined by the point at which the limit of 
powered travel occurs relative to the platen, only the 
rest position (beginning of powered travel) may change 
when the amount of powered travel is changed. There
fore, in order to maintain a fixed amount of free flight 
to the typehead when the amount of powered trave I is 
changed, the velocity control plate pin must also be ad
justed up or down relative to the rocker. 

The eccentric shouldered nut (Fig. 93) on the velocity 
control plate provides a means of controlling the vertical 
position of the velocity control plate pin relative to the 
rocker thereby controlling the free flight of the type
head. The elongated hole in the velocity control plate 
(behind the binding screw) allows the velocity control 
plate pin to be adjusted front or rear in the forked slot 
of the follower thereby controlli ng the amount of power
ed travel that the typehead wi \I receive. Each adjust
ment affects the other and must be adjusted alternately 
unti I both are correct. 

These adjustments are designed to produce optimum 
print quality for most applications; however, a cer
tain amount of variation in velocity is permissible 
in order to satisfy a customer's application. Be 
cautious of creating an excessive increase or re
duction in velocity as this will adversely affect the 
uniformity of impression between characters and the 
genera I appearance of the pri nted copy. 

7. Anvil - The eccentric at each end of the anvi I is ad
justed so that the anvi I properly restri cts the free fI i ght 
of the typehead. The adjustment can be checked by 
printing a period or simi lar character with the copy con
trol lever set all the way back. The period should fail 
to print or print very faintly. With the copy control lev
er pulled forward one notch (fourth position) I the period 
should print lightly. The ribbon and one sheet of paper 
should be used when making the check. The check should 
be made at each end of the platen only I because flexing 
of the parts will allow a slightly different condition inthe 
middle of the platen. The high part of each eccentric 
shou Id be kept outward towards the si de (Fig. 96). 

NOTE: The restoring cam follower eccentric should be 
adjusted all the way up while the anvil is being set. The 
carrier buffers must also be moved up out of the way of 
the anvil (Fig. 96). 

The free flight must be restricted to insure that the char
acters wi II all emboss the paper to the same depth. If 
no restriction were applied, the smaller characters such 
as punctuation marks would be allowed to emboss too· 
deeply. The surface area somewhat restri cts the amount 
of embossing for the larger characters; thus if the free 
flight of the rocker is stopped at the right point, even 
impression between all characters will result. 

CAUTION: Raising or lowering either end of the anvi I 



wiii siightly affect the adjustment at the other end. Be 
sure to recheck each adjustment. 

Anvil 

Frame 

Power ________________ ~ 

Frame 

Anvil 

Locking 
Screws 

FIGURE 96. Carrier Buffers (15 Inch Machines) 

8. Carrier Buffers - A buffer plate attached to the right side 
of the carrier and an adjusting screw under the left side 
strike the top of the anvil to prevent the print shaft from 
flexing downward. Each should have. 002 11 to .004 11 

clearance wi th the top of the anvil (Fi g. 96). 

9. Print Cam Follower 

a. Print Cam Follower Stud - Adjust the pivot stud 
left or right so that the rubber roller on the follow
er is centered on the surface of the restoring cam. 
The stud is held in place in the carrier by a set 
screw that is accessible from the bottom of the ma
chine. 

b. Restoring Cam Follower Eccentric - With the print 
cam follower at the high point of the cam and the 
platen removed, hold the typehead toward the rear 
until it is restricted by the anvil and striker. The 
rubber roller should just touch the restoring cam 
(Fig. 97). Adjust the eccentric, keeping the high 
point forward, to satisfy the condition. 

NOTE: If the roller is too close to the restoring 
cam, it may bind against the cam during print shaft 
rotation. If too much clearance exists, the type
head may not be restored as quickly as it should and 
blurred characters may result. 

10. Even Printing - Position the yoke under its mounting 
screws so that the density of the ieft and right sides of a 
printer character will be uniform" 

Restore Cam 
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Stdker Against Anvil 

FIGURE 97. Restoring Cam Follower Eccentric 
Adjustment 

CAUTION: This adjustment affects the tilt ring homing 
adjustment, the typehead homing adjustment, and the 
detent cam and actuating lever adjustments (skirt clear
ance). Be sure to check these after changing the posi
Hon of the yoke. 

ESCAPEMENT MECHANISM 

1. Escapement Bracket -

a. With the carrier to the left I adjust the escapement 
bracket front to rear so that .00111 to .00211 exists 
between the raised area of the escapement bracket 
and the tab torque bar. The rear surface of the es
capement bracket should be kept parallel with the 
tab torque bar (Fig. 98). 

Early printers which do not have a raised area should 
be adjusted for .01111 to .017" between the escape
ment bracket and tab torque bar. 

o 

Escapement Bracket 
Positioned to Obtain 
Clearance 

o ~r---------~ 0 
. Check Entire Length of Writing 

.00111 - .00211 I ) Line For Possible Warped 
lQJ Torque Bar 

FIGURE 98. Escapement Bracket 

b. With the carrier to the right I form the extension on 
the tab rack plate so that. 001 11 to .002 11 exists be
tween the raised area of the escapement bracket and 
the tab torque bar. This is the extension which sup
ports the tab torque bar on the right side (Fig. 99). 
Note: This part is case hardened on early machines. 
Use caution when forming. Adjustment "a" should 
be rechecked if this extension is formed. 



Tab Rack Plate 

FIGURE 99. Tab Rack Plate 

NOTE: The following relationships are affected by the 
position of the escapement bracket - tab lever trigger 
to tab torque bar, tab lever pawl to tab rack, tab lever 
to escapement and backspace pawls, tab lever trigger 
to tab overthrow stop, escapement and backspace pawls 
to escapement torque bar I escapement torque bar to pawl 
pivot stud, and escapement torque bar to tab latch. 
Each of these re lati onshi ps must be checked and read
justed if necessary after any adjustment of the escape
ment bracket. 

2. Escapement Torque Bar Stop 

a. 

b. 

Late - fhe torque bar stop located at the ri ght end 
of the torque bar should be adjusted for a rest posi
tion clearance of . 008" to . 010" between the tor
que bar and the lug on the escapement pawl (Fig. 
1 00). 

.008" To .010" 

Torque Bar Stop 

FIGURE 100. Torque Bar Stop (New Style) 

Early - Form the torque bar stop located at the left 
end of the torque bar so that a clearance of . 002" 
to .006" exists between the torque bar and the lug 
on the escapement pawl (Fi g. 101). 

The escapement cam used with the new style e!'
capement mechanism provides greater availablt:. 
trave I for a II escapement parts; therefore more 
clearance is permissible and desirable between the 
torque bar and the escapement pawl lug. 

CAUTION: Make certain that the escapement 
trigger does not prevent the escapement torque bar 
from resting against the stop when making the torque 
bar stop adjustment. Also, check the pawl mount
ing stud and, on long carriage machines, the torque 
bar back stop. Neither one of these should be 
touch i ng the torque bar when the stop adj ustment is 
being made. 

Form Stop To Obtain Clearance 

------Torque Bar 

FIGURE lOT. 

3. Pawl Mounting Stud - Rotate the pawl mounting stud so 
that it clears the escapement torque bar by .00 I" at the 
closest point along the writing line (Fig. 102). Keep 
the high part of the eccentric toward the left so that the 
force of the torque bar will tend to tighten the stud in
stead of loosen it. 

Stua 

FIGURE 102. Pawl Mounting Stud Adjustment 

4. Torque Bar Back Stop - Adjust the back stop forward or 
back on its mounting stud <;0 that there is a .001" to 
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. 005 11 clearance with the torque bar (Fig. 103). 
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FIG U RE 103. Torque Bar Backstop 

5. Pivot Pin Eccentric (found on early level machines only) 
The eccentric collar should be adjusted with the higll 
point up so that it just touches the operational latch 
bracket (Fig. 104). This prevents the pivot pin from 
bowing during a print escapement operation. The 
eccentric should also be adjusted laterally on the 
pivot pin so that the end play of the pivot pin will 
be .002" to .005". 



h Bracket Assembiy 

FIGURE 104. Pivot Pin Eccentric 

Eccentric Should 
e Up And T ouch

ing Latch Bracket 

(Early Level Machines Only) 

NOTE: The eccentric may require a readjustment if 
the rest position of the pivot pin is changed during car
ri er return adiustments. 

6. Escapement Cam - Adjust the cam by rotating it on the 
fi Iter shaft so that the cam follower roller iust reaches 
the low point of the cam at the rest position (Fig. 105). 

The cam is accessible from the top by inserting the fluted 
wrench between the carrier return and backspace key
levers just in front of the margin rack. (The keylevers 
are not present on a II pri nters.) 

Check the adjustment by holding the cycle clutch check 
pawl out of the way so that the cycle shaft can be ro
tated backward. Rotate the fi Iter shaft gear backward 
slightly and observe that the escapement trip link moves 
forward immediately. This will insure that the escape
ment cam is not resting past the low point. To insure 
that the cam follower has fully reached the low point, 

. hand-cycle a print operation. The escapement trip link 
should not move during the first part of the cycle. 

The cam adjustment affects the timing of the print es
capement. Advanced timing could cause the trip to oc
cur before the print action, resulting in crowding or 
blurring of the printed characters. Retarded timing will 
cause the cam follower to rest part of the way up the 
incline of the cam. This could restrict the escapement 

trigger from the resetting over the torque bar iug as the 
filter shaft returns to its rest position. 

7. Escapement Trip Link - Adjust the trip link so that a 
clearance of .007 11 to .010 11 exists between the torque 
bar lug and the hook of the escapement trigger in the 
rest position (Fig. 105). 

CAUTION: In adjusting the escapement trip link be 
sure that the trigger lever upstop (Fig. 107) and the 
adjustment screw in the spacebar latch lever((Fig. 136, 
page 41) do not restrict the upward travel of the 
tri gger I ever. 

The adjustment insures that the torque bar will always be 
rotated far enough to trip the pawls from their racks. 

If excessive clearance is present, the escapement may 
eventually fail as wear occurs in the system and reduces 
the amount of travel given to the trigger. 

Insufficient clearance may prevent the trigger from re
setting over the torque bar lug at the end of each cycle. 
It may also cause the escapement trip to occur too early 
in the cycle. The trip should not occur before the print 
action. 

8. Escapement Trigger Action - Adjust the trigger guide 
(early style machines) or the trigger knock-off eccentric 
stud (new style machines) so that the escapement trigger 
will become disengaged from the torque bar lug when 
the escapement pawl clears the rack by .010 11 to .015 11 

(Fig. 106). 

Cam Follower Just Resting At Low Point 

FIGURE 105. Escapement Cam And Link Adiustment 
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LATE STYLE 

Trigger Disengages 
From Torgue Bar When 
Correct Pawl Clearance 
Exists 

EARLY STYLE 

FIGURE 106. Escapement Trigger Guide Adjustment 

9. Trigger Lever Upstop - With the machine at rest and a 
clearance of .007" to .010" existing between the trig
ger and the lug on the torque bar, adjust the trigger lev
er upstop so that it has a clearance of .001" to .005" 
with the trigger lever (Fig. 107). 

/ 

I 

Trigger Upstop 

" .001" To .005" t---------1_l\ 

/ 

FIGURE 107. Trigger Lever Upstop 

The trigger upstop prevents the trigger lever from bounc
ing as it returns to its rest position. 

MAINSPRING AND CORDS 

1. Gear Mesh - The proper gear mesh between the escape
ment cord drum and the carrier return pinion involves 
two adjustments. Both must be consi dered together. 

a. Adjust the operational shaft laterally so that the 
crown surfaces of the escapement cord drum gear 
and the carrier return pinion are even (Fig. 108). 

Crown Escapement Gear Shou Id 
Surfaces Even Be Positioned For .002" 

To .004" Backlash At 
Bearing 
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~i~ Tightest Point 

/-- --I 
~;- ~ 
Carrier Return 

Pinion 
Adjust Operational Shaft 
End Play By Shi ft Arbor 
And Operational Shaft Collar 

FIGURE lOS. Gear Mesh and Operational 
Shaft Adjustment 

The position is controlled by a collar set screwed to 
the shaft and the shift clutch ratchet. Be sure to 
maintain .002" to .004" end play in the operational 
shaft. 

b. The escapement cord drum gear should be adjusted 
forward or back to obtain .002" to .004" backlash 
at the point of tightest mesh with the carrier return 
pinion. Be sure that no binds exist throughout the 
trave I of the carri er • 

CAUTION: The mainspring tension should be RE
LAXED before the escapement cord drum gear i~ 
loosened. The cord tension should also be relaxed 
by removing the cord from the pulley on the cord 
tension arm. Be sure that no end play exists in the 
escapement shaft before attempting the gear mesh 
adj ustment • 

NOTE: No attempt should be made to adjust the 
cord tension with the escapement cord drum because 
the drum is set-screwed to a flat spot on the escape
ment shaft. 

2. Tab Governor Pinion -Adjust the tab governor pinion to 
have .002" to .004" backlash at the point of closest 
mesh wi th the escapement cord drum gear. Adj ust the 
pi ni on by moving both the tab governor hub and collar 
located on each si de of the pinion. The pinion should 
have a mi ni mum of end play yet stj II rotate freel y (Fig. 
109) . 



Position to Governor 
Pinion For .00211 to 
.004" Backlash 

-/Operati ona I Shaft 

Tab Pinion Gear CollarR 

Tab Governor Spri ng 

Tab Governor Arbor 

FIGURE 109. Tab Governor Pinion 

3. Cord Tension - With the cords properly threaded (Figs. 
110 A & B), adjust the carrier return cord drum so that 
the pulley pivot screw nut clears the pulley bracket by 
1/8 11 to 1/4" (Fig. 11 OC). 

A time saving method of transport card adjustment may 
be accompl ished by tying a knot in the end of the cord 
as close to the hook as possible. 

1 I 
II 

,1 ._-:_', 
-- -------- r--'/r- l - -- ----- - - - -- ..1.11,-,1 ~4 
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FIGURE 110A. Carrier Return Cord 

FIGURE 110B. Escapement Cord 

The position of the pulley insures that it wi II not con
tact the cover as it compensates for the cord stretch. 
Adjusting the pulley nearer the powerframe puts an un
necessary load on the cords. 

CAUTION: Be sure to remove all end play from the <:::s
capement shaft before tighteni ng the carri er return cord 
drum. End play is removed by holding the escapement 
shaft forward whi I e the cord drum is moved to the rear 
against the rear bearing. 

FIGURE 110C. Cord Tension 

CAUTION: The mainspring should be handled carefully 
to prevent it from sl ipping when the tension is being in
creased or decreased. The outside loop of the main spring 
must not be ina position to contact C -5. 

NOTE: The eccentric mounting stud for the tront idler 
pulley should be set so that the pin is horizontal and a
bove center on the eccentri c. The pi n wi II then be 
ang led toward the left slightly. 

4. Mainspring Tension - The mainspring tension should be 
1/2 to 3/4 pounds measured at the· carrier as it escapes 
through the line lock load at the extreme right hand mar
gin. Adjust by turning the mainspring cage. The capac
itor (if present) and the cage stop screw must be removed 
in order to make the adiustment. 

NOTE: An approximate setting can be obtained by 
making 5 full turns on the mainspring with the carrier at 
the extreme right hand limit of its travel. On printers 
with 100 inch mainspring 6-2/3 to 7-2/3 turns will be 
necessary. The 100 inch mainspring is stamped on the rear. 

OPERATiONAL CONTROL MECHAN ISM 

1. Keylever Pawl Overlap - Adjust each keylever pawl 
guide stud so that all the keylever pawls verlap their 
respective interposers by .035 11 to .045" with both parts 
at rest (Ffg. 111). 

FIGURE 111. Keylever Pawl Overlap Adjustment 



2. Keylever Pawl to Interposer Clearance 

a. Adjust the keylever pawl guide so that the lower 
edge is 9/16" from the bottom of the operational 
bracket (Fig. 112). 

Keylever Pawl Guide 

FIGURE 112. Interposer Height 

b. Position the keylever stop so that all keylevers clear 
their interposer .020" to .030" (Fig. 113), 

.020" to .030" 
Interposer 

FIGURE 113. Keylever Pawl To Interposer Clearance 

3. Operational Latch Height - The adjustable latch screws 
(Fig. 114) (eccentric stop on tab latch) for the back
space, spacebar, and tab operational latches should be 
adjusted so that the latches will pass under the cam fol
lower lever with a clearance of .003" to .015" (Fig. 
114B). The carrier return operational latch ad justable 
stop should be adjusted so that the latch will pass under 
the cam follower with .003" to .010" clearance (Fig. 
115) . 

NOTE: Be sure that the cams are latched when this 
clearance is observed. The high sicie of the specifica
ti on is preferred. 

NOTE: The clearances may be observed by pulling the 
latches to the rear with a spring hook whi Ie the machine 
is at rest. 
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Bristo Head 

Latch 

003" - .015" 

FI GURE 114A. Tab Latch Height 

Adjusting Screw 

Spacebar or Backspace 
Operati ona J Latch 

FIGURE 114B. Latch Height 

Be Sure Cam 
Is Latched 
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Adjusting Screw 
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~) (' Latch Assemb I y 
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Cam Follower Lever 

FIGURE 115. Latch Height (11 Inch.) 



4. interposer Adjusting Screws - Adjust the interposer ad
justing screws so that a front to rear clearance of .015" 
to .020 II exists between all the operational latches and 
their respective cam followers (Fig. 116). 

NOTE: Machines whi ch have the carrier return latch
spring loaded to the rear (under the cam foiiower) snouid 
be adjusted as follows: 

a. Hold the carrier return latch to the front against its 
interposer (the interposer should be latched at rest). 

b. Adjust the interposer adjusting screw for .035" to 
.045" between the latch and cam follower. 

c. Release the interposer and proceed with the next 
adjustment. 

Cam Follower 
Latch 

Make Adiustment Here Interposer 

FIGURE 116. Interposer Adjusting Screw 

NOTE: The operati ona I interposer springs shou Id be 
placed in the center hole at the rear of the interposer 
(Fig. 116). 

The adjustment directly affects the timing between the 
cam release and the positioning of the operational 
latches under the cam follower. Excessive clearance can 
allow the cam follower to move down at the rear before 
the latch has moved fu Ily under the follower. 

The adjustment may be checked after operating the cams 
enough to move the cam followers down slightly at the 
rear. With the machine on its back the latches can be 
pushed against the cam followers to estimate the clear
ance. 

CAUTION: If the cam followers are operated too far 
when this adjustment is being checked,'the interposer 
restoring bai I wi II force the interposers forward slightly 
and an erroneous adjustment wi \I resu It. The keylever 
pawl to interposer clearance should be rechecked after 
this adjustment. 

5. Cam Check Ring - Adjust the cam check ring eccentric 
(Fig. 117A) so that a clearance of .010" to .015" exists 
between the ti p of the cam pawl and the teeth of the cam 
ratchet with the cam latched in the rest position (Fig. 
117B). Keep the high part of the eccentric radially out
ward. The check ring mounting sCreWS rnust be loosened 
before the adjustment can be made. 
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Adjust Eccentric 

A. LEFT SIDE OF CAM 

B. RIGHT SIDE OF CAM 

FIGURE 117. Cam Check Ring Adjustment 

The adjustment insures that the pawl wi! I clear the rat
chet and that the check ring will latch positively at the 
completion of each cam operation. 

6. Clutch Release Arm Stop Pad (Fig. 118) - Form the stop 
pads so that with the clutch release arm at rest (against 
its stop pad) the clutch release arm has a 3/4 bite on the 
latching surface of the clutch wheel. This should be ob
served from the rear of the machine. 

Make certain that the interposers are latched forward 
and are not in contact with the clutch release arm when 
observing this adjustment. 

3/4 Bite 

Stop Pad 

FrGURE 118. Stop Pad Adjustment 



NOTE: The operational clutch ratchet must be posi-
tioned laterally on the operational shaft so that each 
clutch release arm will take an equal lateral bite on its 
respective clutch wheel. This insures that neither clutch 
release arm can slip sideways off its respective clutch 
wheel causing an unwanted cam operation. This condi
tion is most serious on the carrier return/index cam as it 
wi II cause an index operation to occur each time the 

cam is released. 

7. Clutch Release Arm (Fig. 119) - The lug at the bottom of 
each clutch release arm should be formed so that it clears 
the interposer lug by .025 11 to .035" on Carrier Return, 
Index and .035" to .045" on Tab, Backspace, and 

Spacebar. 

FIGURE 119. Clutch Release Arms Adjustment 

NOTE: The interposers and cams must be latched when 

the adjustment is observed. 

Insufficient clearance will cause the cams to be released 
too early in the rearward travel of the interposers; con
sequently the operational latch involved wi II not have 
sufficient bite on the cam follower lever as it is operated 
down at the rear. The operational latch may slip from 
beneath the cam follower and result in an incomplete 
operation. Excessive clearance could allow the inter
poser to reach the I imit of its travel before the cam is 

released. 

NOTE: The clearance may be judged with the use of 
the push end of the large spring hook. The end of the 
spring hook is approximately. 035 11 thick. 

8. Interposer Restoring Bai I - Form the lug at each side of 
the restoring bai I so that the interposers wi II be restored 
forward. 01 011 to .030" past the latching point (Fig. 120) 
when either cam is operated. Be sure to check the in
terposers at each side and form the lug on the side being 
checked. 

The adjustment insure positive relatching of the inter

posers without excessive overthrow. Excessive overthrow 
can cause an interposer to take an extiQ cyc Ie. 

NOTE: The lugs should be formed forward or back to 
obtain tl,e adjustmert. FClrrT'irg th.:: !')9$ '""orV.,Iard in

creases the throw of the interposers. Too much forming 
wi II cause them to break. 
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FIGURE 120. Interposer Restoring Bai I Adjustment 

OPERATIONAL MAG j"-lET ASSEMBLY 

1. Tab, Backspace 1 and Index Magnets (Fig. 121 & 122) -

a. Backspace Pivot Plate - Position, vertically, so 
that the armature (manually attracted) clears its 
yoke by .001" to .003" (a II three screws must be 
loose). Position, horizontally, so that all armatures 
center thei r yokes. 

b. Pivot Plate - Tighten the backspace pivot plate 
screw and position so that the left and right arma
tures clear their yokes by .001" to .003". 

Backspac:e 
Pivot Plate 

Armatures 

Pivot Plate Screws 

FIGURE 121. B/S Pivot Plate Location 

FIGURE 122. Backspace Pivot Plate 



2. Carrier Return and Space Bar Magnet Pivot Plate (Fig. 
123) - Position as follows: 

a. Vertically - so that the left and right armatures 
clear their yokes by .001" to .003". 

b. Horizontally - so that the armatures center in their 
guide slots. 

Adjustments 1 and 2 provide free operation of the armatures 
and prevent binding or choke-off. 

Armature 

Pivot Plate 

FIGURE 123. Pivot Plate 

3. Armature Backstop (Fig. 124) - Position (armatures at 
rest) so that the armatures clear their yokes by .020" to 
.025". 

This adjustment provides sufficient motion to unlatch the 
interposers and also insures the armatures will be at
tracted by the magnet coi Is when they are energi zed. 

Adj. Screw 

~ 
Backstop 

.020" to .025" ~ Y ~Armature 
i =' \,16 · 
f II ~~ ~I~ Yoke , . '" '" ~ §! 

\,i Ii li~ 
FIGURE 124. Armature Backstop 

Operati ona I Interposer 

Center Line For Interposer 
And Armature 

FIGURE 125. Left to Right 
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4. Magnet Unit Position - Position as foilows: 

a. Left to Right - so that the armatures are directly 
beneath thei r corresponding interposers (Fig. 125). 

b. Front to Rear - so that the armature link holes are 
slightly to the rear of the interposer link holes (Fig. 
126). 

Having the trip link offset insures unlatching of the 
interposer since the link pulls downward and also 
to the rear. 

o~~er ~~_""\----l 
Link Offset 
Forward 

Operational 
\ I Link , ~--I1 ..-

7 
Armature Shock Absorber 

FIGURE 126. Front to Rear 

5. Puli Link (Fig. 127) - Adjust the operational puli links 
so that a .002" to .010" clearance exists between the 
interposer latch bracket and the interposer latch at the 
point of relatching. 

NOTE: Test this ad justment by manually attracting the 
armature and turning the operational shaft so that the in
terposer is be ing restored toward the front. 

.002" to .010" 
Clearance 

Operational Armature 
Monua Ily Attracted 

FIGURE 127. Check, Trip Link 

With al i parts at rest (Fig. 128) be sure a clearance exists 
between the pu 1\ link and the armature. 

The pull link must be approximately 1/2 turn too long to 
insure that the armature is moving prior to picking upthe 
load of the interposer. A trip link adjusted too short can 
cause an intermittent operation or complete failure to re
lease. 



Interposer Latch Bracket 

~ _Interposer Latch Position 

~1~._-----, 
Armature Agai nst 
Backstop 

\1~V-~1"-=-r~ 

Clearan~r_:~~=~ 
OPtD~~:~:r~~~rure Ui III1U 

Oper. Magnet 

FIGURE 128. Trip Link 

OPERATIONAL CONTACTS 

1. The interposer switch shall be adjusted on its mounting 
bracket so that the top of the switch is flush with the 
bottom of the power frame (Fig. 129). 

3. Adjust the interposer switch actuator latch for the fol
lowing conditions. 

a. So that it wi II c lear the bottom of the interposer 
switch actuator by a maximum of .010" when the 

bottom of the actuator is moving toward the front of 
the machi ne (Fig. 131). 

.010" rXimum .~:r.nimum 

T 
FIGURE 131. FIGURE 132. 

interposer Switch Actuator Interposer Switch Actuator 

b. So that the latch will have a minimum of .010" over
lap on the back of the switch actuator and shall pre
vent the contacts from re-transferring unti I the check 
pawl reseats in the check ring (Fig. 132). 

Operational Feedback Contact (C-S) 

OIP 

FIGURE 129. Operational Contacts 

2. With the interposer tripped and to the rear I adjust the 
interposer swi tch mounting bracket I front to rear I so 
that the tri pped interposer wi II transfer the swi tch con
tacts' then move the bracket an additional .01S" to 
.02S" (Fig. 130). . 

rnterposer 
(Un latched) 

Move An 
Additional 

/'"II~-.OlS" to .025" 
After Contact 
T ra ns ferred 

FIGURE 130. Contact Mounting Bracket 
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1. Contact Removed - Form the NIC support so that the 
OIP lifts the N/C point .002" to .OOS" (Fig. 133) . 

• 002" to 
OOS " Ri'se/: N/C Support 

N/C CiS~t~ft e\ I 

FIGURE 133. Contact Removed 

2. Unit Installed - Position the alP centrally over the aux-
i liary cam follower (Fig. 134). -

~ Auxiliary rc-cam Follower 

I O/P 

FIGURE 134. Contact Insta lied 

CAUTiON: If the contact assembly is mounted too far 
forward the backspace latch may operate the contact 
which can cause up to 30 0 difference in timing. This 
problem can only be seen by scoping. 

3. Form the contact mOIJnti ng bracket (up or down) for make 
and break times. Refer to the timing chart for timing. 



MACHINE 

1447 
1052 
1053 
1062 

BREAK 

15 ± 10 
15 ± 10 
15 ± 10 
15 ± 10 

C-5 Nit 

Figure 135. Timing Chart 

MAKE 

105 ±5 
105 ±5 

105 ±Si 
105 ± 5 

I 

NOTE: Trip the Tab Interposer, turn the operational shaft 
unti I the cam just starts to turn. This is zero degrees. 

SPACEBAR MECHANISM 

1. All print escapement and.operational control adjustments 
must be correct before attempti ng adjustments of the 
spacebar. 

2. Spacebar Latch Lever Screw - Adjust the screw so that 
.007 11 to .0lOli clearance exists between the escapement 
trigger and the escapement torque bClr (Fig. 136A). Dis
connect the escapement trip link before making this ad
justment. 

.007" to .010'~ -" \ 

I~\.;) \ Trigger 

~~ 

Adjusting Screw 

r--

FI GURE 136A. Spacebar latch Lever Screw 
(Long Carriage) 

The trigger upstop should be moved up out of the way 
when making this adjustment. After completing the ad
justment the upstop should be adjusted so that it clears 
the trigger lever by .001" to .005" (Fig. 136B). 

This adjustment insures that the trigger will properly re
set over the lug on the escapement torque bar at the com
pletion of each spacebar operation. It also insures that 
there wi II be a maximum transfer of motion from the 
spaCebOi opeiotional latch to the trigger lever assemb!y, 
thereby placing a sufficient amount of wear potential 
into the system (which is felt as trigger overthrow). 

?-L11 

Trigger Upstop 

/ 
.,/" 

.005 11 

FIGURE 136B. Trigger Upstop 

BACKSPACE MECHANISM 

1. Be sure the print escapement and operational control ad
justments are correct before attempting backspace ad
justments. 

2. Tab Lever Stop - The rest position of the tab lever is 
controlled by a lug on the escapement bracket called 
the tab lever stop (Fig. 137). The stop shou Id be formed 
front or rear so that a clearance of .00111 to .003" exists 
between the vertical lug on the tab lever and the back
space pawl when the backspace pawl is bottomed in its 
rack. 

// 

" 

Tab Lever Stop 

,....._.,.0-._.001" to .003" 

FIGURE 137. Tob Lever Stop Adjustment 

The tab lever stop may be formed by inserting the T
bender from the upper right si de. It wi!! be necessary to 
force the tab torque bar to the rear in order to insert the 
T -bender. 



This adjustment insures that the backspace pawl wi II not 
be prevented from bottoming in its rack during a back
space operation. The tab lever rest position also direct
ly affects the adjustments of the tab mechanism. It de
termines how much motion must be provided to the tab 
lever to properly remove the backspace and escapement 
pawls from their racks during a l-ab operation. 

3. Backspace Rack - With the backspace rack in the rest 
position, a clearance of .005" to .015" should exist be
tween the working surfaces of the rack tooth and the 
backspace pawl (Fig. 138). Adjust the hexagon headed 
screw in the backspace bellcrank to obtain this condition. 

Backspace Bellcrank 

Backspace Pawl 

Adjusting Stud 

FIGURE 138. 

The adjustment minimizes lost motion in the mechanism 
and insures that the backspace pawl will positively reset 
into the next rack tooth at the completion of a back
space operation. Excessive clearance can contribute to 
escapement problems as well as backspace failures by 
allowing the backspace pawl to hold the carri er against 
a backspace rack tooth. Partial spacing will result if 
the carrier alternates holding on the escapement pawl 
and the backspace pawl. 

4. Intermediate Lever - With the backspace cam manually 
operated to the high point, the escapement pawl should 
just fail to drop into the preceding rack tooth causing 
the manual backspace operation to fail. Adjust the in
termediate lever pivot screw forward or back in its elon
gated mounting hole to obtain this condition (Fig. 139). 

The adjustment may be gauged by feeling the motion of 
the rack as it is manually moved from its rest position 
into contact with the backspace pawl. The movement 

.shou Id be equa I to the adj ustment clearance. The check 
shou Id be made at both extreme posi ti ons of the carri er 
so as to include the difference in mainspring tension in 
the check. Check the resetting of the pawl at both po
siti ons by operating the backspace bellcrank manually 
and releasing it slowly. 

The rear portion of the intermediate lever is supplied 
with the same amount of motion from the hexagaon head
ed screw on the bellcrank regardless of any change in 
the front to rear position of the intermediate lever. 
Therefore, the di Her ence jill ~l/ ow 10 i he bocbpoce ruck 
is achieved, when changing the front to rear position of 
the intermediate lever, by increasing or decreasing the 
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Escapement Rack 
For Adjustment 

FIGURE 139. Intermediate Lever Adjustment 

leverage or distance between the pivot point of the in
termediate lever and the point of contact between the 
intermediate lever and the backspace rack. Moving the 
intermediate lever to the rear will increase the back
space rack motion. 

During a powered backspace operation the carrier de
velops enough momentum (allowing the escapem ent rack 
to properly overthrow and drop into the preceding rack 
tooth) for a positive operation. 

Too much moti on to the backspace rack wi II cause double 
backspaci ng. Check the operati on at both ends of the 
carriage so as to include the variation in the mainspring 
tensi on. 

CAUTION: The rest position of the backspace rack 
should be checked and readjusted, if necessary, after 
any change in the front to rear posit i on of the i ntermed
iate lever. 

CARRIER RETURN MECHAN ISM 

Be sure that the print escapement and operational control ad
iustments are correct before attempting the carrier return ad
iustments. 

1. Pawl Clearance - Adjust the clutch latch eccentric so 
that the escapement pawl wi 1\ c lear the rack teeth by 
.005" to .020" when the latch is being held down by the 
keeper {Fig. 140). 

The adjustment insures that the escapement pawl will not 
drag along the rack during a carrier return operation and 
that the pawl will be allowed to re-enter the rack quick.:
Iy at the completion of the return operation. 

2. Clutch Latch Overthrow - Use the following procedure 
to obtai n the correct c lutch latch overthrow and oper
ational latch height. 

a. Carrier Return Lever - Position the carrier return 
lever laterally on the latch actuating arm pin so 
that the carrier return latch will hang vertical with
out binding against its interposer. Be sure to tighten 
the locking screw in the lever onto the flat portion of 
the pi n (Fig. 141). 



.005 11 to .020 11 

Latch Held Down 

Clutch Latch 
Eccentri c - __ ";:;;;;;::_1 

FIGURE 140. Pawl Clearance Adjustment 

b. Carrier Return Latch Arm Adjusting Screw (over
throw) - With the carrier return cam on the high 
point adjust the latch arm adjusting screw (Fig. 141) 
so that the clutch latch wi II overthrow the latching 
surface of the keeper by .030 II to .040 II. Be sure 
that the platen and feed rolls are installed and the 
index selector lever is in the double index position 
when checking this adjustment. 

Adjusting Screw 

Carrier Return 
.... ----latch Arm 

FIGURE 141. Clutch Latch Overthrow 
Adjustment 

c. Carrier Return Latch Actuating Arm Adjusting Screw 
(latch height) - With the carrier return cam latched 
in the rest position, adjust the screw so that the car
rier return latch will pass under the cam follower by 
.00111 to .010 11 (Fig. 142). 

CAUTION: Any change in the carrier return latch 
height directly affects the front to rear position of 
the latch {with respect to the cam follower} when 
the machine is at rest. See adjustment #4 in the 
Operational Control Section. 

NOTE: On a limited number of printers equipped 
with the early style carrier return mechanism, a 
carrier return latch actuating arm was lJ:>ed that did 
not have a flat surface machined on the left end of 
its pivot pin. These early·production latch actuat
ing arms should be replaced before attempting to 
make the carrier return adjustments. The flat sur
face machined on the left end of the pin is required 

to establish the proper radiai position of the carrier" 
return lever on the pin (with respect to the latch 
actuating arm) I and insures that the carrier return 
lever cannot slip on the pin. 

Carrier Return Latch 

\ 

Cam Follower 

\ .001 H To .010 11 , __ ~n 
FIGURE 142. Carrier Return Latch Height 

5. Carrier Return Shoe - Adjust the carrier return actuating 
arm bracket left or right so that the carrier return shoe 
overlaps the last 3 coi Is on the right hand end of the 
clutch spring. Covering the last 3 coils insures that all 
the coils of the spring will be used in the clutch opera
tion (Fig. 143). 
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Carrier Return 
Actuati ng Arm Bracket 

Shoe Overlaps _-...... --r"""""'~ 
last Three Coi Is 

Clutch Spri ng 

FIGURE 143. Carrier Return Shoe 

6. Carrier Return Clutch Arm - Adjust the clutch arm on 
the carrier return clutch arm hub so that the formed lug 
which mounts the actuating arm stud will be horizontal 
when the machine is at rest (Fig. 144). 

7. Shoe Clearance - The nylon shoe on the clutch actuating 
arm should clear the carrier return clutch spring by .015 11 

to .020 11 when the machine is at r~st (Fig. 144). Adjus~ 
the nut on the actuating arm stud to obtain the proper 
clearance. 



Actuating Arm Stud 

Clutch Actuating Arm 

FIGURE 144. Carrier Return Actuating 
Arm Adj ustment 

NOTE: In no case should the shoe to clutch spring 
clearance be less than .015". 

8. Overbank Adjustment 

a. Early - With the carrier held fully to the left 
against the margin stop, a clearance of .00311 to 
.008 11 should exist between the working surfaces of 
the escapement pawl and the escapement rack tooth 
(Fig. 145). Adjust the left hand margin rack bush
ing to obtain this condition (Fig. 146). 

F I GU RE 145. Escapement Paw I Check 

The overbank adjustment insures that the escapement 
pawl wi II enter the correct escapem ent rack tooth 
when the carrier return clutch is unlatched at the 
left margin. The adjustment may be observed from 
the top with the platen and deflector removed and 
the left margin stop positioned toward the middle of 
the rack. The overbank may also be adjusted by ad
justing the rrc rgin rack bushing to clear the nylon 
washer on the margin rack by .025 11 to .030" with 
the carrier resting at the-left margin. The right hand 
margin rack eccentric should be loose when making 
this adjustment (Fig. 146) so that the left margin 
stop wi II be agai nst the stop latch on the carri er • 
The .025" to .030 11 compensates for the .022" float
ing action in the 8scaperr~nt pawl, (Thp c,)rrect 
adjustment for the margin rack ecc~ntric is covered 
under the Margin Control section.) 
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Loosen Margin Rack Eccentric 

FIGURE 146. Overbank Adjustment 

NOTE: Any change in overbank on machines 
equipped with this early style margin rack assembly 
will directly affect the clutch unlatching adjustment. 

b. Late - With the carrier resting at the left margin 
stop, adjust the margin rack overbank guide (Fig. 
147) left or right on the margin rack to obtain a 
clearance of .001" to .005" between the stop latch 
on the carrier and the left hand margin stop. On 
machines equipped with a floating stop latch, the 
floating action of the latch must be removed, by 
pull ing the latch to the right with a spring hook, 
before this clearance can be observed. 

Margin Rack 

FIGURE 147. Margin Rack Overbank 
Gui de Adj ustment 

The adjustment of the overbank guide on the margin 
rack determines the rest position of the margin rack. 
The adjustment insures that the left margin stop will 
set accurately when the stop is slid to the right 
against the margin stop latch on the carrier. In 
addition, the adjustment of the overbank guide, plus 
the amount of lateral motion that the guide permits 
the rack (due to the design of the guide) when the 
carrier moves into the left hand margin during a 
carrier return operation, automatically provides the 
carri er with the overbank requi red for pr0per escape
ment pawl re-entry at the completion of a carrier 
return operation. 



9. Clutch Unlatching - With either style margin rack held 
to its extreme left position, the carrier return latch keep
er should clear the latch by .005 11 to .015 11 at the un
latching point (Fig. 148). Check by manually holding 
the latch at the unlatching point while the machine is 
idling. Lengthen or shorten the carrier return unlatching 
link to obtain this clearance. 

Margin Rack 
Held To The 
Left 

---.... 

Latch He Id Even 
With The Keeper 
Corner 

FIGURE 148. Clutch Unlatching Adjustment 

NOTE: Should the clutch fail to properly latch (on 
machines equipped with the early margin rack) after 
the clutch unlatching adjustment has been completed/ 
check the margin rack eccentric adjustment which is lo
cated in the Margin Control section. The eccentric may 
be holding the rack too far to the left restricting the 
margin rack motion thereby reducing the amount of bite 
that the latch may take on the keeper. 

10 • Torque Li miter - The torque lim iter shou Id transmit 1 to 
2 pounds pull on the carrier as the carrier is unlatching 
the clutch at the left margin. 

If a spri ng sca lei s ava i lab I e / the adj ustment may be 
checked by holding against the carrier with the push end 
of the scale and allowing the carrier to slowly unlatch 
the clutch at the left margin. 

If no sca Ie is available / the torque may be estimated by 
holding the carrier while the clutch is engaged. The 
torque limiter should slip readi Iy yet return the carrier 
positively without any hesitation when the carrier is re
leased. 

The adj ustment is made by adj usti ng the eccentri c stud 
in the torque limiter hub. If sufficient adjustment is not 
available at the eccentric, the torque limiter sprint may 
be shifted on the torque limiter hub by positioning the 
torque I imiter spring clamp. 

NOTE: The carrier return clutch arbor should have an 
end play of .004 11 to .006 11 between the torque limiter 
hub and the C-clip on the operational shaft. Adjust the 
play by positioning the torque limiter hub iaterally on 
the shaft. The end play can be adjusted easily if the 
torque limiter spring is moved to the right T off the torque 
limiter hub. 
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11. Carrier Return Interlock Contact -

a. Form the N/C support so that the O/P lifts the N/C 
contact .00211 to .005" (Fig. 149). 

b. Form the N/O support so that the O/p clears the 
N/O contact .035" to .045" (Fig. 149). 

FIGURE 149. Carrier Return Interlock Inactive 

c. With the carrier return clutch latched, position the 
mounting bracket so that the N/O contact rises 
.010 11 to .020" from the N/O support (Fig. 150). 

NOTE: The N/O contacts must remain closed during 
return of the carrier to the left margin. 

Excessive rise on the contact straps wi II cause the con
tacts to bounce. 

Mtg. Bracket 

o 

N/O Support 

Carri er Return Interlock Active 

INDEX MECHANISM 

1. All operational control adjustments must be correct be
fore any attempt is made to adjust the index mechanism. 

2. Multiplying Lever Stop (Fig. 151) - Adjust the multiply
ing lever stop front or rear to produce ~360 II to .375" 
(approximately 3/8") motion to the index link when the 
carrier return/index cam is operated to its high point 
(platen removed). 

NOTE: This adjustment may be measured with the 
Hooverometer and a feeler gauge. The handle of the 
Hooverometer is .375" wide. 



M. Lever Stop 

.-

• 360" to .375 11 

FIGURE 151. Multiplying Lever Stop (New Style) 

Figure 152 illustrates the first level multiplying lever 
stop used on the new style index mechanism. This stop 
should be adjusted both horizontally and vertically. 
The stop is adjusted vertically so that the multiplying 
lever will operate above and below a horizontal position 
by an equal amount. The horizontal and vertical adjust
ments of the stop must be made alternately until both are 
correct. 

Multiplying Lever Stop 

.360" to .375" 

FIGURE 152. Multiplying Lever Stop (Early Level) 

3. Index Link - Use the following procedure to adjust the 
index link: 

a. As a preliminary step, loosen the platen overthrow 
stop and move it to the rear (Fig. 153). 

Platen Overthrow 

Stop Moved To The 

Rear ~~ 

! 0 

(Index Operation Manually 
Operated Through) 

Index Link 

FIGURE 153. Index Link Adjustment 

b. With the platen installed, hold the detent roller dis
engaged from the platen ratchet with a spring hook 
whi Ie an index operation is manually cycled. At 
the completion of the operation allow the detent 
roller to re-em'er the platen ratche't. If the index 

link is properly adjusted the detent roller will seat 
between two ratchet teeth without causing any ro
tational motion to the platen. Adjust the link to ob
tain this condition. 

4. Platen Overthrow Stop - With the index cam rotated to 
its high point 1 adiust the platen overthrow stop to clear 
the index pawl by .005 11 (Fig. 154) . 

I I 

WI' _Index Link Ir 
FIGURE 154. Platen Overthrow Stop 

5. Index Selection Cam 
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a. With the index cam latched at rest and tbe selection 
lever in the double line space position, adjust the 
selection cam front to rear so that the index pawl 
clears the platen ratchet by .015" to .050 11 (Fig. 
155). 

Index Selector Cam 

FIGURE 155. Index Selection C~m Adjustment 

b. Adjust the selection cam up or down so that the in
dex pawl is centered on the cam surface with the 
selection lever in the sing Ie line space position 
(Fig. 156). 

Paw I Centered 

FIGURE 156. Vertical Adjustment Of 
Index Selection Cam 



TABULATOR SET AND CLEAR MECHANISM 

1. Tab Rack Bel!crank - Adjust the bellcrank (Fig. 158) 
atfached to the left end of the tab rack so that an unset 
tab stop is centered between the tab lever pawl and the 
tab set lug on the escapement bracket (Fig. 157). Latch 
the tab lever to the rear to check this adjustment. 

FIGURE 157. Tab Rack Bellcrank Adjustment 

CAUTION: Be sure that the tab set and clear lever is 
fully seated on top of the two pivot pins on the left side 
of the powerframe. 

2. Tab Set and Clear Link - Adjust the link so that the key
button is verti ca I . 

3. Set and Clear Arm Stops - Form the stop lugs on the set 
and clear lever bracket (Fig. 158) so that they limit the 
movement of the arm just as the tab stop fully reaches its 
set or cleared position. Also, form the extension on the 
rear stop lug so the tab set and clear arm cannot pivot 
sideways out of engagement with the tab rack bellcrank. 

~~ __ --- Be I !crank 

et and C lear Arm 

The Upper Slot Edges 
Should be Punched So That 
The link Cannot Accidentally 
Disengage 

FIGURE 158. Set And Clear Arm Stops 

NOTE: On the early style tab set and clear mechanism 
the stop lugs were anchored and adjusted by two screws 
on the outsi de of the powerframe. 

4. Tab Rack Brake - Adjust the tab rack brake so that the 
tab rack will not flip past the rest position when released 
from either a set or dear position. The tab rack must 
return fully to the rest position when the keybutton is 

released slowly. The brake is located just insi de the 
powerframe at the left end of the tab rack. The brake 
should be formed, if necessary r to spring load the tab 
rack toward the RH si de of the machine. 

CAUTION: The index detent lever will rest against 
the tab rack with the platen removed. Be sure the lever 
is clear of the tab rack when the brake adjustment is 
checked. 

5. Gang Clear Finger 

FI GURE 159. Gang Clear Finger 

a. Adjust the gang clear finger front to rear to obtain 
.00111 to .020 11 clearance (Fig. 160) between its tip 
and the nearest tab stop when a II the tab stops are 
set. 

b. Form the end of the gang clear finger to obtain a 
minimum of .00111 clearance (Fig. 160) between the 
gang clear finger and the tab rack tube. Check for 
interference between the top of the gang clear finger 
and the undersi de of the tab set spri ng • 

FIGURE 160. Gang Clear 

c. Check for a minimum of .001llclearance (Figure 
160) between lugs on the rear of the escapement and 
backspace pawls and any set tab stop when the tab 
rack is rotated to the clear position and the pawls 
removed from the rack, as in a carrier return opera
tion. If this clearance is not present, recheck tab 
rack position and pawl clearance adjustments. 

NU I t: it wlii not aiways be possibie to ciear a 
single tab stop when two or more adiacent tab stops 
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are set. The gang clear finger can be moved right 
or left slightly to insure positive clearing of desired 
stop. The tab stop directly to the left may also be 
cleared or partially cleared. 

TABULATOR MECHANISM 

1. Tab Lever Stop - Form the stop on the escapement bracket 
(Fig. 161) to obtain .00111 to .003 11 clearance between 
the vertical lug on the tab lever and the backspace pawl 
when the tab lever is at rest and the backspace pawl is 
fully seated in its rack. 

3. Tab Rack - Adjust the tab rack left or right for a c lear
ance of .005" to .020 II between the tip of the tab lever 
pawl and a set tab stop with the tab lever latched out. 
This adjustment is made by the tab rack bushing on the 
RH end of the¥tab rack. The clearance may be observed 
by holding the carrier and latching the tab lever out. 

NOTE: The head of the tab rack bushing should clear 
the tab rack plate by approximately 3/32 11 when the ad
justmentiscomplete. (Fig. 163). 

Tab Rack Plate 

// 

Tab Stop Tab Rack 

Adjust Tab Rack . ' 
Bushing _ 

-....... ~-

Bushing 

2. 

Tab Lever Stop 

--
Tab Lever ~ ~~,....i_ .001" to .003" 

Backspace Pawl ~ 
FIGURE 161 • Tab Lever Stop 

This small clearance insures that the backspace pawl wi II 
be allowed to bottom in its rack and that a minimum a
mount of tab lever moti on wi II be requi red to remove 
both the backspace and escapement pawls from thei r 
racks during a tabulation operation. 

Tab Lever Pawl - Adjust the pawl forward or back on the 
tab lever so that the ti p of the pawl clears a SE T tab stop 
by .035" to .045 11 with the tab lever at rest (Fig. 162). 

Tab Rack 

; ::0,~ 
~"""""""''''''''''''Iin'!r 

Tab Lever : ~-,-
1r=1_~.03511 to .045

rr 

'C :J'I ,..., G (j[j Adj ust Tab Lever 
\ .J U O I I '---., ~ Paw 

U 

FIGURE 162. Tab Lever Pawl 

The adjustment of the tab lever pawl has an effect on the 
amount of overlap between the tab stop and the pawl ti p 
in the active position. It also directly affects the pawl 
clearance duri ng tabu lati on. Un I ess the tab lever pawl 
is properly adiusted, correct pawl clearance cannot be 
obtained. 

The adjustment of the tab lever paw! can be measured by 
using the push-end of the large spring hook. The push
end is approximate Iy .035 11 thi ck. 
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~.OO5"to .020" 

Tab Pawl 

FI GURE 163. Tab Rack Bushing 

The tab rack adjustment sets up a condition whereby the 
escapement pawl wi II be released into the escapement 
rack at the right time to safely engage the correct tooth. 
If the tab rack were too far to the left, the tab lever 
would contact the set tab stop sooner a~d release the es
capement pawl into the rack earlier than it should. The 
pawl cou Id enter the wrong escapement rack tooth and 
stop the carrier one space to the left of the desi red stop
ping point. The carrier could stop one space too far to 
the right if the tab rack were adjusted too for to the 
right. 

4. Pawl Clearance - The upright lug of the' tab latch should 
be formed forward or back so that the tip of the escape
ment pawl clears the escapement rack teeth by .005" to 
.0lOlI when the tab lever is latched to the rear. 

~ ~,~~,~§tl SMail Screwdriver 

iY 
Latch Should Be l';~:'L' , Escapement Bracket 
Fonned For C lea ranee ~, 

____ ' I' ,/ 
.---- e 
If.~ 

I'~ _,-:// 

Tab l.ever.~':';07 ./.:.-
"-"A-~ '" /~Ari '~:, /~ _ /~ Escape~ent Rack @'Y /y .005" to .010" 

,// Escapement Pawl 
// 

FIGURE 164. Pawl Clearance Adjustment 



5. 

The adjustment insures that the escapement pawl wi II re
enter the rack quickly to minimize the chances of en
tering the wrong rack tooth. If excessive clearance is 
present I it is also possible that the tab keylever and as
sociated parts might not have enough throw to positively 
latch the tab lever each time. 

The upright lug of the tab latch may be formed with the 
3" screwdriver by using it as a lever through the hole in 
the escapement bracket (Fig. 164). If excessive formi ng 
is required, recheck and refine the adjustment of the tab 
lever pawl. 

Actuating Link (Fig. 165) - With the Tab/Sp/BScam 
latched .and the intermediate lever resting agai nst its 
upstop, adjust the actuating link clevis so that the tab 
torque bar hangs vertically. 

Vertical : 

~ 
I 

Tab Torque Bar 

Intermediate Lever Mounting Bracket 

FIGURE 165. Actuating Unk, 15" Machine 

NOTE: On machines with the new style (Fig. 173) in
terlock contact form the upstop up out of the way. 

6. Intermediate Lever Tab (Fig. 166) - With the tab inter
poser released and the Tab/Sp/BS cam on its high 'point I 
form the intermediate lever tab so that the tab lever pawl 
overthrows the tab latch by .005" to .010". 

Not Present On 
Machines With New 
Style Interlock Contact 

Form This Tab 

Tab Latch 

t 

7. Tab Lever Overthrow Stop & Retaining Plate (Late) -
(Fig. 167) 

a. Retai ni ng Plate - wi th the carri er centered, adj ust 
the retai ni ng plate (Fig. 167) front to rear so a 
clearance of .001" to .002" exists between the 
raised area of the escapement bracket and the tab 
torque bar. 

b. Tab Lever Overthrow Stop - with the tab cam on its 
high point, form the lug on the rear of the retaining 
plate (Fig. 167) for a clearance of .005" to .010" 
between the tab lever trigger and this lug. 

The adjustment of the retaining plate prevents lost 
motion in the torque bar which is caused by flexing. 

The overthrow stop prevents the tab lever from over
throwing into the tab rack. If the tab lever does 
contact the tab rack the lever will be un latched and 
an erroneous tab resu Its. 

Trigger 

FIGURE 167. Tab lever Overthrow Stop & 
Retaining Plate (New) 

8. Torque Bar Overthrow Stud (Late) - With the tab cam on 
its high point, form the upright lug on the LH end of the 
tab torque bar for a clearance of .001 11 to .010" between 
this lug and the overthrow stud (Fig. 168). 

Tab Torque Bar 

Interlock Switch 
Trigger 

FIGURE 168. Torque Bar Overthrow Stud (New) 

The overthrow stud serves two purposes. It assists the 
tab lever overthrow stop and also prevents the torque 
bar from rotati ng to a poi nt at whi ch the interlock trig
ger cou Id get under the torque bar lug. 

9. Lockout Lever (Fig. 169) (Early) - Position to clear the 
torque bar by .005" to .010" with the torque bar at rest. 

.005" to .010" NOTE: The position of the lockout lever must not choke 
off the motion of the tab lever during u.nlatching. On 
late level machines the tab lever trigger replaces the 
lockout lever and is not adjustabie. 

Tab Lever Pawl Overthrow 

FIGURE 166. Intermediate Lever Tab 
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.005" to .0lD II 

Tab Torgue Bar 

~~~~~---_ Washer 

Lockout Lever Tab Lever 

FIGURE 169. Lockout Lever (Early) 

10. Tab Torque Bar Support (Early) (Fig. 170) - With the tab 
torque bar at rest, position the torque bar support (rela
tive to the escapement plate) to clear the torque bar by 
.001 11 to .006 11

• 

Escapement Plate 
\ 

TObTorqj 
Bar ~ ~ .00111 to .006'! 

Closest Poi nt 

FIGURE 170. Tab Torgue Bar Support (Early) 

The purpose of the torque bar support is the same as the 
retaining plate. 

11. Tab Lever Overthrow Stop (Early) (Fig. 171) - Adjustfor
ward or back so that .005 11 to .015" clearance exists be
tween the lug of the tab lever and the overthrow stop when 
the tab lever is latched to the rear. 

Adjust Overthrow Stop 

.005" to .015.11 

Latch 

FIGURE 171. Tab Lever Overthrow Stop 

12. Carrier Return/Tab Interlock (Fig. 172) - With the car
rier return clutch latched, the upright lug of the tab 
latch should clear the end of the tab lever pawl by .005' 
to .025". The rear lug of the tab latch shOlJld be formed 
forward or back to obtain this condition. 

The lug on the tab latch may be formed by using the push 
end of the large spri ng hook as aT-bender. 

Tab Torque Bar 

Form Rear Lug Of 
Latch For Clearance 

.005" to 

aG.·02511 
-- "-

~~\I 
\ / 

''). - -- / 
Escapement 
Torque Bar 

FIGURE 172.. Interlock 

The adjustment insures that the carrier return and tab 
cannot both be latched simultaneously. If both were al
lowed to latch, the tab lever pawl would lock against a 
set tab stop during the carrier return operation. 

13. Tab Interlock Switch (Late) (Fig. 173) -

NOTE: Before proceeding with the following adjust
ments check the tab torque bar end play. It shou Id be 
.002" to .004 11 • It is adjusted by the retaining clips on 
the RH end of the torque bar. 

a. Tab Switch Trigger - with the tab torque bar in the 
rest position, form the horizontal lug on the left 
end of the tab torque bar, so that .0 lD" to .015" 
exists between the tab switch trigger and its latch
ing surface (Fig. 173). 

b. Tab Interlock Switch Bracket - adjust by its mount
ing screws for two conditions: 

Horizontal 

--, 
Torque Bar ":":~i1mE!m~~r====f= 

FIGURE 173. Tab Interlock Switch (late) 

1. Up and Down - so the tab torque bar is vertical 
in the rest_position. The tab torque bar linkage 
must not interfere with the rest position of the 
tab torque bar. 

2. Front to Rear - so a .001" to .002" clearance 
(Fig. 173) exists between the tab switch trig
ger and the rear edge of the tab torque bar ex
tension. This clearance insures that the tab 
interlock switch is not partially activated in the 
rest posi ti on. 
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14. Tab Interlock Contact (Early) -

a. 

b. 

Form (in circled area) the actuating wire (left or 
right) so that it contacts the actuating arm near 
the right ang Ie bend (Fig. 174). 

With the tab interposer released and. the T ab/Sp/BS 
cam on its high point r position the mounting brack
et (front to rear) so that the actuating arm overiaps 
(.040 11 minimum) the actuating wire (Fig. 174). 
This insures that the actuating wire does not get a
bove the actuati ng arm. 

Actuating Arm 
(Tab Torque Bar) 

L 
t 

Actuating Arm Contacts 
Actuating Wire In The 
Area Circled 

Overlaps 
.040" Min. 

Contact 

Actuating Wire 
{Form In This Area} 

Mtg. Bracket 
(Front to Rear Adj.) 

FIGURE 174. Interlock Contact (Early) 

c • As the tab torque bar restores, posi ti on the mounti ng 
bracket (up or down) so that the contact actuating 
wire travels .031 H to .06211 after the contact trans
fers (Fig. 175). This is done to insure that mach
ine vibration does not cause the contact to transfer. 

Actuating Arm 

= =- =~o oOl.031 " 
Actuating to 

Wire .062" 

Rest Position 

Mtg. Bracket 

FIGURE 175. Interlock Contact 

NOTE: During initiation of a tab operation, the 
switch must transfer (up position) before the T ab/ 
So/BS cam reaches its hiqh point. Torque bar bounce 
~~st not retransfer the c~nt~ct whi Ie the tab lever 
is latched out. 

1. 

MARGIN CONTROL MECHANISM 

Margin Rack Overbank Guide - With the carrier resting 
at the left hand margin, adjust the overbank guide (Fig. 
176) left or right on the margin rack to obtain .00111 to 
0005 11 clearance between the margin stop and the margin 
stop latch on fhe carrier when the margin rack is in its 
rest position (Fig. 176). When observing this clearance 
remove the floating action of the margin stop latch by 
pulling the stop latch to the right with a spring hook. 

FIGURE 176. Margin Rack Overbank Guide 

The adjustment insures that the left margin stop wi II set 
accurately when the stop is slid to the right against the 
margin stop latch on the carrier. 

NOTE: Machines equipped with an old style margin 
rack use an eccentric plate mounted on the right end of 
the marg in rack to contro I the rest posi ti on of the rack. 
Use the same procedure i ndi cated above to obta i n the 
.00111 to .005 11 clearance between the margin stop and 
the stop latch on the carri er. 

2. Margin Rack 
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a. Early 

1. With all parts at rest, loosen the fluted screw 
in the margin release lever and rotate the mar
gin rack (within the release lever) to a level 
position (Fig. 177). Then tighten the fluted 
screw. 

FIGURE 177. Margin Rack (Early) 



3. 

b. Late - Position the left hand margin release lever: 

1. Laterally so that 1/32" of the rolled pin on the 
margin release lever (Fig. 178). 

2. Radially so that the margin rack will be hori

zontal. 

Margin Stop Final Stop 

a. Early - Form the lug on the final stop (which is 
welded to the bottom side of the margin rack) to ob
tain a clearance of .001 11 to .010" between the 
final stop and the margin stop with the margin stop 
pin fully seated in the extreme left tooth of the mar
gin rack. 

b. Late - Position the margin set lever stop (Fig. 178) 
left or ri ght on th~ marg i n rack so that it wi II cI ear 
the margin stop by .001" to .010" when the margin 
stop pin is fully seated in the extreme left hand tooth 
of the margin rack. 

Margin Set Lever 
Stop 

LH Margin Release 

Lever 

FIGURE 178. Margin Rack -(Late) 

4. Bell Ringer Bail Adiusting Plate (New) (Fig. 179) - Po
sition the adjusting plate so that the bellringer bail is 
parallel to the margin rack. 

Be II Ri nger Sai I 

FIGURE 179. Bell-Ringer Bail Adjusting Plate 

5. Bellringer Bail Lever 

a. Early - With the carrier positioned away from the 
right hand margin stop, adjust the bell bail lever 
located on the left end of the bellringer bail to 
have .005" to .020" clearance with the bellclapper 
bellr:rank levN when the bail is at rest against the 
bail stop (Fig. 180). The bail stop is located at the 

right end of the bail. 
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.005" to .020" (Adjustment) 

-~ (~11 
\ / 

-'\ 
\ 

FIGURE 180. Bell Bai I Lever (Early Style) 

b. Late - With the carrier positioned away from the 
right hand margin stop, adjust the bell bail lever 
located on the left end of the bellringer bai I so that 
when the bottom portion of the lever is allowed to 
contact the underside of the bell clapper bellcrank 
lever a clearance of .005" to .020" will exist be
tween the bellringer bail and the bellringer bell
crank {Fig. 181}. 

Bell Ringer Bail 

FIGURE 181. Bell Bail Lever (Late Style) 

c. Machines Without Bell - The bail stop located at 
the right end of the bail should be adjusted so the 
bellringer bail is not moved until the bellringer bell
crank begins to rise on the final ramp of the line 
lock bracket. 

NOTE: When adjusting the bellringer bail lever be 
sure to maintain .002" to .004" end play jn the bell 
ringer bai I. 

6. line Lock Bracket - Adjust the line lock bracket up or 
down so that the bellringer bellcrank will ride 1/16" to 
5/64" from the bottom as the carrier moves into the line 
lock position. (Fig. 182A). 



Bell Ringer 
Bellcrank 

FI GURE 182A. Line Lock Bracket 

The adjustment insures that the bellringer bellcrank will 
remain in contact with the camming surface of the line 
lock bracket throughout the line lock operation. It also 
insures that the bellringer bellcrank will ride back over 
the line lock bracket if the carrier is returned from a 
position to the right of the right hand margin. 

7. Bell Clapper Bellcrank Lever - The bell should ring one 
space before the bellringer bellcrank moves onto the 
front surface of the line lock bracket. 

The adjustment is obtained by forming the lug on the bell 
clapper beilcrank that acts as a stop for the bell clapper 
bellcrank lever (Fig. 182B). The forming adjustment 
changes the amount of bite between the bai I lever and 
the be II clapper be Ilcrank lever. 

Form Here 

Bell Clapper 
Be II crank Lever 

FIGURE 182B. Bell Clapper Bellcrank Lever 

8. Line Lock Bracket Adjustable Plate (Fig. 183) - Position, 
with the carrier in the next to last space, to a point 
where the i ncl i ned surface just beg i ns to deflect the be II 
ringer bellcrank. 

Last Column Contacts (Fig. 184) (Early) 

a. Form the NjO support so that the NjO contact 
clears the Ojp by .020 11 to .03011

• 

b. Position (carrier in next to last space) the contact 
actuator on the bellringer bail so that it just touches. 
the OjP. When positioning the actuator! all back 
lash must be held out of the actuator to iine iock 
bracket linkage. 

Li ne Lock Bracket 

FIGURE 183. Line Lock Bracket 

Actuator 

FIGURE 184 0 last Column Contact Adiustment (Early) 

NOTE: To place the carrier in the next to last space, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Space to the right until the carrier pointer lines 
up with the mark on the RH margin set lever. 

2. Backspace two spaces. 

c. As the carrier moves from the next to last to last 
space 1 check for the following conditions (Fig. 185). 

1. The contact transfer must be complete (and with
out bounce) within one space. 

2. NjC contact must break. 

3. ojp must lift the NjO contact sufficiently to 
insure rei iable make. 

Last Column Contact (Late) (Fig. 186) -
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1. With the carri er in the next to last space posi ti on the 
contact actuator on the bell ri nger bail so that the act
uator just touches the OjP. When positioning the act
uator, a II back lash must be he! d out of the actuator to 
line lock bracket linkage. 



Bell Ringer Bail 

Contact Actuator 

PAPER FEED MECHANISM 

NOTE: For pin feed platen machines use adjustments 7, 8 
and 10 only. 

1. Before any paper feed adjustments are attempted, the 
position of the platen MUST be correct. 

2. Paper Feed Braces - (early paper feed mechanism only) -
With the feed roll tension springs disconnected the adjust
able braces fastened to the paper feed mounting arms should 
be adjusted all the way forward without deflecting either 
the feed roll actuating shaft or the carriage tie rod (Fig. 
187) . 

SI ight Rise Carriage Tie Rod 

FI GURE 185. Last Column Contact 

2,. As the carrier moves from the next to last space to the 
last space, the contact transfer must be complete. 

NOTE: To place the carrier in the next to last space, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Space to the right until the carrier pointer lines up 
with the mark on the RH margin set lever. 

2. Backspace two spaces. 

Contact 

FIGURE 186. Last Column Contact (New) 

Support 

Carriage Tie Rod 

.015" To 

'03~O" 1-/ 

--- / 

{/ ~\ 
Ii -ifr ) ," 

'" 1 / ,_ t-/ Feed Roll 
Actuating Shaft 

FIGURE 187. Paper Feed Mechanism 

3. Paper Feed Supports 

a. Early Paper Feed Mechanism - With the feed roll 
tension springs disconnected, the vertical supports 
for the carriage tie rod and the feed roll actuating 
shaft should be adjusted to just touch the bottom of 
each shaft (Fig. 187). The feed roll actuating shaft 
support should be loose when the tip, rod support is 
adjusted. 

b. Late Paper Feed Mechanism - With the feed roll 
tension springs disconnected, the center support 
bracket (Fig. 188) should be positioned so that the 
forward lug just touches the underside of the feed 
roll shaft whi Ie the rear lug just touches the top of 
the carriage tie rod. The center support bracket 
should not bow the copy control shaft. 

4. Feed Roll Tension - Place the feed roll tension springs 
in the hole of the front feed roll arms that wi! I provid~ 
-2 to 2-1/2 pounds tension measured at the front feed 
roll pivot points. 
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5. Feed Roll Side Play 

a. Early - The left and right hand paper feed mount
ing arms should be adjusted to provide the rear feed 
roll shafts with an end play of .015" to .030" when 
the feed rolls are against the platen (Fig. 187). 

b. Late - The left and ri ght hand front feed ro II arm 
assemblies should be adjusted to give end play to the 
feed roll shafts that wi II not permit them to contact 
the sides of the openings in the deflector but will 
permit them to roll freely (Fig. 188). Not Shown. 

Carriage Tie Rod 

Center Support Bracket 

FIGURE 188. Center Support Bracket 

6. Feed Roll Ad i ustment 

a. Early - Adjust the eccentrics with the high points to 
the rear so that three tab cards inserted between the 
platen and the rear feed rolls wi II cause a clearance 
of .008" to .012" between the front feed rolls and 
the platen (Fig. 189). The clearance should be equal 
on both ends of the feed roll. 

Make Adjustment Here Front Feed 
Roll Arm 

FIGURE 189. Feed Roll Adjusting Eccentrics 
(Old Style) 

b. Late - The front feed roll adjusting arms should be 
adjusted as follows: When two tab cards are placed 
between the front feed ro II s and the pi aten 1 the rear 
feed rolls should clear the platen (Fig. 190). When 
one tab card is placed between the front feed rolls 
and the platen 1 the rear feed rolls should touch the 
platen. 

Check Clearance Here 

Loosen Here 

FIGURE 190. Feed Roil Adjusting Arm (New Style) 

7. Paper Release - Adjust the feed roll release arm (Fig. 
191) to obtain a release clearance of .055" to .065" 
between the rear feed roll and the platen. 
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Excessive clearance can cause interference between the 
front feed roll and the carri eri whereas insuffi ci ent 
clearance will not permit straightening of thick paper 
packs. 

NOTE: The clearance should be the same at each end 
of the feed roll. The clearance can be equalized by 
adjusting either the left or right feed roll release lever 
(Fig. 191). 

Feed Roll 
Re I ease Leve r 

Adjust Feed Roll Release Arm 
Located At Right End Of Feed 
Roll Actuating Shaft 

FIGURE 191. Paper Release Adjustment 



8. Deflector - Position the def1er:tor by forming the de
flector supporting tabs on the front and rear feed roll 
arms so that a clearance of .010" to .020 11 exists be
tween the front and rear of the deflector and the platen 
(Fig. 192). Three tab cards inserted between· the platen 
and the deflector (at the front and rear) should provide a 
slight drag. No drag should be felt when one tab card 
is inserted • 

• 010" To .020 11 

FIGURE 192. Deflector Adjustment 

9. Paper Bai I 

a. Bail Shaft - The shaft should be positioned in the 
right hand bail arm so that each arm can be pulled 
forward the same distance from the platen before the 
entire bai I begins to move. 

The adjustment insures that both bail rollers will 
have equa I pressure agai nst the platen. 

CAUTION: Be sure that neither bai I arm is de
flected left or right after the bai I shaft is tightened. 

b. Bai I Stop - The lugs that stop the rearward movement 
of the paper bai I arms shou Id be formed to obtain a 
.005 11 to .010" clearance between the lugs and the 
bai I arms when the copy control lever is at its ex
treme rear position. 

The adjustment prevents interference between the 
bai I arms and the line gage card holder when the 
platen is removed. 

10. Line Gage Card Holder 

a. Adjust the line gage card holder forward or back 
for a .005" to .010 11 clearance with the platen. 

b. The vertical adjustment should be such that the 
graduated edge is parallel to and .002" to .005 11 

below the feet of the typed characters when viewed 
from the operator's posi ti on. 

c. Adjust the card holder left or right so that. the point 
of a letter '''V'' will align with the mark in the mid
dle of the line gage card holder. 

NOTE: On pin feed platen machines, the gradua
tions on the left hand card holder should be lined 
up with the bottom of a seri es of ViS. 

FABRIC RIBBON MECHANISM 

1. Centering Springs - With the ribbon reverse interposer 
centered, form the lugs of the ribbon feed plate for .003" 
to .005" clearance in the centering spring loops (Fig. 

193). Form These Lugs 

FIGURE 193. Centering Springs Adjustment 

The adj ustment insures that the spri ngs are not extended 
when at rest and that they wi II properly restore the mech
anism after a reverse operation. 

2. Ratchet Brake Spring - Form the left and right ratchet 
brake springs so that each will hold its ratchet in posi-
ti on after the ratchet has been manua II y rotated far e
nough to fully actuate the reverse mechanism (Fig. 194). 

Ratchet Brake Spring 

FIGURE 194. Ribbon Feed Plate Adjustment 

The ratchets should be checked alternately with the cart
ri dge removed. Tne check as described is merely a meth
od of testing for the correct braking action of the springs 
and has little to do with the reversing action. 

3. Ribbon Feed Plate - With the ribbon mechanism set for 
a reversing operation and the ribbon cam at its high 
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point I adiust the ribbon feed plate forward or back so 
that the ribbon feed pawl holds the reverse interposer 
within .001" to .015" of its total travel (Fig. 194). 

The adjustment not only insures sufficient throw for a re
versing operation, but also gives optimum ribbon feed 
results by determining the rest and active positions for 
the pawl. 

CAUTION: After completing the adiustment 1 manually 
cycle a character to check that two teeth feed is ob
tained plus .005" to .020" overthrow. 

Be sure that the feed pawl does not contact the inter
poser lever as the pawl is manually reversed from side to 
side. 

4. Cartridge Guides - Form the ribbon feed plate lug that 
guides the cartridge into position so that the ribbon 
spools are centered in the holes of the cartridge and 
there is .001" to .010" lateral movement of the cart
ri dge. 

5. Ribbon Lift Guide Plate - Adiust the plate as low as 
possible without causing a change in the ribbon lift guide 
height as the ribbon lift lever is moved from the low lift 
to the high lift position (Fig. 195). The ribbon lift cam 
should be at the low point when the check is made. 

Adjust Plate 
Up Or Down 

FIGURE 195. Ribbon Lift Guide Plate Adjustment 

6. Ribbon Lift Control Link - Adiust the link forward or back 
by means of the clevis so that the underscore will strike 
the ribbon 1/1611 from the bottom edge. The ribbon lift 
lever must be in the high lift position when the check 
is made. 

CAUTION: Do not adjust the link so short that it chokes 
off in the front end of the cam follower slot as the ribbon 
lift lever is moved into the high lift position. 

7. Ribbon Lift Lock - Adjust the ribbon lift lock so that it 
will positively hold the ribbon lift guide in the load 
position. The lock is located under the right front cor
ner of the carrier. 

8. Stencil Lockout (Fig. 196) - With the lift lever in sten
ci I position and the cam follower on the high point of 
the ri bbon feed cam 1 form the ri boon feed I atch for .010" 
clearance with the lug on the cam follower. 
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FIGURE 196. Stenci I Locking 

RIBBON SHIFT MECHANISM 

1. Magnet Adjustments (2 Magnet) -

a. With the armatures energized, position the hinge 
plates so that the armatures clear the magnet yokes 
by .003;1 to .005(; (Fig. 197). 

Black Shift Armature 
(Energized) 

\ 
Hinge Plate 

Red Shift 
Armature 
(Energized) 

li=====:t~~~~:::;;;:::~:::::=.-_-:. 
Ii --i-====:J1

1 

Red Shift Magnet 

Hinge Plate 

FIGURE 197. Hinge Plates 

b. With the armatures energized, position the arma
ture stops so that the armatures clear the magnet 
yoke by .003" to .005" (Fig. 198). 

Black Shift Magnet 

FIGURE 198. Armature Stops 



2. Black Shift Magnet - With the black shift magnet arma
ture energized and the red shift magnet armature de-en
ergized, position the black shift magnet for a clearance 
of .010 11 between the black and red shift armatures (Fig. 
199). 

o 

Black Shift Magnet Red Shift Magnet 

FIGURE 199. Magnet Positioning 

NOTE: With the red shift armature energized and the 
black shift armature de-energized, the black shift arma
ture must overthrow the red shift armature by .003 11 to 
.006" (Fig. 200). 

Assembly Bracket ((5;) 
.003" to .005" 'f 

Overthrow 
Adj. ScreVY'S 

o o 

FIGURE 200. Black Shift Armature Overthrow 

3. Magnet Adiustments (1 Magnet) (Fig. 201) - With the 
red shift magnet armature energized, position the hinge 
plate and armature stop so that the armature clears the 
yoke (both inner and outer poles) by .003" to .005" • 

• 003" Ajrmature .t~0311 

.005" 

Mtg. Screw 

Hinge Plate 

Yoke 

FIGURE 201. Magnet Adjustments (1 Magnet) 

4. Pivot Arm (Fig. 202) - With the manual ribbon lift lever 
in the black position, form the pivot arm extension (up 
or down) so that the latch does not drag when moved from 
the latched to the unlatched position. 

NOTE: Position the pivot arm bracket so that the high
est and lowest characters print equi distant from the top 
and bottom of the red portion of a black and red ribbon. 

\ l"}~) 7 ft·· -.-.~.. -- Pivot Arm 

.. ,v ~ Cam Follower Latch 

Form to Prevent 'Q/ 
latch Drag 

FIGURE 202. Pivot Arm 

5. Right Hand Pu Iley (Fig. 203 & 204) - With the red shift 
armature energized, position the right hand pulley pivot 
to obtain .002" to .005" clearance between the stud 
and follower latch slot. 

Pulley 
Pivot 

FIGURE 203. Right Hand Pulley 

~-+--- Follower Latch 
Stud 

Cam Follower Latch 

FIGURE 204. Cam Follower Latch 

NOTE: The pulley nut must be loosened before adjust
i ng the pi vot screw. 

6. Red Shift Armature Backstop (Fig. 205 & 206) - With the 
armature de-energized, position the red shift armature 
backstop to obtain .002" to .005" clearance between the 
stud and the follower latch slot. 
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Red Shift Armature 
(De-Energized) 

FIGURE 205. Red Shift Armature Backstop 

FIGURE 206. Cam Follower Latch 



INDEX SELECTION SOLENOIDS 

1. Adjust the solenoid core for. 020 11 pi unger to core air gap 
by holding the plunger against the guide, turn in the core 
until the plunger just begins to rise, back off the core 
1/2 turn and tighten the lock nut (Fig. 207). 

NOTE: Be sure the links are not interfering during this 
adjustment. 

2. Adjust the rear index selection solenoid link so the air 
gap on the rear solenoi d wi II be . 120 11 to . 130 11 with the 
front plunger sealed (Fig. 207). 

3. Adjust the front index selection solenoid link so the air 
gap on the front solenoid will be .120 11 to .130" with 
the rear plunger sealed (Fig. 207). 

Lock Nut 
Core 

FIGURE 207. Index Solenoid Adjustments' 
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CYCLE CLUTCH AND CYCLE SHAFT REMOVAL 

1. Remove the covers. 
2. Position the carrier to the extreme right. 
3. Remove the degree wheel pointer (#1, Figure 1). 
4. Remove the degree wheel (#2, Figure 1). 
5. Remove the gear guard (#3, Figure 1). 
6. Remove the left dust cover (not shown). 

* 7. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 2) that hold the con
tact plate to the frame. Remove the contact assembly 
and hold it to the front with a rubber band. 

8. Remove the two pi vot screws (# 1, Fi gure 3). 
9. Remove the front screw from the C 1 - C2 contact assemblY 

(#1, Figure 4) and swing the assembly down out of the way 
of the bearing plate. 

10. Remove the cycle-clutch check pawl and spring (#1, 
Figure 5). 

11. Remove the three bearing-plate screws (#2, Figure 4). 
12. Remove the bronze intermediate gear (#3, Figure 4). 
13. Remove the C 1 - C2 cams (#4, Figure 4) and the cycle 

shaft gear (behind the C 1 - C2 cams). 
14. Remove the bearing plate (#5, Figure 4) by prying it away 

from the frame (front end first) with a screwdriver and 
sl iding it off the cycle shaft. 

15. Force the positive bail down with a screwdriver (#2, 
Figure 5), making sure all the latches are under the bail. 
Insert a bristol wrench through the lower left bearing 
plate mounting hole (#2, Figure 4) over the top of the 
bai I to hold it down. 
Note: Do not remove the positive bai I restoring spring. 

16. Remove the cycle shaft, pushing the Negative 5 and 
Rotate 2 links out of the way with a spring hook pusher 
end. The pusher-restoring-bail arms will easily bend to 
the left to allow removal. 

17. Remove the shims from the old shaft and put them on H.e 
new one. Be sure the flexible nylon shim is the first one 
put on. 
Note: The number of shims may vary with the new shaft 
to maintain. 002 11 

- .004 11 end play. 

* Not present on all printers. 

FIGURE 1. Cycle Clutch and Cycle Shaft Remova! 
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i8. The following adjustments should be checked after the 
cycle-shaft is replaced: 
a. Idler Gears 
b. Cycle Shaft End Play 
c. Cycle-C lutch Spring 
d. Cycle-Clutch Latch Bite 
e. Damper Spring 
f. Fi Iter Shaft Timing 
g. Print Shaft Timing 
h. C 1 and C2 Contact Timing 

FIGURE 2. Cycle Clutch and Cycle Shaft Removal 

FIGURE 3. Cycle Clutch and Cycle Shaft Removal 
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FIGURE 4. Cycle Clutch and Cycle Shaft Removal 

BELT REPLACEMENT 

1. Position the carrier to the extreme right. 
2. Remove the degree-wheel, pointer (#3, Figure 6). 
3. Remove the degree-wheel (#2, Figure 6). 
4. Remove the gear guard (#1, Figure 6). 
5. Remove the left dust cover (not shown) . 

* 6. Remove the two screws (# 1, Figure 7) that ho I d the pi ate 
to the frame. Remove the contact assembly, holding it 
to the front with a rubber band. 
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FIGURE 5. Cycle Clutch and Cycle Shaft Removal 

FIGURE 6. Belt Replacement 

7. Remove the cycle-clutch check pawl and spring (#1, 
Figure 8). 

8. Remove the front screw from the C 1 and C2 contact as
sembly (#1, Figure 9) and swing the assembty down. 

9. Remove the bronze intermediate gear (#3, Figure 9). 
10. Remove the three bearing plate screws (#2:~' Figure 9) and 

remove the bearing plate. 
11. Cut the old belt and remove it from the machine. 
12. Force the positive bail down with a screwdriver (#1, 

Figure 11) making sure all the latches are under the bail. 

FIGURE 7. Belt Replacement 
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FIGURE 8. Belt Replacement 

Insert a bristol wrench through the lower left bearing 
plate mounting hole over the top of the bail to hold it 
down. 

13. Loos~n the two cycle-clutch latch-bracket mounting 
screws.. (#1 , Figure 10). Slip the new belt through the 
bearing plate hole, around the shaft 1 and over across 
the cycle shaft to the cycle-clutch latch (Figure 11). 
Work it between the latch and the cycle-clutch sleeve. 

14. Loosen the motor mount and slip the belt over the cen
trifugal clutch. 

I •• 

• 

•. " ....... :. 

~ 
------' 

FIGURE 9. Belt Replacement 
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FIGURE 10. Belt Replacement 

15. The following adjustments should be checked after the 
belt is replaced: 
a. Idler gears 
b. Damper spring 
c. Filter shaft timing 
d. Print shaft timing 
e. C 1 and C2 contact timing 
f. Cycle clutch latch bracket height 

* Not present on all printers. 

FIGURE 11. Belt Replacement 



ROTATE SPRI N G RE PLACEMENT 

1. Remove the left dust cover. 
2. Remove the ribbon cartridge. 
3. Center the carrier over the camshaft. 

* 4. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 12) that hold the con
tact plate to the frame. Remove the contact assembl y, 
holding it to the front with a rubber band. 

S. Remove the two nuts (#1, Figure 13), one on newer ma
chines, immediately to the right of the yoke on the car
rier, remove the black cl ip from under the nut (#2, Fig
ure 13) and gradually remove the tension from the rotate 
spring. 

6. a. On older machines, back out the two screws (#1, 

FIGURE 12. Rotate Spri~g Replacement 

FIGURE 13. Rotate Spring Replacement 

Figure 14) on the ri ght 1/4" Clnrl rfi:>l1'1ove the screw 
on the left, which is under the cycle shaft (fl2, Fig
ure 14). 
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FI GURE 14. Rotate Spring Replacement 

b. On newer machines, remove the lower right and left 
screws and back out the upper right screw 1/4" (Fig
ure 14). 

7. Remove the striker and rotate-spring retaining plate (#3, 
Figure 14). The rotate spring can now be removed. 
Note: In newer machines there may be a spring clip 
(PN 1141238) that prevents the spring from being trapped 
in the pulley notch. If not, one should be added on re
assembly. 

8. The following ad justments shoul d be checked after the 
rotate-spring is replaced: 
a. Rotate spring tension 
b. Typehead homing 
c. Damper spring 

* Not present on all printers. 
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LOWER BALL SOCKET AND TILT RING REMOVAL 

1. Remove the left dust cover and ribbon cartridge. Center 
the carrier over the cycle shaft. 

2. Shift into upper case. 
3. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 12) that hold the print 

contact plate to the frame. Remove the contact assembly, 
holding it to the front with a rubber band. 

4. Half cycle a O-rotate 1-tilt character. Note which posi
tion the tilt detent is in for replacement and be sure the 
machine is still in upper case. 

S. Loosen the two setscrews (# 1, Figure lS). 
6. Remove the two pivot pins (#2, Figure lS). 
7. Remove the tilt ring (#3, Figure lS) and remove the ball 

joint. 
8. Loosen the rotate pulley setscrew (#1, Figure 16). 
9. Use the butt end of a small spring hook as a follower to 

push out the lower ball socket (#2, Figure 16). Note: 
This prevents th~ wedge from being lost. When replacing 
the socket be sure the pin is pointing toward the front
left and right-rear corners. 

10. The following ad justments shaul d be checked after the 
lower ball socket and ti It ring is replaced. 
a. Tilt detenting 
b. Typehead homing 
c. Tilt ring 
d. Upper ball socket 



FIGURE 15. Lower Ball Socket and Tilt Ring Removal 
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FIGURE 16. Lower Ball Socket and Tilt Ring Removal 

ROTATE TAPE REPLACEMENT 

i. Remove the left and ri ght dust covers. 
2. Position the carrier 3" from the left frame. 
3. Remove the broken pieces of tape from the machine. 
4. Disconnect the tilt-pulley tension spring (#3, Figure 17). 
5. Pull the tilt ring toward the front of the machine and turn 

the rotate pulley until the T -slot is accessible (#1, Fig
ure 17). 

6. Insert the rotate tape f eyelet first (#2, Figure 17) f be-
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FIGURE 17. Rotate Tape Replacement 

FIGURE 18. Rotate Tape Replacement 

tween the rotate pulley and the right side of the yoke 
from beneath the ribbon mechanism. 

7. Pull the tape through and insert the T -tip of the tapa 
into the T -slot ofthe pulley (#1, Figure 18). 

8. Thread the tape around the rotate-arm pulley, top to 
front I keeping it under the carrier-return cord, around 
the shift-arm pulley, and anchor it to the carrier. 

9. Connect the tilt-pulley spring. (Gear type with open 
end to the rear.) 

10. Restore the 2 pounds of rotate-spring tension. 
11. Check the typehead homing adiustment. 



TILT TAPE REPLACEMENT * 3. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 20) that hold the plate 
to the frame. Remove the contact assembly, holding it to 
the front with a rubber band. Note: Photos and procedures are for Gearless Tilt. 

Gear type may vary slightly. 4. Disconnect the rotate link at both ends and remove it 
( # 1, Figure 21). 

1. Remove the left and right dust covers. 5. Remove the latch-bai I spring (#2, Figure 21). 
Remove the motor. 2. Position the carrier 3" from the left frame. 6. 

3. Half cycle a zero rotate, 0 Tilt character (to lock rotate 7. Remove the rotate-latch springs (#1, Figure 22). 
Remove the check-latch spring (#2, Figure 22). spring tension) • 8. 

4. Remove the broken pieces of tape from the machine. 9. Remove the guide-bracket mounting stud and screw (#3, 
Figure 22). 5. Place the eyelet on the tilt pulley bellcrank (#1, Fig

ure 19). 
6. Thread the tape around the left ti It-arm pulley, right 

tilt-arm pulley, and take up the slack in the tape. 
7. Withdraw the rotate detent, turn the head counter-clock

wise to relieve the rotate-tape tension, tilt the head to 
the front, and restore the detent. 

8. Remove the tape retaining pin from the carrier and insert 
the ti It tape, keeping it on top of the rotate tape. 

9. Restore the typehead to the rest position. 
10. Check the tilt detent adjustment. (R.H. Tilt Pulley) 

FIGURE 19. Tilt Tape Replacement 

ROTATE SELECTION DIFFERENTIAL REMOVAL 

1. Position the carrier to the extreme right. 

FIGURE 21. Rotate Selection Differential Removal 

10. Remove the balance-arm mounting stud (#1, Figure 23). 
11. Disconnect the minus-five bail drive I ink from the right 

end of the balance arm (#2, Figure 23). 
12. Disconnect the ti It-di fferential spring (#3, Figure 23). 
13. Rotate the cycle shaft until the cam followers are on the 

low points of the cams. 
14. Remove the rotate-differential assembly. 
15. The following ad justments shou I d be checked after the 

rotate-selection-differential assembly is replaced: 
a. T ypehead hom i ng 
b. Rotate latch clearance 
c. Rotate differential guides 

2. Remove the left dust cover, platen, feed rolls, and paper 
deflector. 

* Not present on a II pri nters. 

FIGURE 20. Rotate Selection Differential Removal FIGURE 22. Rotate Selection Differential Removal 
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FI GURE 23. Rotate Selection Di fferential Removal 

TILT SELECTION DIFFERENTIAL REMOVAL 

1. Position the carrier to the extreme right. 
2. Remove the left dust cover, platen, feed rolls, and paper 

deflector. 
3. Remove the motor. 
4. Remove the tilt-latch springs (#1 r Figure 24). 
5. Remove the positive bail spring (#1 r Figure 25). 
6. Remove the tilt-differential spring (#2, Figure 25). 
7. Remove the rotate -arm spri ng (#3, Figure 25). 
8. Remove the two C-clips and remove the tilt-differential 

assembly (#4, Figure 25). 
9. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

tilt-differential assembly is replaced: 
a. Tiltdetenting 
b. Tilt latch clearance 
c. Rotate differential guides 

FIGURE 24. Tilt Selection Differential Removal 

FIGURE 25. Tilt Selection Differential Removal 

DIFFERENTIAL PLATE REMOVAL 

1. Position the carrier to the extreme right. 
2. Remove the left dust cover, platen, feed rolls, and 

paper deflector. 
* 3. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 27) that hold the con

tact plate to the frame. Remove the contact assembly r 
holding it to the front with a rubber band. 
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4. Unhook the check-latch-link spring (#1, Figure 28). 
5. Remove the rotate-arm link (#2, Figure 28). 
6. Scribe the position of the pusher-arm plate to the power 

frame and remove the four mounting screws (#3, Figure 
28) . 

7. Remove the positive bail spring (#4, Figure 28). 
8. Carefully remove the pusher-arm-plate assembly. 
9. Remove the motor. 

10. Remove all latch springs (#1, Figure 29). 

FIGURE 27. Differential Piate Removal 



11. Remove all latch links (#2, Figure 29). 
12. Remove the left-hand motor mount (#3, Figure 29). 
13. Remove the four differential mounting nuts (#4, Figure 

29). Note: Do not lose the wedge in the lower-left 
mounting stud. 

14. Complete the Cycle-Shaft Removal section. 
15. Remove the cycle-clutch latch bracket (#1, Figure 30). 
16. Remove the C-c1ip from the negative latch link (#2, 

Figure 30). 
17. Remove the C-c1ip from the tilt-link stud (#3, Figure 30). 
18. Remove the rotate-arm spring (#4, Figure 30). 
19. Detach the check-latch clevis (#5, Figure 30). 
20. Remove the differential-bracket assembly. 
21. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

differential-plate is replaced: 
a. Rotate di fferential guides 
b. Tilt differential guides 
c. Rotate latch clearance 
d. Tilt latch clearance 
e. Tilt detenting 
f. Typehead homing 

* Not present on all printers. 

FIGURE 28. Differential Plate Removal 
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FIGURE 29. Differential Plate Removal 
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FIGURE 30. Differential Plate Removal 

SELECTOR BAIL REMOVAL 

* 1. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 31) that hold the con
tact plate to the frame. Remove the contact assembly, 
holding it to the front with a rubber band. 

2. Scribe the power frame, remove the four mounting screws 
(#1, Figure 32) and carefully remove the pusher-arm 
assembly. 

3. Remove the positive bail spring (#2, Figure 32) and pull 
the bail down. 

4. Remove all the C-c1ips from the positive bail shaft (#1, 
Figure 33). 

5. Swing the retainer (not shown) on the outside of the power. 
frame out of the way and pull the bail shaft out. 

6. Work the bail assembly out through the bottom of the ma
chine. 

7. The following adjustments should be checked after 
Se lector-Bai lis replaced. 
a. Latch clearance 
b. Bai I down-stop 

Not present on all printers. 

FIGURE 31. Selector Bail Removal 
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FIGURE 32. Selector Bail Removal 

FIGURE 33. Selector Bail Removal 

PRINT MAGNET ASSEMBLY REMOVAL 

1. Disconnect the cycle-clutch trip link (#1, Figure 34). 
2. Remove the support leg in the lower left corner (#2, 

Figure 34). 
3. Remove the four mounting screws (#3 j Figure 34) ~ 
4. Carefully remove the magnet assembly. 

FIGURE 34. Print Magnet Assembly Removal 

LATCH PUSHER REMOVAL 

* 1. Remove the two screws (#1, Figure 35) that hold the con
tact pi ate to the frame. Remove the contact assembl y I 
holding it to the front with a rubber band. 

2. Disconnect the pusher springs (#1, Figure 36). 
3. Remove the C-clip on the end of the shaft (#2, Figure 

36) and remove the shaft until the desired pusher is free. 
4. The following adjustments should be checked after a 

latch-pusher is replaced. 
a. Latch to pusher clearance 
b. Latch-pusher to armature clearance 

* Not present on all printers. 

FIGURE 35.· Latch Pushe.r Removal 
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FIGURE 36. Latch Pusher Removal 

SHIFT MAGNET ASSEMBLY REMOVAL 

1. Remove the spring from the hold armature (#1, Figure 37). 
2. Loosen the front mounting stud (#2, Figure 37). 
3. Loosen the rear mounting screw (#3, Figure 37). 
4. Slide the assembly forward and remove it. 
5. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

shift magnet assembly is removed: 
a. Shift-magnet assembly adjustments 

FIGURE 37. Shift Magnet Assembly Removal 

BACKSPACE RACK REMOVAL 

1. Remove the motor. 
2. Remove the backspace -rack spri ng (# 1, Fi gure 38). 
3. Remove the three backspace -rack mount i ng studs (#2, 

Figure 38), one of which is not shown, and remove the 
rack. 

4. The following adjustments should be checked after the 
backspace rack is replaced: 
a . Tab-I ever stop 
b. Backspace rack 
c. Intermediate lever 
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FIGURE 38. Backspace Rack Remova! 

SH 1FT ARM REMOVAL 

1. Position the carrier to the left and remove the right dust 
cover. 

2. Remove the shift-contact assembly (#1, Figure 39). 
3. Remove the shift-arm brace (#2, Figure 39). 
4. Loosen the setscrews that hold the shift-arm pivot (#3, 

Figure 39). 
5. Rotate the head counterclockwise, remove the tape from 

the shift-arm pulley, and put it on the tilt pulley. 
6. Remove the shift-arm pivot and arm. 
7. The following adjustments should be checked afl-er i-he 

shift-arm is replaced: 
a. Typehead homing 
b. Shift contact adjustments 

FIGURE 39. Shift Arm Remova! 

OPERATIONAL CAM CHECK PAWL AND ESCAPEMENT CAM 

FOLLOWER REMOVAL 

1. Position the carrier to the left and remove tile I igLt dusl 
cover. 

2. Disconnect the escapement link (#] f Figure 40). 
3. Remove all C-clips from the check pawl shaft (#2, Fig

ure 40). 

4. Slide the shaft to the left until the desired part is free. 
Note: Remove springs on Iy as necessary. 
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FIGURE 40. Operational Cam Check Pawl and Escapement 
Cam Follower Removal 

OPERATiONAL CAM FOLLOWER RElv'lOVAL 

1. Remove the C -cl ips from the cam-follower pivot shaft 
(#1/ Figure 41). 

2. Remove the auxiliary cam-follower spring (#2/ Figure41). 
3. Work the shaft to the right unti I the desired part is free. 

2 

OPERATIONAL CONTACT REMOVAL 

1. Remove the right rear mounting leg (#1/ Figure 42). 
2. Remove the two mounting screws (#2/ Figure 42) and re 

move the contact assembly 0 
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FIGURE"_ 42. Operational Contact Removal 

OPERATIONAL ~vJ\AGNET ASSEMBLY REMOVAL 

1. Perform the Shift-Magnet-Assembly Removal. 
2. Remove the actuator-arm spri ng (# 1, Fi gure 43). 
3. Remove the two mounting screws (#2, Figure 43). 
4. Remove the actuator-arm pivot screw (#3, Figure 43). 
5. Remove the armature-link clevises (#4, Figure 43). 
6. Remove the mounting screw (#1, Figure 44). 
7. Remove the nut (#2, Figure 44) and carefully remove the 

magnet assembl y. 

FIGURE 43. Operational Magnet Assembly Removal 



FIGURE 44. Operational Magnet Assembly Removal 

OPERATIONAL LATCH BRACKET REMOVAL 

1. Remove the feedback-col)tact-assembly bracket by 
loosening the two screws (#1, Figure 45). 

2. Remove the mainspring and hub (#2, Figure 45). 
Caution: Care must be used when unwinding and re
moving main spring. 

3. Disconnect the backspace-latch spring (not shown). 
4. Remove the back plate (#3, Figure 45). 
5. Disconnect the backspace-rack spring (#1, Figure 46). 
6. Disconnect the cam-follower spring (#2, Figure 46). 
7. Disconnect the spacebar and tab-latch springs (#3, 

Figure 46). 
8. Disconnect the tab-bellcrank I ink clevis (not shown). 
9. Disconnect the detent spring (#4, Figure 46). 

10. Disconnect the carrier-return latch spring (#5, Figure 
46) . 

11. Remove the index-selection link (#6, Figure 46). 

FIGURE 45. Operational Latch Bracket Removal 
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FIGURE 46. Operational Latch Bracket Removal 

12. Remove the carrier-return eccentri c by removi ng the 
eccentri c nut (#7, Fi gure 46). 

13. Remove the escapement link (#8, Figure 46). 
14. Disconnect the carrier-return actuating spring and 

carrier-return actuating-arm spring (#9, Figure 46). 
15. Remove the escapement-torque-bar restoring spring (#10, 

Figure 46). 
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16. Remove the two mounting screws (the left one is not 
visible) and one nut (#11, Figure 46). 

17. Work the operational-latch bracket out of the machine. 
18. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

operational-latch-bracket is replaced: 
a. C5andC6timing 
b. Mainspring tension 
c. Trigger guide 
d. Escapement I ink 
e. All operational latch clearances 
f. Carrier return 
g. Backspace 

6 10 \I 12 8 
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FIGURE 47. Shift Cam Removal 



SH!FT CAM REMOVAL 

1. Turn the typehead counterclockwise and remove the re
laxed rotate tape from the shift-arm pulley and put it 

around the tilt pulley. 
2. Remove the lower-case armature spring (#1, Figure 47). 
3. Remove the cam-follower spring (#2, Figure 47). 
4. Loosen the setscrews and remove the cam follower arm 

(#3 t Figure 47). 
5. Remove the shift-magnet assembly (#4, Figure 47). 
6. Remove the three springs (#5, Figure 47). 
7. Remove the interlock C-clip (#6, Figure 47). 
8. Remove the detent (#7, Fi gure 47). 
9. Remove the C-clip from the shaft and remove the ratchet 

(#8, Figure 47). 
10. Remove the shift-release arm (#10, Figure 47). 
11. Remove the shift-clutch spring (behind the ratchet). 

Note: Observe the spring position for replacement. 
12. Remove the shift arbor (#11, Figure 47). 

Note: Do not rotate the shaft backward. 
13. Remove the shift cam (#12, Figure 47). 
14. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

shift-cam is replaced. 
a. All shift mechanism adjustments 
b. Sh i ft magnet assembl y 
c. Upper and lower case typehead homing 

* Screw is hidden behind Rotate Arm 

FI GURE 48. Operational Shaft Removal 

OPERATIONAL SHAFT REMOVAL 

1. Complete the Shift-(am Removal. 
2. Remove the two I ugs and two screws from the beari ng 

mounting plate (# 1, Figure 48) and sl ide the plate off. 
3. Disconnect escapement I ink. 
4. Work the operational shaft to the right until it clears 

the cycle clutch pulley hub, then lift shaft out the top. 
5. The following ad iustments should be checked after the 

operational shaft is replaced. 
a. All shift mechanism adjustments 
b. Shift magnet assembly 
c. Upper and lower case typehead homing 
d. Gear mesh 

I 
FI GURE 49. Operational Interposer Bracket Removal 

OPERATIONAL INTERPOSER BRACKET REMOVAL 

1. Complete the Shift-(am Removal. 
2. Complete the Operational-Magnet Removal. 
3. Complete the Operational-Shaft Removal. 
4. Complete the Operational-Latch-Bracket Removal. 
5. Remove the six (two shown) mounting screws (#1, Figure 

49) . 
6. Re~ove the C5 auxi I iary cam follower. 
7. Remove the key-lever pawl guides from the operational

interposer bracket (not shown) . 
8. Work bracket assembiy out through rear of machine. 
9. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

operational-interposer-bracket assembly is replaced: 
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a. AI·~ shift mechanical adjustments 
b. Shift magnet assembly 
c. Upper and lower case typehead homing 
d. Gear mesh 
e. Operational latch pivot pin eccentric 
f. Escapement tri gger gui de 
g. Mainspring tension 
h. Keylever pawl to interposer clearance 
I. Operational latch height 
i. Backspace rack 
k. Pawl clearance 
I. Clutch latch overthrow 
m. Carrier return actuating arm 
n. Multiplying control lever 

CARRIER SHOE REMOVAL 

1. Remove the two card-holder screws (#1, Figure 50). 
2. Remove the two escapement-bracket screws (#2, Figure 

50) . 

FIGURE 50. Carrier Shoe Removal 



FI GURE 51. Carrier Shoe Removal 

3. Work the carrier out from under the escapement bracket 
to the right. 

4. Remove the nut from the carrier-shoe stud and remove 
the shoe (#1, Figure 51). 

5. The following adjustments should be checked after the 
carrier-shoe is replaced. 

a. Carrier shoe 
b. Escapement bracket 

c. Tab 

CARRIER AND ROCKER REMOVAL 

1. Remove mounting screws (#1, Figure 52). 
2. Remove card holders (#1, Figure 53). 
3. Disconnect ribbon lift spring (#3, Figure 53). 
4. Release rotate spring tension (#4, Figure 53). 
5. Remove tilt pulley spring (#5, Figure 53). 
6. Remove tape anchor screw (#6, Figure 53). 
7. Remove tapes (#7, Fi gure 53). 
8. Remove tape wi per (#8, Fi gure 53) if present. 
9. Remove escapement bracket mounting screws (# 10, Fi g

ure 53). 
10. Remove transport spring bracket screw (#1, Figure 54) 

(Early printers only) 
11. Remove print shaft gear (not shown) . 
12. Remove print shaft (#11, Figure 53). 
13. Remove carrier and rocker assembly. 

FI GURE 52. Carrier and Rocker Removal 
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FI GURE 53. Carrier and Rocker Ren:oval 

FI GURE 54. Carrier and Rocker Removal 

NOTE: If rocker removal is necessary, complete the follow
ing steps: 

14. Remove anvil striker (#1, Figure 55). 
15. Remove rotate spring, cage and pulley (#2, Figure 55). 
16. Remove tape guide (#3, Figure 55). 
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17. Remove !I(" ci i p on rocker shaft (#4, Fi gure 55). 
18. Loosen rockel- shaft se!' screw and remove rocker shaft 

(#5, Figure 55), 
19. Check carrier and rocker and alignment adjustments afte( 

reassembly. 



FIGURE 55. Carrier and Rocker Removal 

CYCLE CLUTCH PULLEY REMOVAL 

1. Perform the Cycle-Clutch and Cycle-Shaft removal. 
2. Remove the IIC II c lip from the rotate be I !crank pi vot pi n 

(#1, Figure 56). 
3. Disconnect the rotate link from the rotate bellcrank 

(not shown). 
4. Remove IIcn clip and remove pivot pin (#2, Figure 56). 
5. Push down on the rotate balance arm (#3, Figure 56) 

and lift up on the rotate bellcrankuntil the two are 
clear of each other and then remove the bellcrank. 

6. Remove the cycle-clutch-latch spring (not shown). 
7. Remove the bottom latch screw I loosen the top latch 

screw and slide the latch up and out (#4, Figure 56). 
8. Take the belt off the pulley and remove the pulley (#5, 

Figure 56). 
9. The following adjustments should be checked after the 

cycle-clutch pulley is replaced. 
a. Latch height 
b. Cycle shaft end play 

3 2 
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FIGURE 56. Cycle Clutch Pulley Removal 
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c. Idler gears 
d. Cycle-clutch spring 
e. Cycle-clutch latch bite 
f. Damper-spring 
g. Filter shaft timing 
h. Print shaft timing 
i. C 1 and C2 contact timing 

CORD REPLACEMENT 

NOTE: Remove the mai n spri ng • 

1. With the carrier to the extreme right, feed the carrier re
turn cord around the pu Ileys and connect to cord drum 
(# 1, Figure 62) • 

2. Connect carrier return cord to carri er usi ng long nose 
pliers and spring hook (#2, Figure 62). 

3. Disconnect clutch unlatching link (#1, Figure 63). 
4. Manually latch the clutch and turn the machine by hand 

until the carrier is pulled fully to the left. 
5. Connect the escapement cord to the drum with about 1 

turn of the cord on the drum (#2, Figure 63). 
6. Connect tlie end of the cord to the carri er and then p !ace 

it on the pulleys (#3, Figure 63). 
7. Connect the clutch unlatching link. 
8. Replace and adjust the main spring (5 turns) with the car

rier resting at the extreme RH margin •. 

CORD ADJUSTMENT 

A time saving method of transport card adjustment may be ac
compl ished by tying a knot in the end of the cord as close to 
the hook as possible. 
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FIGURE 57. Carrier Return Cord Replacement 
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FIGURE 58. Escapement Cord Replacement 
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